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ABSTRACT 

 

For successful bacterial infection, bacteria need to sense and respond to their environment. 

Quorum sensing (QS) allows bacteria to regulate their virulence in a cell-density dependent 

manner. Polymicrobial infections are prevalent in cystic fibrosis (CF) infections but the 

interactions between these microbes are not well understood. The phenylacetic acid (PAA) 

pathway is upregulated in CF-like conditions and PAA was linked to the attenuation of virulence 

in two major CF pathogens, Burkholderia cenocepacia and Pseudomonas aeruginosa. However, 

the mechanism of attenuation remains unknown. The goals of my thesis were to investigate the 

role of PAA release in CF pathogen interactions, identify the PAA pathway metabolite responsible 

for the attenuation of virulence, and determine if the mechanism of inhibition is due to an effect 

on the CepIR QS system (either directly or indirectly).  

 I investigated the accumulation of PAA in CF pathogens. I determined that B. cenocepacia 

was the most likely candidate for the accumulation of PAA but that PAA did not affect the 

pathogen interactions. I then characterized knockout mutants of the first steps of the PAA pathway 

(PaaK or PaaABCDE) to determine which PAA metabolite(s) are responsible for the attenuation 

of virulence. While loss of the paaABCDE operon resulted in decreased virulence, a paaK deficient 

strain had increased virulence compared to wild type despite the fact that both mutations resulted 

in higher levels of external PAA. Although we found no evidence of direct cepI or cepR 

downregulation by PAA or PAA-CoA, a low-virulence cepR mutant reverted to a virulent 

phenotype upon removal of the paaK genes. Whereas removal of the paaABCDE operon in the 

cepR mutant had no bearing on its attenuated phenotype. These results demonstrate that B. 

cenocepacia can elicit a pathogenic response if PAA-CoA is not produced. Conversely, the 
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accumulation of PAA-CoA appears to attenuate pathogenicity. In summary, this thesis 

demonstrates that a metabolic signal can activate virulence in B. cenocepacia when the classical 

QS system is not functioning. This finding challenges the classical view of virulence activation by 

QS, providing new insight into the relationship between metabolism and virulence in opportunistic 

pathogens.  
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW 
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1.0 QUORUM SENSING IN GRAM-NEGATIVE BACTERIA 

Bacterial communication is a relatively recent avenue of research, considering bacteria 

were first observed in the mid-late 1600’s and have been well studied since the 1800’s. On that 

scale, the discovery of species-specific extracellular molecules in the late 1960’s is relatively 

nascent (Tomasz 1965; Nealson et al. 1970). Since communication is a vital component of 

organizing group behaviours, bacteria had always been viewed as self-sufficient individuals that 

lacked the complexity to form multicellular groups (Greenberg 2003). The observation of certain 

marine bacteria capable of luminescing only at high densities led to the discovery of the production 

of an extracellular signal, which was eventually identified as an N-acyl homoserine lactone (AHL) 

(Eberhard et al. 1981). These extracellular signals would accumulate outside the cell until a certain 

population or “quorum” was reached, at which point the signals would be present at a high enough 

concentration to activate the luxCDABE genes to produce luminescence (Martin et al. 1989). This 

phenomenon was termed “quorum sensing” (QS) and initially it was thought to be a rare skill, 

mastered only by certain bacteria, but that was quickly disproven (Greenberg 2003). We now know 

that both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria can use QS and that there are many different 

signal molecules and types of QS, even in the same strain.  

In Gram-negative bacteria, the extracellular signalling molecules, or autoinducers, are 

commonly synthesized from S-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAM) and an acyl chain forming AHL 

(Papenfort and Bassler 2016). AHLs are produced at basal levels and can diffuse freely through 

the bacterial membrane (Papenfort and Bassler 2016). Once accumulated, these autoinducers bind 

to their cognate QS receptors which can either be membrane-bound histidine sensor kinases or 

cytoplasmic transcription factors (Papenfort and Bassler 2016). Upon receiving this signal, the cell 

responds by altering gene expression. Many virulence factors are metabolically costly to produce 
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hence, they are often under the control of the QS system (Whiteley et al. 1999; Diggle et al. 2002; 

Wagner et al. 2003; García-Contreras 2016). While the genes widely associated with QS are 

largely virulence traits, transcriptomic analysis of QS “regulons” show that there numerous genes 

affected (Antunes et al. 2007; O’Grady et al. 2009). There are several known types of QS in Gram-

negative bacteria, but the two main types that will be discussed in this work are the QS systems 

that use AHLs and diffusible signal factor (DSF) as autoinducers (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Quorum sensing signal molecules in Gram-negative bacteria. 
AHL, N-acyl homoserine lactones, where R = C4 to C18; PHL, phenylacetyl homoserine lactone; 
DSF, diffusible signal factor (cis-11-methyl-2-dodecenoic acid); BDSF, Burkholderia diffusible 
signal factor (cis-2-dodecenoic acid); PQS, Pseudomonas quinolone signal (2-heptyl-3-hydroxy-
4-quinolone). 
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1.0.1 N-Acyl Homoserine Lactone Signalling 

The first AHL QS system identified was in Vibrio fischeri and consisted of two proteins, 

an autoinducer synthase (LuxI), which catalyzes the synthesis of AHLs, and a transcriptional 

regulator (LuxR) which regulates gene expression (Eberhard et al. 1981; Hanzelka and Greenberg 

1995). AHLs are synthesized from SAM and acylated acyl carrier protein and consist of a lactone 

ring group and an acyl chain that varies in length from 4 to 18 carbons (Schaefer et al. 1996). Some 

AHLs can have oxo or hydroxyl groups on the third carbon of the acyl chain. AHLs are small 

diffusible molecules but they can also be actively transported through efflux pumps and 

accumulate extracellularly in the medium until a threshold concentration has been reached (Kaplan 

and Greenberg 1985; Pearson et al. 1999). At this point the AHLs diffuse across the membrane 

and are able to bind to a transcriptional regulator. LuxR-type transcriptional regulators have a 

ligand binding domain and a DNA binding domain (Choi and Greenberg 1991; Fuqua et al. 2001). 

Early research on LuxR-type proteins found that they require their cognate AHL for proper folding, 

likely because they fold around the AHL resulting in an irreversible binding (Zhu and Winans 

2001; Schuster et al. 2004). More recent research has revealed that while some LuxR-type proteins 

irreversibly bind their cognate AHLs, others, such as LasR in P. aeruginosa, bind the ligand in a 

reversible manner (Sappington et al. 2011). 

Generally, genes coding for LuxIR homologs are physically linked in the genome, but 

sometimes orphan LuxR homologs exist that are not associated with a cognate, adjacent gene 

coding for a LuxI homolog (Subramoni and Sokol 2012). In fact, approximately 76% of annotated 

LuxR proteins can be considered orphan regulators (Hudaiberdiev et al. 2015) which suggests that 

these regulators may respond to autoinducers from other types of synthases or perhaps even from 

other bacteria (Papenfort and Bassler 2016). Supporting this theory, the most well-studied orphan 
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LuxR-type regulator is QscR from P. aeruginosa as it can respond to a broad spectrum of AHLs 

at nanomolar concentrations (Lee et al. 2006).  In addition AHL synthases have been identified 

(LuxM synthases) which are not LuxI homologues, but use SAM and fatty-acid intermediates as 

substrates to synthesize AHLs (Hanzelka et al. 1999). Interestingly, not all orphan LuxR-type 

regulators require AHL binding to regulate gene expression and can even be antagonized by AHLs 

(Malott et al. 2009; Ryan et al. 2013).  

 

1.0.2 Diffusible Signal Factor Signalling 

 After the discovery of intercellular signaling using AHLs, another class of signaling 

molecule was uncovered in Xanthomonas campestris pathovar campestris, the diffusible signal 

factor (DSF). Present in many Gram-negative bacterial species (Barber et al. 1997; Deng et al. 

2014), DSF was identified as an α,β unsaturated fatty acid, cis-11-methyl-2-dodecenoic acid 

(Wang et al. 2004). The rpf gene cluster is responsible for the synthesis and detection of DSF and 

homologues of this cluster are widespread amongst the xanthomonads (Ryan and Dow 2008). 

While it was initially believed to be restricted to the xanthomonads due to their inability to 

synthesize AHLs (Ryan et al. 2009), the Burkholderia diffusible signal factor (BDSF) (Figure 1) 

is pervasive throughout the Burkholderia genus (Winsor et al. 2008; Suppiger et al. 2016). BDSF, 

or cis-2-dodecenoic acid, is structurally similar to cis-11-methyl-2-dodecenoic acid and was even 

able to restore the biofilm and extracellular polysaccharide production of a DSF-deficient X. 

campestris pv. campestris mutant (Boon et al. 2008). 

 The “typical” DSF QS system, found in Xanthomonas sp., is encoded by the rpf cluster, 

which contains the genes necessary to synthesize DSF, rpfF and rpfB, and a two-component 

system, rpfC and rpfG (Barber et al. 1997; Zhou et al. 2017). When DSF is perceived by RpfC, 
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the phosphodiesterase RpfG is activated resulting in the degradation of cyclic-di-guanosine 

monophosphate (c-di-GMP) (Tao et al. 2010). c-di-GMP then regulates gene expression through 

various effectors, such as the global regulator Clp (Tao et al. 2010). In Burkholderia sp. the system 

functions similarly through the modulation of intracellular c-di-GMP levels, but instead of the 

RpfCG two-component system there is a novel sensor RpfR (Deng et al. 2013). Although a DSF-

type molecule is produced by a RpfF homologue in Pseudomonas sp., the mechanism of perception 

has not yet been elucidated (Davies and Marques 2009; Amari et al. 2013). 

While molecules belonging to the DSF family have been shown to play roles in the 

regulation of various virulence traits (Ryan et al. 2009; Deng et al. 2014; Dean et al. 2015), another 

α,β unsaturated fatty acid, farnesoic acid, can act as an inhibitor of the transition between yeast 

and filamentous fungi in C. albicans (Oh et al. 2001). From the structural similarity between these 

molecules it was inferred that the importance of DSF signaling may be its role in the interactions 

between bacteria and fungi (Wang et al. 2004). This link was demonstrated when BDSF from B. 

cenocepacia was found to inhibit the fungal morphological transition of C. albicans (Boon et al. 

2008). 

 

1.0.3 Quorum Sensing and Metabolism 

 The catabolism of aromatic compounds is involved in the production of some QS signals, 

such as tryptophan in the synthesis of indole or 2-heptyl-3-hydroxy-4-quinolone (Pseudomonas 

quinolone signal or PQS), see Figure 1 (Diaz et al. 2012). Until recently the homoserine lactone 

signalling molecules were AHLs, which contain an acyl group derived from fatty acid 

biosynthesis, but the discovery of aryl homoserine lactones opened the door to a whole new field 

of bacterial signalling involving aromatic compounds (Schaefer et al. 2008). These signals are 
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synthesized by a CoA class of LuxI homologs that are found primarily in α-proteobacteria (Liao 

et al. 2018). Phenylacetyl homoserine lactone (Figure 1), which is derived from phenylacetyl-

Coenzyme A (PAA-CoA), was first synthesized as an inhibitor of QS in Vibrio fischeri (Geske et 

al. 2007), but has recently been identified as a native QS signal of Prosthecomicrobium hirschii 

(Liao et al. 2018). This is in line with other evidence that shows that many QS systems are agonized 

and antagonized depending on which AHL is bound (McClean et al. 1997).  

 

1.1 Microbial Metabolism of Aromatic Compounds 

While the microbial metabolism of aromatic compounds has been studied for years, it was 

only recently that its relationship with the production of QS signals was established (Schaefer et 

al. 2008). Aromatic compounds are ubiquitous; found in all organisms as aromatic amino acids 

phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan and composing up to one-quarter of the biomass of land 

plants (Teufel et al. 2010; Fuchs et al. 2011; Diaz et al. 2012). These compounds are difficult to 

degrade as growth substrates, due to the stabilizing resonance energy of the aromatic ring system 

(Teufel et al. 2010). Despite being the main producers of aromatic compounds, plants lack the 

degradation pathways to recycle carbon from these substances. However, microbes have evolved 

several complicated degradation strategies, both aerobic and anaerobic, required to deal with 

aromatic substrates (Fuchs et al. 2011). Because aromatic metabolism has been well studied, see 

reviews (Häggblom 1992; Heider and Fuchs 1997; Fuchs et al. 2011; Ghosal et al. 2016), I will 

only describe the phenylacetic acid pathway, which is the focus of this research.  

Microorganisms transform substrates through “peripheral”, or “upper”, pathways to central 

intermediates that are then processed through a common route (Fuchs et al. 2011). This strategy is 

thought to maximize their ability to degrade a variety of aromatic substrates without developing 
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numerous specialized pathways. The traditional route for aerobic catabolism uses oxygenases and 

ring-cleavage dioxygenases to hydroxylate and cleave the aromatic ring (Hayaishi 2008). Another 

aerobic route borrows strategies from anaerobic catabolism, earning them the title “aerobic hybrid 

pathways”. These aerobic hybrid pathways still require oxygenases for ring-cleavage but just to 

form a non-aromatic epoxide. The metabolites of the pathway are converted to CoA thioesters and 

the cleavage of the aromatic ring is hydrolytic rather than oxygenolytic. This strategy is widely 

used for both the degradation of benzoate and the focus of this study, PAA. 

 

1.1.1 Phenylacetic Acid 

 Phenylacetic acid (PAA) is a small molecule (C8H8O2) consisting of both a phenyl and a 

carboxylic acid functional group (Figure 2) and has been studied as a molecule of interest in plant 

signalling since the mid 1930’s (Cook 2019) and investigated as a carbon source for bacteria since 

at least 1938 (Koser et al. 1938), but its true potential remains elusive and underappreciated.  

For such a small molecule, PAA plays a large role across many different forms of life: an 

auxin in plants (Milborrow et al. 1975); an antimicrobial secreted by ants (Schildknecht and Koob 

1970; Fales et al. 1992; Do Nascimento et al. 1996; Fernández-Marín et al. 2015); a defensive 

compound in beetles to protect against adhering bacteria and fungi (Francke and Dettner 2005); a 

precursor to penicillin G (Moyer and Coghill 1947); an aid in the evasion of the immune response 

by Acinetobacter baumannii (Bhuiyan et al. 2016); and a signal molecule in bacterial 

communication (Musthafa et al. 2012). 
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Figure 2. Chemical structures of compounds pertaining to this study.  
PAA, phenylacetic acid (mw = 136.15 g/mol); Phe, phenylalanine (mw = 165.19 g/mol); PAA-
CoA, phenylacetyl-CoA (mw = 885.7 g/mol); mw, molecular weight. 
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1.1.1.1 Physical and chemical properties of PAA 

PAA is a white, crystalline powder that is soluble in H2O (17.4 g PAA/kg H2O) with a 

molecular weight of 136.15 g/mol (Lide 2001). Due to its pungent odour, PAA is commonly used 

to prepare perfumes. As a commercial chemical it can also be used to prepare pharmaceutical drugs 

but due to its use in the illicit production of 1-phenyl-2-propanone (for manufacturing 

amphetamines and methamphetamines) it is subject to controls in several countries including 

Canada (Health Canada 2006; UNODC 2014). 

 

1.1.1.2 PAA as a Carbon Source 

As aromatic compounds are ubiquitous in nature, it is no surprise that a lot of early research 

focused on their catabolism by bacteria and other microbes. Bacterial metabolism of aromatic 

compounds was first identified in 1908 (cited by McKinney et al. 1956). PAA and other aromatic 

compounds such as benzoate have been well studied as carbon sources since then. In 1938 PAA 

was tested as a growth substrate for 6 microorganisms: Staphylococcus epidermidis (albus); 

Corynebacterium diphtheriae; Shigella dysenteriae; Brucella abortus; Streptococcus hemolyticus; 

and Saccharomyces cerevisiae at concentrations ranging from 0.2 µg/ml to 20 µg/ml (1.47 mM – 

146.9 mM) (Koser et al. 1938). None of the strains tested were able to grow on PAA as a sole 

carbon source (Koser et al. 1938) but this is not surprising with current knowledge. According to 

the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) database (Kanehisa and Goto 2000; 

Kanehisa et al. 2016), it is unlikely that any of these microbes have the genes for the PAA pathway.  

Aromatic compounds in nature aren’t just from plant biomass, they are also found in 

industrial waste (McKinney et al. 1956). This sparked even more interest in microbes able to 

catabolize aromatic compounds in the interest of bioremediation (McKinney et al. 1956). After 
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discovery of PAA as a constituent of penicillin during the second world war, PAA was added to 

culture media to increase penicillin production (Singh and Johnson 1948). 

 

1.1.2 The PAA Pathway in Bacteria 

 The PAA pathway is unique in that it combines the features of both aerobic and anaerobic 

metabolism resulting in a hybrid route that can adapt to fluctuating oxygen conditions (Fuchs et 

al. 2011; Grishin and Cygler 2015). Similar pathways exist, but the PAA pathway is the most fully 

characterized (Grishin and Cygler 2015). Abundant in bacterial genomes, the PAA pathway is 

found in approximately 16% of sequenced genomes especially alphaproteobacteria, 

betaproteobacteria and gammaproteobacteria (Fuchs et al. 2011). It is also widespread amongst 

eubacteria such as certain actinobacteria, firmicutes, bacteroidetes, chlorobi, and deinococcus-

thermus, however it has mostly been investigated thoroughly in the Gram-negatives Escherichia 

coli, Pseudomonas spp., Azoarcus evansii, and B. cenocepacia (Martinez-Blanco et al. 1990b; 

Olivera et al. 1998; Ferrandez et al. 1998, 2000; Luengo et al. 2001; Rost et al. 2002; Mohamed 

et al. 2002; Ismail et al. 2003; Song et al. 2006; Fernandez et al. 2006; Nogales et al. 2007; Law 

et al. 2008; Teufel et al. 2010, 2011; Imolorhe and Cardona 2011, 2011; Grishin et al. 2011; 

Yudistira et al. 2011; Law and Boulanger 2011; Fuchs et al. 2011). The pathway has also been 

confirmed in the Gram-positive bacteria Rhodococcus sp. and Arthrobacter oxydans (Navarro-

Llorens et al. 2005, 2008). 

Based on a phylogenetic analysis of the phenylacetyl-CoA ligase gene, paaK, from 12 

strains belonging to different genera, the genes had high homology (65-99%) to each other but did 

not cluster on a phylogenetic tree according to phylum (Abe-Yoshizumi et al. 2004). From this 

study it was hypothesized that the genes were acquired by lateral gene transfer, however there were 
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limitations to this study (Abe-Yoshizumi et al. 2004). For example, the sequence used was rather 

short (650 bp), the genes amplified in this study were not confirmed to be present in the 

chromosome or on a plasmid, and there was only one gene examined, paaK, which does not 

confirm that a functional pathway is present (Abe-Yoshizumi et al. 2004). Additionally, in both B. 

cenocepacia and Pseudomonas sp. Y2 more copies of the paaK gene than functional pathways 

were present (Peso-Santos et al. 2006; Law et al. 2008; Peso‐Santos et al. 2008), this will be 

discussed further in section 1.1.2.3.1. 

The evolution of the pathway was further investigated by examining the phylogeny of 

certain clusters of PAA genes (Martin and McInerney 2009). E. coli and P. putida likely had a 

common ancestor with a complete cluster of PAA pathway genes but a considerable number of 

the genes have been replaced by rearrangement, insertion, and non-orthologous gene displacement 

(Martin and McInerney 2009). In a broader comparison across more genera, their analysis did not 

find a single origin of the clusters, rather they identified at least two independent assemblies for 

proteobacteria and actinobacteria, respectively (Martin and McInerney 2009). Phylogenetic 

analysis of the PaaR transcriptional regulator and their binding motifs suggests that these 

regulators coevolved, presumably through vertical evolution (Chen et al. 2012). To date, 

investigation into the evolution of the PAA pathway has focused on single genes or clusters of 

genes; however, uncovering the evolution of the pathway through phylogenetic analysis of the 

entire pathway may provide insight into the conditions where this adaptation would be 

advantageous. 
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1.1.2.1 The Genes of the PAA Pathway: An Overview 

 Phenylalanine and other substrates are degraded through separate “upper” or “peripheral” 

pathways and then the pathways converge at a central catabolite, PAA (Luengo et al. 2001; Fuchs 

et al. 2011). The genes of the upper pathway are less well known, but PAA is then degraded 

through the paa genes, which encodes anywhere from 12 to 15 enzymes (Olivera et al. 1998; 

Grishin and Cygler 2015). The genes for this pathway are found in operons and/or clustered in the 

genome (Ferrandez et al. 1998; Jimenez et al. 2002; Diaz et al. 2012) although, not commonly, 

the genes for the catabolism of PAA can be plasmid-encoded (Pickup et al. 1983). While the genes 

are often clustered in the genome, the arrangement of the clusters and operons varies between 

species and even strains of the same species (Martin and McInerney 2009). 

A feature of the PAA pathway is that PAA is processed in the form of CoA esters. The 

ligation of PAA to CoA is thought to be beneficial because CoA is membrane impermeable, 

ensuring degradation products remain within the cell (Grishin and Cygler 2015). Another 

advantage of the attachment of CoA to PAA is unique recognition because PAA is a small 

hydrophobic molecule that may not be prone to specific binding (Grishin and Cygler 2015). The 

steps of the PAA pathway can be summarized as follows: PAA is first activated by a PaaK ligase 

to form PAA-CoA (Figure 3) (Martinez-Blanco et al. 1990a; Fernandez et al. 2006; Teufel et al. 

2010). PaaI can reverse this reaction or PAA-CoA is epoxidized by PaaABCDE and then 

isomerized by PaaG into a form that can be cleaved by PaaZ (Teufel et al. 2010). Once cleaved 

the reactive product is quickly oxidized by the bifunctional PaaZ to a more stable product, 3-oxo-

5,6-dehydrosuberyl-CoA, which is then shortened by PaaJ, isomerized again by PaaG and hydrated 

by PaaF to create 3-hydroxyadipyl-CoA (Teufel et al. 2010). PaaH oxidizes 3-hydroxyadipyl-CoA 
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forming 3-oxoadipyl-CoA which is ultimately cleaved by PaaJ to form acetyl-CoA and succinyl-

CoA, metabolites of the TCA cycle (Nogales et al. 2007; Teufel et al. 2010).  
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Figure 3. The microbial PAA catabolic pathway. 
This is the proposed pathway of the degradation of aromatic compounds through PAA based on 
studies in E. coli and Pseudomonas sp. Phenylalanine (1) is converted to phenylacetic acid (PAA) 
(2) through an upper pathway. PAA is then converted to phenylacetyl-coenzyme A (PAA-CoA) 
(3) by action of a phenylacetyl-CoA ligase PaaK. This step can be reversed by a thioesterase, PaaI. 
PAA-CoA is then epoxidized to ring-1,2-epoxyphenylacetyl-CoA (4) by a monooxygenase 
complex, PaaABCDE and is then isomerized to form 2-oxepin-2(3H)-ylideneacetyl-CoA (5) by 
PaaG. This form allows the ring to be easily cleaved by the hydratase domain of the bifunctional 
PaaZ protein before the aldehyde dehydrogenase domain oxidizes the the reactive semialdehyde 
to form 3-oxo-5,6-dehydrosuberyl-CoA (6). The thiolase PaaJ then removes two carbon atoms, 
forming 2,3-dehydroadipyl-CoA (7) which is isomerized by PaaG and then hydrated by PaaF to 
yield 3-hydroxyadipyl-CoA (8). PaaH then oxidizes the hydroxyl-group resulting in 3-oxoadipyl-
CoA (9) and PaaJ cleaves this to form two molecules of acetyl-CoA (10) and one molecule of 
succinyl-CoA (11) which are intermediates of the TCA cycle.  
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1.1.2.2 The Upper Pathway: Phenylalanine to PAA 

 Although it is known that phenylalanine can be degraded to PAA before entering the PAA 

pathway, the specific genes and enzymes responsible for the different steps are not yet 

characterized. In bacteria there are three putative routes for the conversion of phenylalanine to 

PAA according to the KEGG database (Kanehisa and Goto 2000; Kanehisa et al. 2016). In the 

first route, phenylalanine can be converted to phenylpyruvate by many enzymes, such as a 

phenylalanine dehydrogenase (Enzyme Commission number (EC): 1.4.1.20) or multiple 

transaminases (EC: 2.6.1.-). Phenylpyruvate can then be decarboxylated by a phenylpyruvate 

decarboxylase (EC: 4.1.1.43) or a similar enzyme (EC: 4.1.1.-) to form PAA. In yeast this is known 

as the Ehrlich pathway, which is responsible for the production of either acids or fusel alcohols 

(Hazelwood et al. 2008). In Achromobacter eurydice the metabolism of phenylpyruvate to PAA 

through phenylacetaldehyde has been demonstrated (Asakawa et al. 1968) and a phenylpyruvate 

decarboxylase has also been identified in the plant growth-promoting bacterial strain Azospirillum 

brasilense (Spaepen et al. 2007). The presence of the enzymes necessary for this pathway under 

anaerobic conditions were also identified in cell extracts of Aromatoleum aromaticum (Debnar-

Daumler et al. 2014). This part of the pathway was also identified in Thauera aromatica and 

Aromatoleum aromaticum which both degrade phenylalanine through benzoyl-CoA (Schneider et 

al. 1997; Debnar-Daumler et al. 2014). 

The second route involves the conversion of phenylalanine to phenylethylamine, by a 

phenylalanine decarboxylase or other aromatic-L-amino-acid decarboxylases (EC: 4.1.1.53 or EC: 

4.1.1.28/4.1.1.105), before conversion to phenylacetaldehyde and PAA as described above. This 

pathway has been described in mammals (Berry 2004) and Pseudomonas putida U (Arias et al. 

2008). In E. coli K-12 the gene for the conversion of phenylalanine to phenylethylamine is absent, 
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however the growth on phenylethylamine through the tynA (formerly maoA) and feaB (formerly 

padA) gene products has been characterized (Steinebach et al. 1996; Ferrandez et al. 1997).    

In the third route, phenylalanine can be converted to 2-phenylacetamide, by the action of a 

phenylalanine 2-monooxygenase (EC: 1.13.12.9) or a catalase-peroxidase (EC: 1.11.1.21).  2-

phenylacetamide is processed by an amidase (EC: 3.5.1.4) to create PAA. While an L-

phenylalanine oxidase has been characterized from Pseudomonas sp. P-501 that converts 

phenylalanine to 2-phenylacetamide (Koyama 1982), this route is not well described. P. 

aeruginosa has an amidase for conversion of 2-phenylacetamide to PAA (Brammar et al. 1987) 

but does not appear to have a gene for the conversion of phenylalanine to 2-phenylacetamide 

(Kanehisa and Goto 2000; Kanehisa et al. 2016). A search of the KEGG database revealed that 

other species of Pseudomonas have both genes, but the pathway has not been demonstrated in vivo 

(Kanehisa and Goto 2000; Kanehisa et al. 2016). 

 

1.1.2.3 The Central Pathway 

 Although I have described the upper pathway from phenylalanine, PAA can also be 

generated from other aromatic compounds such as: styrene (Olivera et al. 1994), ethylbenzene 

(Lee and Gibson 1996), and tropic acid (Long et al. 1997). Once the aromatic compounds have 

been metabolized through the upper pathways to the central intermediate, PAA is then catabolized 

by a series of enzymes encoded by the paa genes into acetyl-CoA and succinyl-CoA, components 

of the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) pathway (Teufel et al. 2010; Grishin and Cygler 2015).  
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1.1.2.3.1 Step One: The Ligation of Coenzyme A to PAA by PaaK 

 PaaK, a phenylacetyl-CoA ligase performs ATP and Mg2+-dependent attachment of CoA 

to PAA, resulting in AMP and pyrophosphate (PPi) as reaction products (Martinez-Blanco et al. 

1990b). The product of this step, PAA-CoA, was determined to be the inducer of the PAA pathway 

in both P. putida U and B. cenocepacia K56-2 (Garcia et al. 2000; Yudistira et al. 2011). Although 

it belongs to the superfamily of adenylate-forming enzymes, which activate a wide variety of 

substrates, PaaK is quite specific for PAA (Mohamed 2000; Grishin et al. 2011). Unlike most 

bacteria with this pathway, Pseudomonas sp. Y2 and B. cenocepacia possess more copies of this 

gene than functional PAA pathways (Law et al. 2008; Peso‐Santos et al. 2008). Pseudomonas sp. 

Y2 possesses two complete pathways, and it has three copies of paaK (Peso‐Santos et al. 2008). 

Whereas, B. cenocepacia possesses two PaaK enzymes and only single copy of the rest of the 

genes encoding the enzymes of the pathway (Law et al. 2008; Grishin and Cygler 2015).  

While the third paaK gene in Pseudomonas sp. Y2 was discovered to belong to the styrene 

degradation regulon (Peso‐Santos et al. 2008), the role of the duplicate paaK genes in B. 

cenocepacia has not yet been determined. To elucidate the role of these proteins, PaaK1 and PaaK2 

from B. cenocepacia were characterized and their structures were determined (Law and Boulanger 

2011). The two enzymes share 69% identity and PaaK1 has a lower Km value for PAA and lower 

substrate specificity than PaaK2, which could be due to its extended aryl substrate pocket (Law 

and Boulanger 2011; Grishin and Cygler 2015). The larger aryl substrate pocket of PaaK1 meant 

it was able to accommodate substituted PAA substrates whereas PaaK2 could not (Law and 

Boulanger 2011). The low affinity for PAA also suggests that PaaK2 may use another substrate 

preferentially that has not yet been identified. Of interest would be challenging the individual PaaK 

mutants with increased phenylalanine or PAA to determine the role of each of the enzymes. While 
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the paralogous PaaK enzymes have distinct substrate profiles, the knockout of the paaK1 gene did 

not impair growth and pathogenicity of the microbe, however they were unable to perform a 

knockout of the paaK2 gene in this work (Imolorhe and Cardona 2011). Consequently, they were 

not able to investigate whether the individual PaaK genes were sufficient to support growth on 

PAA as a sole carbon source.  

 

1.1.2.3.2 Step Two: The Epoxidation of PAA-CoA by a Monooxygenase Complex, PaaABC(D)E 

 PaaABCDE is the most studied and perhaps interesting step of the pathway. Responsible 

for the epoxidation of PAA-CoA to ring-1,2-epoxyphenylacetyl-CoA or epoxide (EP-CoA) 

(Teufel et al. 2010), mutants of this step result in inactivation of the pathway and impair 

pathogenicity of B. cenocepacia (Hunt et al. 2004; Fernandez et al. 2006; Law et al. 2008; 

Pribytkova et al. 2014). Interestingly, the role and importance of PaaD has never been determined. 

When paaD is deleted the pathway is inactivated (Fernandez et al. 2006), however co-expression 

of recombinant proteins showed that PaaD was not necessary for the oxidation reaction and 

formation of the epoxide (Teufel et al. 2010; Grishin et al. 2011).  

PaaA and PaaC form heterodimers that have been crystalized in complex with various CoA 

derivatives, especially PAA-CoA (Grishin et al. 2010). However, PAA-CoA solely binds PaaA, 

therefore the formation of the PaaA-PaaC complex is likely for structural reasons (Grishin and 

Cygler 2015). The PaaA-PaaC complex can also form a heterotetramer by joining with another 

PaaA-PaaC complex, though the association occurs solely through interactions between the PaaC 

molecules (Grishin et al. 2010) and there is currently no knowledge of what, if any, biological role 

this complex would play. Work with PaaA, B and C in Klebsiella pneumonia has shown that PaaB 

can bridge both subunits in the PaaA-PaaC complex, forming a heterotrimer which can also bind 
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a second PaaA-PaaB-PaaC complex to form a heterohexamer (Grishin et al. 2013). The structure 

of this complex shows a concave surface near the PAA-CoA binding site that is proposed to be the 

space for the PaaE reductase molecule to bind and participate in electron transfer with PaaA 

(Grishin et al. 2013). PaaD may be implicated in the incorporation of iron ions in PaaA or PaaG 

due to its similarities with SufT, a protein involved in iron-sulfur cluster assembly (Grishin and 

Cygler 2015). Based on these studies, the genes have been assigned the following functions: PaaA 

is the catalytic subunit; PaaB acts as a bridge for PaaA and PaaC; PaaD has no known function; 

and PaaE is the reductase. Although structural work has focused on the roles of PaaABCE, PaaD 

clearly plays a biological role that remains to be investigated. The epoxidation of PAA-CoA by 

PaaABCDE is the last step of this hybrid pathway that requires oxygen. 

 

1.1.2.3.3 Step Three: The Isomerization of 2-(1,2-Epoxy-1,2-dihydrophenyl)acetyl-CoA by PaaG 

 The reaction catalyzed by PaaG is the isomerization of the product of the PaaABCDE 

complex, EP-CoA to form 2-oxepin-2(3H)-ylideneacetyl-CoA (oxepin-CoA) (Teufel et al. 2010). 

This reaction converts EP-CoA in the proper form to be recognized by PaaZ (Teufel et al. 2012; 

Grishin and Cygler 2015). PaaG belongs to the same superfamily that contains enoyl-CoA 

isomerases and hydratases involved in fatty acid β-oxidation (Grishin and Cygler 2015).  

 

1.1.2.3.4 Step Four: Non-oxygenolytic Ring Cleavage of 2-Oxepin-2(3H)-ylideneacetyl-CoA by 

PaaZ 

  This step is performed by a hotdog fold hydratase domain which performs a hydrolytic 

cleavage of the ring of the oxepin-CoA resulting in the highly reactive 3-oxo-5,6-dehydrosuberyl-

CoA semialdehyde (Teufel et al. 2010, 2011; Grishin and Cygler 2015). This domain is usually 
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part of the bifunctional enzyme PaaZ, which contains both the C-terminal R-specific hotdog fold 

hydratase and the N-terminal aldehyde dehydrogenase necessary for steps four and five of the 

pathway, respectively. 

 

1.1.2.3.5 Step Five: Oxidation of 3-oxo-5,6-dehydrosuberyl-CoA Semialdehyde by PaaZ 

 The N-terminal aldehyde dehydrogenase catalyzes the oxidation of the reactive 

semialdehyde to form 3-oxo-5,6-dehydrosuberyl-CoA (Teufel et al. 2010, 2011). Interruption of 

the paaZ gene in B. cenocepacia K56-2, which only contains an aldehyde dehydrogenase domain, 

resulted in slightly increased virulence in a Caenorhabditis elegans model of infection, suggesting 

that this step may not be required for virulence (Law et al. 2008). 

Despite the biochemical characterization of the complete PAA pathway (Teufel et al. 2010) 

and the structural information available for several of its enzymes (Grishin et al. 2010, 2011; 

Teufel et al. 2012), the structural characterization of the bifunctional PaaZ was elusive until this 

year (Sathyanarayanan et al. 2019). This was likely due to an inability to obtain diffracting crystals 

for X-ray crystallography, but with single-particle electron microscopy (cryoEM) the authors were 

able to determine that 6 PaaZ monomers form a tri-lobed structure (Sathyanarayanan et al. 2019). 

Because PaaZ is bifunctional, once the hydratase domain has cleaved the ring of oxepin-CoA the 

substrate must be channeled towards the aldehyde dehydrogenase domain. To understand how 

substrate channeling is accomplished in PaaZ, molecular dynamics simulation was combined with 

small-angle X-ray scattering, cryoEM data, and substitution mutants. The data was used to build a 

model where a conserved set of positively charged residues are implicated in the pivoting and the 

transferring of intermediates between subunits in PaaZ (Sathyanarayanan et al. 2019). 
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Interestingly, a bifunctional PaaZ is only present in about half of the microorganisms. In 

the other half, the product of the paaZ that clusters with the paa genes only contains the aldehyde 

dehydrogenase domain. The presence of only one encoded domain in the paaZ gene of these 

organisms, raises questions about the gene coding for the enzyme responsible for the ring opening 

(Teufel et al. 2011; Grishin and Cygler 2015). The C-terminal hotdog fold hydratase performs a 

hydrolytic cleavage of the ring of the oxepin-CoA resulting in the highly reactive 3-oxo-5,6-

dehydrosuberyl-CoA semialdehyde (Teufel et al. 2010, 2011; Grishin and Cygler 2015). In 

Aromatoleum aromaticum, which does not contain a bifunctional PaaZ, an enzyme outside the paa 

gene cluster was identified that has a hotdog fold hydratase and can hydrolyze oxepin-CoA, but it 

may be a side reaction (Teufel et al. 2011). 

 

1.1.2.4 The Lower Pathway: From Cleavage of β-keto C8-intermediate to components of the TCA 

cycle 

 The lower pathway is often compared to that of the fatty acid β-oxidation pathway. Unlike 

the fatty acid β-oxidation pathway, where enzymes form multiprotein complexes (Ishikawa et al. 

2004), only PaaF and PaaG were found to form stable complexes (Grishin et al. 2012). After the 

formation of 3-oxo-5,6-dehydrosuberyl-CoA by PaaZ, the thiolase PaaJ removes two carbon atoms 

to form 2,3-dehydroadipyl-CoA (Teufel et al. 2010; Grishin and Cygler 2015).  

PaaG returns to isomerize the ∆3-double bond to the ∆2-position, once again rearranging 

the structure to ensure that it can be used by the next enzyme, PaaF (Teufel et al. 2010; Grishin 

and Cygler 2015). The isomerization of 2,3-dehydroadipyl-CoA by PaaG and the hydration of the 

product by PaaF to yield 3-hydroxyadipyl-CoA are consecutive and are likely sped up by the fact 

that PaaF and PaaG can form a stable complex (Grishin et al. 2012). Like that of paaZ, interruption 
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of the paaF gene in B. cenocepacia K56-2, resulted in slightly increased virulence in a C. elegans 

model of infection, hinting that this step may not be required for virulence (Law et al. 2008). PaaH 

then oxidizes the hydroxyl-group resulting in 3-oxoadipyl-CoA (Ismail et al. 2003; Teufel et al. 

2010). Finally, PaaJ cleaves 3-oxoadipyl-CoA to form two molecules of acetyl-CoA and one 

molecule of succinyl-CoA (Nogales et al. 2007; Teufel et al. 2010).  

 

1.1.2.5 Regulation of the PAA Pathway 

 

1.1.2.5.1 Preventing the Toxic Accumulation of EP-CoA 

 Under microoxic conditions the epoxidation of PAA-CoA by PaaABCDE could be 

inhibited which would result in an accumulation of PAA-CoA (Teufel et al. 2012). Since CoA is 

a very important molecule in many cellular processes, it is not surprising that the pathway has a 

mechanism to ensure that this molecule can be recycled. PaaI, a thioesterase from the hotdog fold 

superfamily, is able to reverse the action of PaaK to convert PAA-CoA back to PAA (Song et al. 

2006). While PaaI only had modest activity reverting PAA-CoA to PAA, it would be sufficient for 

CoA release in the event that downstream steps were limiting, resulting in an accumulation of CoA 

thioesters (Song et al. 2006). A paaI knockout mutant in E. coli was still able to grow on PAA as 

a sole carbon source confirming that it is not directly involved in the catabolism of PAA (Ismail 

et al. 2003). PaaI also helps regulate the amount of PAA-CoA that is epoxidized by PaaABCDE 

(Grishin and Cygler 2015) which is important because epoxides are toxic molecules that can inhibit 

cell growth and cause mutations (Ehrenberg and Hussain 1981; Park et al. 2006). Studies in vitro 

show that EP-CoA produced in vitro inactivated the enzymatic activity of the PaaABCE complex 
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that produced it (Teufel et al. 2010). Not only does PaaI help limit the amount of PAA-CoA that 

is epoxidized, but the PaaABCDE reaction is also reversible (Teufel et al. 2012). 

 

1.1.2.5.2 Regulatory Enzymes of the PAA Pathway 

 Despite the similarities between the hybrid PAA pathway across numerous genera, the 

transcriptional regulators of the pathway appear to differ. In E. coli PaaX is a GntR transcriptional 

regulator that is induced in the presence of PAA-CoA and controls all of the open-reading frames 

of the PAA operon (Ferrandez et al. 2000). Mutations in paaX result in constitutive expression of 

the paa pathway genes confirming that PaaX is a negative regulator of the paa genes (Ferrandez 

et al. 1998). Repression of the paa gene promoters could not be relieved by PAA, but were induced 

by PAA in the presence of PaaK, suggesting that the product of PaaK, PAA-CoA, is the inducer 

of PaaX (Ferrandez et al. 1998). Another regulatory element is Oxepin-CoA, the product of the 

isomerization by PaaG, which can spontaneously rearrange to inhibit ring cleavage by PaaZ 

(Grishin and Cygler 2015). The molecule formed, 2-hydroxycyclohepta-1,4,6-triene-1-formyl-

CoA, can be inhibitory, but PaaY mitigates the effects by hydrolyzing the compound (Fernandez 

et al. 2014; Grishin and Cygler 2015). paaX and paaY are also present in P. putida strains (O’Leary 

et al. 2005) and since a large portion of the research into the paa pathway was performed using E. 

coli and P. putida strains it stands to reason that initially the sole regulatory mechanism was 

thought to be that mediated by PaaX and PaaY. 

However, in B. cenocepacia, there are no homologues of paaX and paaY. Instead, a TetR-

like transcriptional regulator, PaaR, is the negative regulator of PAA catabolism (Hamlin et al. 

2009). Of all the putative catabolites of phenylalanine tested, only the presence of PAA-CoA was 

able to relieve the binding of PaaR to PAA regulatory DNA (Yudistira et al. 2011). This confirms 
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that PAA-CoA is the inducer of the PAA pathway in both E. coli and B. cenocepacia despite the 

fact that the pathways have very different regulators (Yudistira et al. 2011). This is also the case 

in Thermus thermophilus HB8 and Corynebacterium glutamicum where paaR genes encoding 

TetR family transcriptional regulators were identified as regulators of the paa gene cluster 

(Sakamoto et al. 2011; Chen et al. 2012). In fact, orthologous PaaR regulons were identified in 57 

species that carry PAA utilization genes indicating that PaaR-like regulation is quite common 

(Chen et al. 2012). To date, PAA-CoA is the effector molecule for each of the identified regulatory 

proteins regardless of the type (Ferrandez et al. 2000; Garcia et al. 2000; Yudistira et al. 2011; 

Sakamoto et al. 2011; Chen et al. 2012). 

In accordance with PAA-CoA as the effector molecule, intermediates of the upper pathway 

such as phenylalanine, phenylpyruvate, and phenylacetamide can induce the pathway, whereas 

compounds that are not intermediates of the upper pathway, like 2-hydroxy-phenylacetic acid, 

cannot (Hamlin et al. 2009). The PAA pathway is also subject to catabolic repression by more 

easily metabolizable carbon sources such as glucose and succinate (Martinez-Blanco et al. 1990a; 

Hamlin et al. 2009).  

 

1.1.2.5.3 Modulation of the PAA Pathway by Environmental Conditions 

 A remarkable feature of the PAA pathway is that it is differentially regulated under 

numerous conditions. However, the biological meaning of this observation is not fully understood. 

The genes of the PAA pathway were upregulated in B. cenocepacia when it was grown in synthetic 

cystic fibrosis sputum medium (SCFM) compared to soil environment (Yoder-Himes et al. 2009). 

This is in accordance with findings from Hamlin et al. where the promoter activity of paaA was 

upregulated approximately 5-fold when cells were grown in SCFM, likely due to the presence of 
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phenylalanine (Hamlin et al. 2009). This upregulation was greatly diminished in phenylalanine-

depleted SCFM suggesting that the presence of phenylalanine in SCFM is the main inducer of the 

PAA pathway under these conditions (Yudistira et al. 2011). 

 In low oxygen conditions, the PAA pathway of B. cenocepacia J2315 had an almost 5-fold 

downregulation of the paaK gene and a two-fold upregulation of the paaABCDE operon (Sass et 

al. 2013). The rest of the genes of the pathway were downregulated, except paaJ (Sass et al. 2013). 

Since the epoxidation of PAA-CoA by PaaABCDE requires oxygen, the downregulation of paaK 

may prevent the accumulation of PAA-CoA in conditions where it cannot be further degraded. 

While paaABCDE was upregulated two-fold, this may not be biologically relevant considering the 

downregulation of the rest of the pathway. However it is interesting that paaI was also 

downregulated 3.3 fold (Sass et al. 2013) considering PaaI could contribute to the reversion of any 

accumulated PAA-CoA to PAA. Presumably the pool of PAA-CoA is low under normal conditions 

as intracellular metabolites such as PAA-CoA often have high turnover (Buchholz et al. 2002), 

therefore PaaI may not be required under these conditions. 

 In A. baumannii a blue-light-sensing photoreceptor was found to regulate the PAA pathway 

(Müller et al. 2017). The role of light in the modulation of genes in A. baumannii was only 

discovered due to an equipment malfunction where cultures were switched to an incubator with no 

lights and phenotypic differences were observed when compared to cultures incubated with light 

(Mussi et al. 2010). This phenomenon was only observed at 24°C, not 37°C, suggesting that these 

differences may be important during environmental conditions (Mussi et al. 2010). Transcriptomic 

analysis revealed differential regulation of 225 genes in the presence of light of which 193 were 

upregulated and only 32 were downregulated. Eleven of these downregulated genes belonged to 

the PAA pathway (Müller et al. 2017). This downregulation of the PAA pathway was confirmed 
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by inhibited growth on both PAA and phenylalanine in the presence of light (Müller et al. 2017). 

The PAA pathway has also been linked to virulence in A. baumannii (Cerqueira et al. 2014; 

Bhuiyan et al. 2016) giving the impression that this downregulation may be associated with 

decreased virulence (Müller et al. 2017), however light stimulated virulence of A. baumannii 

against filaments of C. albicans (Mussi et al. 2010) suggesting there are more factors that need to 

be examined. 

 

1.2 PAA as a Signalling Molecule 

 

Environmental factors such as available nutrients, oxygen levels, and blue light can all 

regulate the PAA pathway, highlighting the variety of conditions where this pathway may play an 

important role. PAA is a key metabolite of this pathway and plays many roles across diverse forms 

of life, but here I will focus on the role of PAA as a signalling molecule.  

 

1.2.1 PAA in Host-Microbe interactions 

 The innate immune response is a critical first line of defense against microbial invasion 

and the strategies used by microbes to evade the immune system may be exploitable for the 

development of treatments. In a zebrafish model of infection, a mutant of the PAA pathway in A. 

baumannii accumulates PAA that acts as a chemoattractant which attracts neutrophils that migrate 

to the site of infection leading to decreased bacterial burden and attenuation of virulence (Bhuiyan 

et al. 2016). Evidently, a fully functional PAA pathway is required for virulence, but it would be 

interesting to investigate if there are conditions where the role of PAA as a chemoattractant could 

be advantageous to the microbe.  
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 Compounds such as PAA are normally excreted by the kidneys but retained in uremic 

patients (Cohen et al. 2013). Accumulation of these compounds can have negative effects on the 

immune system (Cohen et al. 2013). PAA accumulation in uremic patients can decrease 

macrophage cytotoxicity through inhibition of the inducible nitric oxide synthases (Schmidt et al. 

2008). The uremic toxin PAA can also affect the essential functions of polymorphonuclear 

leucocytes, enhancing the oxidative burst after stimulation with E. coli which could contribute to 

increased inflammation leading to cardiovascular disease (Cohen et al. 2013). Inflammation also 

plays an important role in the lung pathology and disease progression of cystic fibrosis (CF) 

patients (Roesch et al. 2018). The presence of phenylalanine in CF-like conditions was shown to 

upregulate the PAA pathway (Yoder-Himes et al. 2009; Yudistira et al. 2011), but to date the role 

of the PAA pathway in CF infections has not been explored. 

 

1.3 Cystic Fibrosis 

Chemical signalling is important in all biological domains and, as evidenced with BDSF 

(Wang et al. 2004; Boon et al. 2008), some molecules may be able to mediate interkingdom 

signalling; this may be the case for PAA. An environment where interkingdom signal molecules 

may mediate microbial interactions is the CF lung. CF is a fatal autosomal recessive genetic 

disorder that affects close to 30,000 North Americans (Cystic Fibrosis Foundation 2018). CF is 

characterized by mutations of the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR), 

an ion channel that traverses the epithelial cells, that result in a malfunctioning or absent protein 

(Kerem et al. 1989; Riordan et al. 1989; Rommens et al. 1989; Cheng et al. 1990). Disruption of 

this gene results in an imbalance of ions in major organs, such as the lungs and pancreas, and 

patients with CF are immunocompromised and have a decreased lifespan (Ratjen 2009). From 
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1974 to 1994 the international median age at death of CF patients has increased from 8 years to 21 

years (Fogarty et al. 2000). This trend has been attributed to multiple factors such as the 

improvement of infection control protocols (Paul et al. 1998; Festini et al. 2006; Spicuzza et al. 

2009; Razvi et al. 2009). However, the majority of deaths still result from complications from 

bacterial infections (Liou et al. 2001) and most commonly CF deaths are directly or indirectly due 

to pulmonary disease (Halliburton et al. 1996; Cystic Fibrosis Foundation 2007, 2010; Hauser et 

al. 2011). For this reason, much of the research to date focuses on the CF lung environment. 

 

1.3.1 CF Lung Environment 

 In the lungs, defective CFTR results in impaired salt transport and fluid secretion resulting 

in an accumulation of viscous mucus on the surface of the epithelial cells (Goss and Burns 2007). 

Bacterial infection is the main cause of morbidity and mortality in CF patients because, while 

mucus and the glycoproteins that it is comprised of (mucins) normally act as a barrier to pathogens, 

in CF patients the abnormal mucus layers result in decreased cilia movement (Gibson et al. 2003) 

which impairs bacterial clearance (Khan et al. 1995; Rosenfeld et al. 2001). The mucus in CF 

patients provides a nutritionally rich growth environment for bacteria (Ohman and Chakrabarty 

1982; Palmer et al. 2007). For example, phenylalanine can be used as a carbon source by bacteria 

and is present in CF sputum at concentrations of approximately 0.5 mM (Palmer et al. 2007). In 

fact, recent research has focused on characterizing the nutritional and physiochemical environment 

of the CF lower respiratory tract and found that the majority of the abundant carbon and nitrogen 

sources are provided by the host (Armbruster et al. 2019).  
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1.3.2 CF Pathogens 

 While treatment generally focused on a single CF pathogen (major pathogen), recently both 

researchers and medical professionals have acknowledged that CF infections are of a 

polymicrobial nature and that the other pathogens present may contribute to pathogenesis, either 

directly or through synergy. Emerging evidence demonstrates that the diverse microbial 

community in the CF lung is actually necessary for the establishment of those major pathogens; 

anaerobes in the CF lung ferment mucin, a protein present in the mucus, which provides the amino 

acids and short chain fatty acids that the secondary colonizers use as nutrients (Flynn et al. 2016). 

Studies have shown that CF patients tend to be colonized first by Staphylococcus aureus 

and Haemophilus influenza followed by the most common Gram-negative opportunistic pathogen 

in CF patients, P. aeruginosa (LiPuma 2010). As the disease progresses, the lungs are colonized 

by members of the Burkholderia cepacia complex (Bcc), Stenotrophomonas maltophilia, 

nontuberculous mycobacteria and fungal species such as Candida spp. and Aspergillus fumigatus 

(Surette 2014). It is difficult to distinguish whether improvement seen in CF patients after 

antibiotic treatment is due to targeting the principal pathogen or due to interruptions or alterations 

of the CF lung community (Sibley and Surette 2011; Rabin and Surette 2012; Surette 2014). Due 

to the presence of PAA pathway genes in their genomes and/or previous evidence of PAA 

production and involvement in virulence, three CF pathogens will be discussed here: P. 

aeruginosa, B. cenocepacia, and A. fumigatus. 
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1.3.2.1 P. aeruginosa  

 

1.3.2.1.1 Classification 

Comprising at least 144 species, the genus Pseudomonas is the largest genus of Gram-

negative bacteria (Parte 2014; Gomila et al. 2015). This genus was first described in 1894 although 

a clear taxonomical basis for the identification of the species was not established until 1966 and 

by the mid 1980’s the genus had been revised and divided into five groups, all belonging to the 

phylum Proteobacteria (Gomila et al. 2015). However, only one of the five groups was determined 

to belong to the true Pseudomonas genus (Gomila et al. 2015). One member of the genus 

Pseudomonas, P. aeruginosa (Wu et al. 2015), is of considerable clinical interest. Adaptable to 

not only a wide variety of environmental conditions and resistant to numerous antibiotics, P. 

aeruginosa has become a serious threat to human health with an estimated 32,600 cases in 

hospitalized patients and 2,700 deaths in the United States alone (CDC 2019).  

 

1.3.2.1.2 Genome 

 While no longer the largest bacterial genome sequenced, the 6.3 Mbp genome of P. 

aeruginosa PAO1 is still large and this size likely accounts for its adaptability in diverse 

environments and innate resistance to antimicrobials (Stover et al. 2000). Some interesting features 

of P. aeruginosa include its ability to metabolize a variety of carbon compounds, the large number 

of efflux systems present in the genome and its ability to transition between motile and 

sessile/biofilm lifestyles (Stover et al. 2000; Ha and O’Toole 2015). While certain species of 

Pseudomonas have all the genes necessary for a fully functional PAA pathway (Olivera et al. 1994; 

Jiménez et al. 2002), according to the KEGG database P. aeruginosa PAO1 does not (Kanehisa 
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and Goto 2000; Kanehisa et al. 2016). In the KEGG database, PAO1 does not have a the genes 

necessary to convert phenylalanine to PAA, however PAA production has been demonstrated by 

PAO1 suggesting that it may be produced from another source (Wang et al. 2013). The high rate 

of mutation of P. aeruginosa during infection allows it to adapt to the selective pressure in the host 

environment (Richards et al. 1999; Lynch 2001). The numerous two-component systems in its 

genome also help P. aeruginosa to respond to its environment (Cohen et al. 2015). 

 

1.3.2.1.3 Pathogenesis 

Ubiquitous throughout nature, P. aeruginosa is an opportunistic pathogen that is of 

considerable medical interest due to its presence in numerous serious illnesses, antimicrobial 

resistance and person-to-person spread in hospitals (Bodey et al. 1983; Stover et al. 2000; 

Moradali et al. 2017). One of the most common opportunistic pathogens in patients with CF, P. 

aeruginosa is responsible for much of the morbidity and mortality of CF patients (Moradali et al. 

2017). Approximately one third of CF infants under a year of age acquire P. aeruginosa from the 

environment resulting in acute infections and by the age of 3 years this rate has increased to about 

half (Rehm et al. 1994; Silva Filho et al. 2013; Jones et al. 2016). Almost three fourths of adults 

with CF succumb to ineradicable P. aeruginosa infections that have adapted to the CF airways 

(Döring et al. 2000). Although traditionally categorized as a strict aerobe, P. aeruginosa can grow 

anaerobically in the presence of the alternative terminal electron acceptors nitrate and arginine 

(Zannoni 1989) which probably helps with survival in microoxic niches of the CF lung.  

While P. aeruginosa PAO1 causes severe cytotoxicity against human lung tissue cells at 

low cell density, the release of PAA at high cell density inhibits this virulence (Wang et al. 2013). 

This was confirmed with the addition of exogenous PAA in concentrations ranging from 0.08 to 1 
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mM (Wang et al. 2013). While the mechanism of this inhibition has not been elucidated, treatment 

of PAO1 with PAA resulted in down-regulation of the Type III secretion system and related 

regulatory genes (Wang et al. 2013). Much of the virulence of P. aeruginosa, and more than 10% 

of its genes, are regulated by its wide network of QS systems (Venturi 2006; Williams and Cámara 

2009; Moradali et al. 2017).  

 

1.3.2.1.4 Quorum Sensing in P. aeruginosa 

 P. aeruginosa produces a variety of signalling molecules thanks to its traditional LuxIR-

type QS systems LasIR and RhlIR (Gambello and Iglewski 1991; Ochsner et al. 1994) and the 

pqsABCDE operon that produces PQS, 2-heptyl-3-hydroxy-4-quinolone (Pesci et al. 1999; Déziel 

et al. 2004). Although LasIR and RhlIR were found to exist in a hierarchical relationship (Latifi et 

al. 1996), the discovery of more QS systems has shown that these relationships are far more 

complicated than anticipated and a systematic approach will be needed to elucidate the network of 

interactions. Most recently was the discovery of the IQS signaling pathway, but its role in the 

hierarchal network and influence on gene expression remains to be determined (Moradali et al. 

2017). As well, LasIR is above RhlIR in the hierarchy, but lasR mutants are frequently isolated 

from CF patients (Smith et al. 2006) leading many to question if this hierarchy is conditional 

(Williams and Cámara 2009). Two orphan LuxR homologues, QscR and VqsR, are also present 

that have their own regulons (Lequette et al. 2006; Williams and Cámara 2009). 

QS autoinducers were detected in the sputum, plasma and urine at concentrations of above 

75% and these numbers correlated with the bacterial burden of P. aeruginosa (Barr et al. 2015). 

The presence of one autoinducer, 2-nonyl-4-hydroxy-quinoline, in the plasma was even proposed 
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as a biomarker for P. aeruginosa infection status due to the correlation between higher levels 

during pulmonary exacerbation versus clinical stability (Barr et al. 2015). 

Known QS-regulated traits in P. aeruginosa include, but are not limited to: pyoverdine 

production (Stintzi et al. 1998); elastases (Gambello and Iglewski 1991; Passador et al. 1993); 

swarming motility (Köhler et al. 2000); pyocyanin pigment production (Latifi et al. 1995; Brint 

and Ohman 1995); cyanide production (Latifi et al. 1995); protease activity (Latifi et al. 1995; 

Brint and Ohman 1995); the synthesis of rhamnolipids (Ochsner et al. 1994; Pearson et al. 1997); 

and biofilm formation (Davies et al. 1998; de Kievit et al. 2001). Interestingly, several of these 

QS-regulated traits were inhibited by the exogenous addition of PAA at a concentration of 200 

µg/ml (1.47 µM) (Musthafa et al. 2012). Attenuation of virulence carried over to in vivo assays 

where C. elegans nematodes pre-infected with PAO1 showed increased survival when treated with 

200 µg/ml of PAA (Musthafa et al. 2012). 

 

1.3.2.2 B. cenocepacia 

   

1.3.2.2.1 Classification 

 The etiological agent of sour skin disease of onion was a bacterial species identified in 

1950 by Walter Burkholder and classified as a Pseudomonas species based on phenotypic 

similarities (Burkholder 1950). However, a revision of the Pseudomonas taxonomy highlighted 

the need for a reclassification of this species, and 6 others, into a new genus “Burkholderia” 

(Yabuuchi et al. 1992). Burkholderia species are ubiquitous in nature and while mostly recognized 

as soil bacteria, they are capable of occupying a variety of ecological niches (Coenye and 

Vandamme 2003). The wide range of beneficial and pathogenic interactions that Burkholderia 
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strains participate in make them fascinating to study, but also means they are difficult to exploit 

for biotechnological applications (Coenye and Vandamme 2003). The strain used in this work, B. 

cenocepacia, belongs to the Bcc a subgroup of at least 20 closely related species that act as 

opportunistic pathogens in immunocompromised patients (Mahenthiralingam et al. 2005; LiPuma 

2005; Vanlaere et al. 2008, 2009; Peeters et al. 2013; De Smet et al. 2015; Eberl and Vandamme 

2016). Although members of the Bcc only infect a small proportion of CF patients compared to P. 

aeruginosa, infections with Bcc isolates have a significant impact on patient survival (Liou et al. 

2001). B. cenocepacia is of considerable interest for CF researchers because it was initially the 

most commonly isolated Bcc species from CF patients (LiPuma et al. 2001; Speert et al. 2002) 

and because it was associated with person-to-person epidemic spread (LiPuma et al. 2002).  

 

1.3.2.2.2 Genome 

Members of the Burkholderia genus have attracted attention as early as 1966 for their 

unique metabolic capacity, which is partly attributed to their genome plasticity (Lessie et al. 1996). 

With a unique genomic arrangement, the members of the Bcc have large genomes (between 7 – 9 

Mb) comprised of multiple large replicons (Ussery et al. 2009; Holden et al. 2009). With varying 

numbers of chromosomes and genome size, Bcc members are remarkably versatile (Parke and 

Gurian-Sherman 2001). They can catabolize at least 200 organic sources of carbon and can 

produce numerous metabolites (Parke and Gurian-Sherman 2001; Cimermancic et al. 2014), 

including several with antimicrobial, herbicidal, or insecticidal properties (Depoorter et al. 2016). 

One such carbon source is PAA, which can be used due to the presence of a fully functional PAA 

pathway (Law et al. 2008). Phenylalanine is exclusively catabolized through this pathway as 

∆paaABCDE mutants are unable to grow on phenylalanine (Law et al. 2008). 
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1.3.2.2.3 Pathogenesis 

Despite their low instances of occurrence in CF, members of the Bcc have been associated 

with decreased pulmonary status and increased mortality, even more than some of the more 

prevalent pathogens such as P. aeruginosa (Lewin et al. 1990; Taylor et al. 1993; Whiteford et al. 

1995; Mahenthiralingam et al. 2001; Soni et al. 2002; Boeck et al. 2004; Ellaffi et al. 2005). 

However, it can be difficult to determine if this is a result of the Bcc infection or other factors. For 

example, Bcc infections also commonly occur in patients with advanced pre-existing pulmonary 

disease (Hauser et al. 2011). Also, many of the reports that identified this trend were from 

outbreaks of Bcc, therefore this may not be a feature of Bcc species as a whole and may be due to 

particular outbreak strains (Hauser et al. 2011). To account for this possibility, studies were 

performed that analyzed populations from large CF patient registries and their models supported 

the reports suggesting that infection with Bcc increased the risk of mortality (Corey and Farewell 

1996; Liou et al. 2001). What is known is that members of the Bcc tend to cause a severe 

complication of infection known as “cepacia syndrome”.  

Using signature tagged mutagenesis, the PAA pathway was identified as an important 

virulence factor for infection in a rat model (Hunt et al. 2004). Mutants of the paaABCDE operon 

were also attenuated for virulence in C. elegans infection models, accumulated PAA, and had 

decreased activity of QS-regulated virulence traits such as exoprotease activity, motility, and 

biofilm production (Law et al. 2008; Pribytkova et al. 2014). Interestingly, insertional mutants of 

steps later in the pathway did not attenuate the virulence of B. cenocepacia in C. elegans (Law et 

al. 2008) supporting the hypothesis that the attenuation of virulence could be due to the 

accumulation of a metabolite from that particular step in the pathway. 
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The PAA pathway genes were upregulated in B. cenocepacia grown in SCFM (Yoder-

Himes et al. 2009; Hamlin et al. 2009) suggesting a putative role in the pathogenesis of B. 

cenocepacia in CF conditions. Since CF infections have hypoxic and even anoxic regions (Jensen 

et al. 2017) and the PAA pathway genes are downregulated in low oxygen conditions (Sass et al. 

2013), it would be interesting to study the role of the PAA pathway during low oxygen conditions 

as this may also be relevant to CF infections. Recent evidence suggests that in co-infections with 

P. aeruginosa members of the Bcc are only able to survive in anaerobic conditions which may 

explain how they cohabitate in the CF lung (Schwab et al. 2014). Also the low-oxygen-activated 

locus of B. cenocepacia is involved in host-cell attachment suggesting a role in colonization of the 

hypoxic regions of the CF lung (Cullen et al. 2018).  

 

1.3.2.2.4 Quorum Sensing in B. cenocepacia 

 All Burkholderia species have at least one LuxIR-type QS system (Suppiger et al. 2013) 

and most members of the Bcc encode the CepIR QS system (Lutter et al. 2001). B. cenocepacia 

K56-2 contains a genomic island that contains the B. cepacia epidemic strain marker (BCESM) 

(Mahenthiralingam et al. 1997), which is identified from strains causing epidemics in hospitals, 

and this genomic island contains a second QS system, the “cenocepacia island” or CciIR QS 

system (Baldwin et al. 2004). K56-2 also has one orphan transcriptional regulator, CepR2 (Malott 

et al. 2009), and a DSF-based system known as the BDSF system (Ryan et al. 2009). Many of the 

virulence traits in K56-2 are reciprocally controlled by the CepIR and CciIR systems (O’Grady et 

al. 2009). Whereas CepI directs the synthesis of C8-HSL with minor amounts of C6-HSL, CciI is 

responsible for the synthesis of C6-HSL and minor amounts of C8-HSL (Subramoni and Sokol 

2012). Despite the reciprocal regulation of certain virulence traits, only the CepIR QS system is 
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required for the virulence of B. cenocepacia K56-2 in C. elegans (Uehlinger et al. 2009). Deletion 

of the CciIR QS system had no effect on the infection of C. elegans compared to wild type 

(Uehlinger et al. 2009). Numerous virulence factors in B. cenocepacia are regulated by QS such 

as: siderophores; biofilms; motility; lipases; proteases; hemolysins; exopolysaccharides, and 

catalases (Mahenthiralingam et al. 2005; Drevinek and Mahenthiralingam 2010; Loutet and 

Valvano 2010).  

 

1.3.2.3 A. fumigatus 

 

1.3.2.3.1 Classification 

 In 1729 a fungi was discovered with a conidiophore that resembles the device used to 

sprinkle holy water during the ceremony known as the asperges, hence the name Aspergillus 

(Machida and Gomi 2010). With more than 200 species, the genus Aspergillus contains species 

that have diverged considerably (Galagan et al. 2005; Machida and Gomi 2010) to the point that 

the genus can be divided using multilocus sequence data into eight subgenera (Machida and Gomi 

2010). Members of the genus Aspergillus are of considerable interest due to economically 

important species that are used for fermentation and can produce useful enzymes and organic acids 

(Machida and Gomi 2010). However, they can also play a prominent role in the contamination of 

stored products and foods and the harmful mycotoxins that they can produce (Powell et al. 2013).  

The most identifiable characteristics of Aspergillus are the morphology of its asexual spore 

bearing structure, the conidiophore, and the colour of the spores they bear (Latgé 1999; Machida 

and Gomi 2010). A. fumigatus produces green spores which helps distinguish it from other 

members such as the A. niger or A. ochraceus groups which produce black and yellow to brown 
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spores, respectively (Machida and Gomi 2010). However, some A. fumigatus isolates are 

pigmentless, resulting in the production of white conidia (Latgé 1999).  

  

1.3.2.3.2 Genome 

 Due to the challenges associated with the comprehensive annotation of eukaryotic 

genomes, very few Aspergillus species have been fully sequenced and annotated (Wortman et al. 

2009) although this is improving with the advancements in sequencing technology and pricing. 

Using a clinical isolate, A. fumigatus Af293, sequencing was performed and revealed that it has a 

genome of 29.4 Mb with eight chromosomes ranging in size from 1.8 to 4.9 Mb (Nierman et al. 

2005). More than 500 of the 9,926 predicted protein-coding genes were tentatively identified as A. 

fumigatus-specific due to their lack of homologues in A. nidulans or A. oryzae (Nierman et al. 

2005). Although the genes for the catabolism of PAA are notably absent based on the information 

available in the KEGG database, the genes for the metabolism of L-phenylalanine through 2-

phenylacetamide or through phenylethylamine are present (Kanehisa and Goto 2000; Kanehisa et 

al. 2016). 

 

1.3.2.3.3 Pathogenesis 

 While the majority of the research on members of the Aspergillus genus focuses on their 

biotechnological possibilities, they can also cause disease (Machida and Gomi 2010). A. fumigatus 

is of particular interest because it is ubiquitous in human habitats (Denning 1998; Machida and 

Gomi 2010) and is considered the most harmful mold in the world (Pringle et al. 2005). In CF the 

microbiome is predominantly bacterial and most of the research has focused on these colonizers, 

but fungi, viruses and bacteriophage are also present (Rabin and Surette 2012; Surette 2014) and 
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more work is required to investigate their involvement. A. fumigatus species spores are present in 

the air and their small diameter (2-3 µm) allows them to enter hard to reach areas such as the 

alveoli of the lung (Latgé 1999). Unlikely to cause disease in healthy individuals, A. fumigatus is 

an opportunistic pathogen often causing disease in immunocompromised patients and is the 

leading cause of the fatal infectious disease, aspergillosis (Marr et al. 2002; Machida and Gomi 

2010). Generally infection with Aspergillus stems from acquiring conidia through a respiratory 

route and, in the case of invasive aspergillosis, hyphal growth results in tissue disease and 

extrapulmonary dissemination (Marr et al. 2002). Another severe condition caused by A. fumigatus 

is allergic bronchopulmonary aspergillosis and it is found almost exclusively in patients with CF 

or asthma (Carsin et al. 2017). Allergic bronchopulmonary aspergillosis is present in 

approximately 8-10% of CF patients with higher prevalence in adults (Jubin et al. 2010; Kousha 

et al. 2011; Maturu and Agarwal 2015). 

 

1.3.2.3.4 Virulence Factors 

 The virulence of A. fumigatus is largely due to its ability to produce numerous secondary 

metabolites including mycotoxins and antibiotics (Latgé 1999). Quorum sensing in fungi was 

initially discovered in C. albicans and since then QS molecules have been identified from other 

fungi such as Penicillium spp. and Aspergillus spp. (Mehmood et al. 2019). Much like farnesol in 

C. albicans, A. flavus uses oxylipins to modulate a morphological transition between asexual 

dispersing spores or survival structures (Horowitz Brown et al. 2008; Abdel-Kareem et al. 2019). 

These fungal QS molecules can also stimulate the production of secondary metabolites, as 

evidenced by the increased production of lovastatin by A. terreus in the presence of linoleic acid 

or butyrolactone I (Sorrentino et al. 2010; Raina et al. 2012). While the knowledge of fungal QS 
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has increased significantly in the last twenty years, knowledge of QS in Aspergillus spp. has been 

hindered by the nature of these fungi (Mehmood et al. 2019). Further mechanistic studies will be 

required as the tools for genetic manipulation in fungi improve.  

 

1.4 Rationale 

In 2008 Cardona lab used insertional mutants of the paaABCDE operon to demonstrate 

that the PAA pathway was required for full pathogenicity of B. cenocepacia in a C. elegans model 

of infection (Law et al. 2008). Interestingly, insertional mutants of steps later in the pathway did 

not attenuate the virulence of B. cenocepacia in C. elegans (Law et al. 2008). This suggests that 

the attenuation of virulence could be due to a metabolite from that particular step in the pathway. 

When the role of the paaABCDE operon in this attenuation was investigated, QS-regulated 

virulence traits were attenuated and PAA accumulated extracellularly (Pribytkova et al. 2014). 

Research elsewhere found that PAA also affects the QS-regulated virulence traits of another CF 

pathogen, P. aeruginosa (Musthafa et al. 2012). Additionally, P. aeruginosa was found to produce 

PAA extracellularly that inhibited the cytotoxicity of P. aeruginosa against human cells (Wang et 

al. 2013). 

At the time I joined Cardona lab, the evidence suggested that PAA may play a role in the 

QS-regulated virulence of CF pathogens, specifically B. cenocepacia and P. aeruginosa. 

Therefore, the overarching goal of my thesis was to establish the link between the PAA pathway 

and QS-regulated virulence of CF pathogens. I first focused my investigation on how the PAA 

pathway was involved in the attenuation of virulence. Due to the polymicrobial nature of the CF 

lung, I was also curious about the possibility of PAA metabolites playing a larger role in the 

communication between pathogens in the CF lung. P. aeruginosa and B. cenocepacia are often 
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isolated from the same patient and both are inhibited by PAA. This led me to investigate if PAA 

could be produced by a CF pathogen to inhibit the virulence of either or both of these strains. 

While initially my research focused heavily on the role of PAA in CF pathogens, I also 

turned my attention to the molecular mechanism of PAA-mediated attenuation. As in the 

∆paaABCDE mutant, the PAA degradation pathway is interrupted at the step where PAA-CoA is 

epoxidized, both PAA and PAA-CoA could be present. Therefore, it was necessary to investigate 

if PAA-CoA, not PAA, or if a combination of PAA-CoA and PAA is required for this attenuation. 

Although there are two main LuxIR-type QS systems in B. cenocepacia, earlier work had 

established that the CepIR QS system is required for the virulence of B. cenocepacia K56-2 in C. 

elegans, unlike the CciIR QS system (Uehlinger et al. 2009). This suggested that the attenuation 

of the ∆paaABCDE mutant in C. elegans may be due to an effect on the CepIR QS system. 

However, it was unknown if this was a direct effect on the CepIR QS system or if there was an 

indirect effect through an upstream regulator.  

 

1.5 Hypothesis 

A PAA pathway metabolite affects the QS-regulated virulence of CF pathogens in one of 

three ways: (i) direct inhibition of the enzymatic activity of CepI or its products, (ii) inhibition of 

the formation of CepR:C8-HSL complex, or (iii) an indirect effect on an upstream regulator, see 

Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Hypothesized inhibition of the CepIR QS system by PAA or PAA-CoA.  
PAA or PAA-CoA is hypothesized to inhibit the CepIR QS system by one of three mechanisms: 
(i) direct inhibition of the enzymatic activity of CepI or its products, (ii) inhibition of the formation 
of CepR:C8-HSL complex, or (iii) an indirect effect on an upstream regulator. 
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1.6 Objectives 

The objectives of this work were as follows: 

 

1. To identify CF pathogens that are putative producers of metabolites of the PAA 

pathway. 

2. To investigate the role of the PAA pathway in the interactions of CF pathogens. 

3. To identify the metabolite (PAA or PAA-CoA) responsible for the attenuation of QS-

regulated virulence traits. 

4. To determine if metabolites of the PAA pathway inhibit CepIR-regulated virulence 

traits directly or indirectly. 
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CHAPTER 2 – MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Material and methods for Chapter 3 are reproduced from: Lightly TJ, Phung RR, Sorensen JL, 

Cardona ST. 2017. Synthetic cystic fibrosis sputum medium diminishes Burkholderia cenocepacia 

antifungal activity against Aspergillus fumigatus independently of phenylacetic acid production. 

Can J Microbiol 63:1–12. 

 

Material and methods for the siderophore and luminescence assays described in Chapter 4 are 

reproduced with permission from: Pribytkova T, Lightly TJ, Kumar B, Bernier SP, Sorensen JL, 

Surette MG and Cardona ST. 2014. The attenuated virulence of a Burkholderia cenocepacia 

paaABCDE mutant is due to inhibition of quorum sensing by release of phenylacetic acid. Mol 

Microbiol 94:522-536 

 

Material and methods for Chapter 5 are reproduced from: Lightly TJ, Frejuk KL, Groleau M-C, 

Chiarelli LR, Ras C, Buroni S, Déziel E, Sorensen JL, Cardona ST. 2019. Phenylacetyl-CoA, not 

phenylacetic acid, attenuates CepIR-regulated virulence in Burkholderia cenocepacia. Appl 

Environ Microbiol 85:e01594–19. 
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2.0 MATERIALS AND METHODS RELATED TO CHAPTER 3 

 

2.0.1 Strains, Medium Preparation and Growth Conditions 

Bacterial and fungal strains are listed in Table 1. Bacterial strains were grown overnight at 

37°C in Lysogeny broth (LB) Lennox medium (without glucose) (Lennox 1955), unless otherwise 

specified. A. fumigatus UAMH 2978 was grown and maintained on potato dextrose agar (PDA) 

media at 37°C. The growth of bacterial cultures was measured by optical density at 600 nm (OD600) 

using a Biotek Synergy 2 plate reader with values converted to 1-cm-path-length OD600 by prior 

calibration with a GeneQuantTM III 4283, version 4283V1.6. SCFM (Palmer et al. 2007) agar 

plates were made using 2X SCFM pre-warmed to 55°C and mixed in equal volumes with 3% agar 

cooled to 55°C for a final concentration of 1X SCFM and 1.5% agar. 
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Table 1. Bacterial and fungal strains used in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 of this study. 

Strains Features Reference or Source 

Burkholderia cenocepacia   
K56-2 (LMG18863) WT strain, ET12 clone related to 

a CF clinical isolate, J2315 
 

(Mahenthiralingam et al. 
2000) 

∆paaABCDE Deletion of paaABCDE operon in 
K56-2 
 

(Pribytkova et al. 2014) 
 

∆cepI Deletion of cepI (BCAM1870) in 
K56-2 

This study 
 

∆cepR Deletion of cepR (BCAM1868) in 
K56-2 
 

This study 

∆paaK1 Deletion of paaK gene on 
chromosome 1 (BCAL0404) in 
K56-2 
 

This study 

∆paaK2 Deletion of paaK gene on 
chromosome 2 (BCAM1711) in 
K56-2 

This study 

∆paaK1∆paaK2 Deletion of paaK gene on 
chromosome 2 (BCAM1711) in 
K56-2∆paaK1 
 

This study 

∆paaK2∆paaK1 Deletion of paaK gene on 
chromosome 1 (BCAL0404) in 
K56-2∆paaK2 
 

This study 

∆paaABCDE∆cepI Deletion of BCAM1870 in K56-
2∆paaABCDE 
 

This study 
 

∆paaABCDE∆cepR Deletion of BCAM1868 in K56-
2∆paaABCDE 
 

This study 
 

∆paaK1∆paaK2∆cepI Deletion of BCAM1870 in K56-
2∆paaK1∆paaK2 
 

This study 
 

∆paaK1∆paaK2∆cepR Deletion of BCAM1868 in K56-
2∆paaK1∆paaK2 
 

This study 
 

∆paaK2∆paaK1∆cepI Deletion of BCAM1870 in K56-
2∆paaK2∆paaK1 
 

This study 
 

∆paaK2∆paaK1∆cepR Deletion of BCAM1868 in K56-
2∆paaK2∆paaK1 This study 
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Strains Features Reference or Source 
 
Escherichia coli 

  

OP50 Uracil auxotroph Caenorhabditis Genetic 
Center (CGC, University of 
Minnesota, Minneapolis, 
USA) 
 

DH5a F- φ80 lacZΔM15 endA1 recA1 
hsdR17(rK⁻ mK⁺) supE44 thi-1 Δ 
gyrA96 (ΔlacZYAarg-F)U169 
relA1 
 

Invitrogen 

MM290   
 

SY327lpir araD D(lac pro) argE(Am) 
recA56 rifR nalA lpir  
 

(Miller and Mekalanos 
1988) 
 

W14 E. coli W with deletion 
encompassing PAA pathway 
genes 
 

(Ferrandez et al. 1997, 
1998) 

BL21-Gold(DE3) E. coli B F- dcm ompT hsdS(rB
- 

mB
-) gal λ(DE3) 

 

Courtesy of Dr. Brian Mark, 
University of Manitoba, 
Canada 
 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa   
PAO1 Clinical isolate Courtesy of Dr. Teresa De 

Kievit, University of 
Manitoba, Canada 
 

Aspergillus fumigatus   
UAMH 2978 
 
 

 

Sputum ex adult, thermotolerant 
 
 

University of Alberta 
Microfungus Collection and 
Herbarium (UAMH, 
Alberta, Canada) 
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2.0.2 Computational Analysis of the Phenylalanine Catabolic Pathway in CF Pathogens 

The organism-specific pathway maps for phenylalanine catabolism to PAA for E. coli K-

12 MG1655 (Figure 5) and P. putida KT2440 (Figure 6) were retrieved from the KEGG pathway 

database. Gene annotations were examined by performing bidirectional BLASTP searches using 

the BLAST server tool from NCBI (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi). All BLASTP searches 

used the non-redundant protein sequences database (nr) and an expect threshold of 10-8. All other 

algorithm parameters used were the default settings.  
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Figure 5. Phenylalanine and PAA catabolic pathway in E. coli K-12 MG1655.  
The pathway map was drawn based on the KEGG database and bidirectional NCBI BLASTP 
searches against P. putida KT2440. Arrows for the steps with genes present, as identified by 
KEGG, are in green as are their locus tags and gene names. Red arrows represent steps where no 
gene was identified by KEGG. 
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Figure 6. Phenylalanine catabolic pathway in P. putida KT2440.  
The pathway map was drawn based on the KEGG database and bidirectional NCBI BLASTP 
searches against E. coli K-12 MG1655. Arrows for steps with genes present, as identified by 
KEGG, are in green as are their locus tags and gene names. Red arrows represent steps where no 
gene was identified by KEGG. Gene(s) identified by bidirectional BLASTP search are identified 
in blue. 
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Next, the genes in the organism-specific pathway map of B. cenocepacia J2315, P. 

aeruginosa PAO1, and A. fumigatus Af293 were analyzed using KEGG. For the steps with no 

gene product assigned, the amino acid sequences of the corresponding genes from P. putida 

KT2440 and E. coli K-12 MG1655 were used as queries for a bidirectional BLASTP search against 

either B. cenocepacia J2315, P. aeruginosa PAO1, or A. fumigatus Af293. Genes that were 

identified as hits by bidirectional BLASTP searches against either P. putida KT2440 or E. coli K-

12 MG1655 were considered as putative coding genes for the corresponding enzymes. 

 

2.0.3 Examination of Bacterial Supernatants for the Release of PAA in LB Media 

Using the method previously described (Pribytkova et al. 2014), cultures were grown 

overnight on LB agar and a full loopful was inoculated into 100 mL of LB in 250 mL flasks. Flasks 

were incubated at 37°C with agitation at 230 rpm for 24 hours and cells were pelleted at 7,000 rpm 

for 10 minutes. Supernatants were filtered through a 0.2 µm vacuum filter (Sarstedt, Montréal, 

Québec) and stored at 4°C overnight before extraction. Supernatants were acidified to a pH of ≤ 2 

with hydrochloric acid (HCl) and extracted twice with 50 ml of ethyl acetate (100 ml total). The 

organic phases were combined and sodium sulphate was added in excess. The organic phase was 

filtered using Whatman No. 1 filter paper and evaporated under reduced pressure. The crude 

extract was dissolved in methanol to a concentration of approximately 2 mg/ml. HPLC vials were 

filled in duplicate with 1 ml of suspended crude extract and evaporated under reduced pressure. 

Two mg of crude extract was dissolved in either 1 ml of acidified methanol (1 ml of HCl in 50 ml 

of methanol), for esterification, or 1 ml of neutral methanol (no acid added) and heated for 15 

minutes at 50°C. Samples were cooled and analyzed by HPLC using a Waters HPLC Separation 

Module 2695, combined with PDA Detector Model 2996 and a μBondapakTM Waters C18 (3.9 by 
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300 mm) column particle diameter of 15-20 μm, with 125 Å pores. Several gradients and solvents 

were tested for optimal peak separation of extracted supernatants. For LB media extracts the 

solvents chosen were methanol and 0.075% aqueous trifluoracetic acid. The gradient was held at 

20% methanol in 0.075% aqueous trifluoracetic acid for 10 minutes, increased to 100% methanol 

over 10 minutes following a linear gradient and held there for 20 minutes. Methanol was decreased 

to 20% using a linear gradient over 10 minutes and then held for 10 minutes. The total run time 

was 60 minutes with a flow rate of 1 mL/minute. The eluent was monitored continuously at 210-

600 nm and HPLC traces were displayed at 210.3 nm. Experiments were performed a minimum 

of three times. 

 

2.0.4 Examination of Bacterial Supernatants for PAA in SCFM Media 

Cultures were grown overnight on LB agar and a full loopful was inoculated into 100 mL 

of SCFM in 250 mL flasks. As described for LB media, supernatants were collected and extracted 

after 24 hours of growth. Crude extracts were dissolved in methanol to a concentration of 

approximately 2 mg/ml and analyzed on the same HPLC and column. The solvents selected for 

SCFM extracted supernatants were acetonitrile and 0.075% aqueous trifluoracetic acid. The 

gradient was held at 5% acetonitrile in 0.075% aqueous trifluoracetic acid for 10 minutes, 

increased to 20% acetonitrile over 10 minutes following a linear gradient and held there for 20 

minutes. This was decreased to 5% acetonitrile for 10 minutes using a linear gradient and held for 

10 minutes. The total run time was 60 minutes with a flow rate of 1 mL/minute. The eluent was 

monitored continuously at 210-600 nm and HPLC traces were displayed at 210.3 nm. The 

experiments were performed in triplicate. 
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2.0.5 Examination of Fungal Supernatants for PAA 

A fungal plug of A. fumigatus UAMH 2978 was inoculated into 100 ml of potato dextrose 

broth (PDB or SCFM) and grown at 37°C with aeration at 150 rpm for 5 days. Cultures were 

filtered through cheesecloth and the supernatant was acidified to a pH of ≤2. Extractions and 

analysis were performed as described for bacterial supernatants in SCFM and the experiments 

were performed in duplicate. 

 

2.0.6 Fungal and Bacterial Agar Plate Interaction Assay 

A. fumigatus UAMH 2978 was grown for 5 days at 37°C in a conidial flask of Potato 

Dextrose Agar (PDA). Spores were collected in isotonic saline + 0.005% Tween 20. Fungal spores 

were counted using a haemocytometer and diluted to a concentration of 105 spores/ml. Bacterial 

cultures were standardized to 107 cfu/ml using a McFarland standard and dilutions were plated on 

LB agar for confirmation. Based on the experiments performed using Candida albicans (Morales 

et al. 2013), 10 µl of A. fumigatus spore suspension was streaked onto the agar plate (PDA or 

SCFM) and 10 µl of bacterial culture was spotted 0.75 cm from the end of the streak (3 replicates 

per plate). Plates were incubated right side up at 37°C overnight and then incubated upside down. 

Plates were observed every 24 hours and photos were taken using a Leica DFC425 digital camera 

attached to a Leica M80 stereomicroscope integrated using Leica Application Suites version 3.7. 

Photos of SCFM plates were taken against a black background for contrast. Experiments were 

performed in triplicate. 
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2.1 Materials and Methods Related to Chapter 4 

 

2.1.1 Strains, Medium Preparation and Growth Conditions 

Bacterial strains are listed in Table 1. B. cenocepacia K56-2 strains were grown at 37°C 

Lysogeny Broth (LB) Lennox medium (without glucose) (Lennox 1955), unless specified. 

Kanamycin 30 µg/mL was used for maintaining pET-24b+ plasmids in E. coli strains. For B. 

cenocepacia strains the following antibiotics and concentrations were used: trimethoprim (100 

µg/ml), and chloramphenicol (200 µg/ml). 

  

2.1.2 Molecular Biology Techniques 

Genetic manipulation of B. cenocepacia K56-2 was performed via triparental matings with 

E. coli MM290 containing pRK2013 as a helper strain (Table 2). Plasmids generated were 

maintained in E. coli DH5a Z-competent cells and are listed in Table 2. PCRs were performed 

with an Eppendorf Mastercycler ep gradient S thermocycler with either HotStar HiFidelity Taq 

polymerase (Qiagen) or Taq DNA polymerase (Qiagen). Conditions were optimized for each 

primer set; primers used are listed in Table 3. Restriction enzymes and T4 DNA ligase (New 

England Biolabs) were used as recommended by the manufacturer. PCR products and digested 

DNA were purified by QIAquick Gel or PCR purification kits (Qiagen) and plasmids were isolated 

using QIAprep Miniprep kit (Qiagen). 
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Table 2. Plasmids used in Chapters 4 and 5 of this study. 

Plasmid Featuresa Reference or Source 

pET-24b+ 

 

T7 promoter, KanR 

 

Courtesy of Dr. Brian 
Mark, University of 
Manitoba, Canada 

 
pTL4 
 

CepR was cloned into pET-24b+ 
 

This study 
 

pRK2013 
 

oricolE1, RK2 derivative, KanR, mob+, tra+ (Figurski and Helinski 
1979) 
 

pMS402 
 

Lux-based promoter reporter plasmid; 
KanR TmpR 
 

(Aubert et al. 2013) 
 

pCP300 
 

cepI::luxCDABE transcriptional fusion in 
pMS402 
 

(Aubert et al. 2013) 
 

pPromCepR 
 

cepR::luxCDABE transcriptional fusion in 
pMS402 
 

(Aubert et al. 2013) 
 

pJH1 pAP20, PDHFR eGFP (Hamlin et al. 2009) 
 

pGPI-SceI oriR6K, I-SceI recognition sequence, 
TmpR 

 

(Flannagan et al. 2008) 
 

pDAI-SceI DHFR promoter controlling e-I-SceI, 
TetR 

 

(Flannagan et al. 2008) 
 

pBAD30 orip15A araC PBAD AmpR 

 
(Guzman et al. 1995) 

pTL5 pBAD30 containing CepR (BCAM1868) 
with Shine Dalgarno region 
 

This study 

pBBRlux luxCDABE-based promoter plasmid (Zielke et al. 2014) 
 

pTL7 pBBRlux containing cepI promoter 
region (upstream of BCAM1870) 
 

This study 

pTL12 pBBRlux containing araC and PBAD 
promoter 
 

This study 

pTL13 pBBRlux containing dhfr promoter 
region 
 

This study 
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Plasmid Featuresa Reference or Source 

pTL17 pGPI-SceI containing custom gene 
fragment for the deletion of paaK1 
(BCAL0404) in K56-2 
 

This study 

pTL18 pGPI-SceI containing custom gene 
fragment for the deletion of paaK2 
(BCAM1711) in K56-2 
 

This study 

pTnMod-STp oripSC101 Tn5 inverted repeats Tn5 
transposase TmpR 
 

(Dennis and Zylstra 
1998) 

pTL9 BglII restriction digest of pTnMod-STp 
to remove Tn5 transposase 
 

This study 

pTL21 oripSC101 rhaR rhaS PrhaB TmpR 
 

This study 

pTL22 pTL21 expressing rhamnose-inducible 
paaK (ECW_m1532) 
 

This study 

pAAD 15.4 Kb region contains paa cluster from 
E. coli W 
 

(Ferrandez et al. 1998) 
 

pSCrhaB2 oripBBR1 rhaR rhaS PrhaB TmpR mob+  
 

(Cardona and Valvano 
2005) 

pKF2 pSCrhaB2 expressing rhamnose-
inducible paaK2 (BCAM1711) 
 

This study 

pDelCepI pGPI-SceI containing the upstream and 
downstream regions of cepI for marker-
less deletion in K56-2 
 

(Aubert et al. 2013) 
 

pDelCepR pGPI-SceI containing the upstream and 
downstream regions of cepR for marker-
less deletion 
 

(Aubert et al. 2013) 
 

aAmpR, ampicillin resistance; KanR, kanamycin resistance; TmpR, trimethoprim resistance; tetR, 
Tetracycline resistance. 
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Table 3. Primers used in Chapter 4 and 5 of this study. 

No. Sequence (5’-3’)a Restriction 
site 

Template and 
locationb 

154 ACAGGAACACTTAACGGCTGACATG  n/a pGPI-SceI External 
to MCS  

155 GCTAGTTATTGCTCAGCGG 
 

n/a pET-24b+ T7 
terminator 

156 TAATACGACTCACTATAGG 
 

n/a pET-24b+ T7 
promoter 

609 ATGCTTAGCAGCCCGAACGC 
 

n/a pTL4 BCAM1868 
for sequencing 

674 AATGACATATGGAACTGCGCTGG NdeI Start of BCAM1868 
 

675 ATAGATGGATCCTCAGGGTGCTTCGATGAG 
 

BamHI End of BCAM1868 

685 CGATTTCGGATTGTCGGTGG 
 

n/a pTL4 BCAM1868 
for sequencing 

703 ATTAGAGAATTCGGAGAAAGAATGGAACTGCGC EcoRI K56-2 start of 
BCAM1868 

704 TCTAATTCTAGATCAGGGTGCTTCGATGAGC XbaI K56-2 end of 
BCAM1868 

712 TCTAATACTAGTTGGCGCTCTTTATAAGC 
 

SpeI BCAM1870 
promoter region 

713 TTGATCGGATCCTCAGAGTTCGTGTGGCAACC 
 

BamHI BCAM1870 

848 CCGCCAGGCAAATTCTGTTT n/a pSCrhaB2 
downstream of MCS 

857 ATTATCTAGACGATGAAGAACGACGACCTCG XbaI BCAM1068 
 

858 ATTAGAATTCATCAGCGTGCAGACGACGG EcoRI BCAM1068 
 

900 TGCAACTCGTACAACCT n/a K56-2 upstream of 
BCAL0404 

901 CCTGTGATTTAGGTTCGC n/a K56-2 downstream 
of BCAL0404 

902 AAGGGCGTGAACTATCC n/a K56-2 upstream of 
BCAM1711 

903 TAGAACGGCACACCTC n/a K56-2 downstream 
of BCAM1711 

980 GTTGACATGACGAACGCCAC n/a K56-2 upstream of 
BCAL0404 

981 GACATGCCGACCAAGGAAGA n/a K56-2 downstream 
of BCAL0404 

982 CCGTTCGAGTTGATGGACCT n/a K56-2 upstream of 
BCAM1711 

983 CGCATCGAAAAAGCGCTTGA n/a K56-2 downstream 
of BCAM1711 
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No. Sequence (5’-3’)a Restriction 
site 

Template and 
locationb 

1055 GTGACTCATATGACTCACCCGACGCATC NdeI K56-2 start of 
BCAM1711 

1056 TTGACTTCTAGACTTCAATTCACCCATCGAACAG XbaI K56-2 downstream 
of BCAM1711 

920 GCTTTCTGATAGTTGTTGTGG n/a pDAI-SceI 
 

921 AGGTTGTTCGGGATGG n/a pDAI-SceI 
 

1080 GACAAGGGTTCGATCCAG n/a pDelCepR 
  

1081 GATGGCCATCACGTTGCT n/a pDelCepR 
  

1082 CATGACTTCACCCTTGC n/a pDelCepI 
 

1083 CTTCGATGAACTGCGC n/a pDelCepI 
 

1112 GTTGGTAGGCATCCTGC n/a K56-2 start of 
BCAM1870  

1113 GTCGGTCAATGCGTGTC n/a K56-2 downstream 
of BCAM1870 

768 AAGTATGAGCTCCAAGCCGTCAATTGTC SacI pBAD30 PBAD 
region 

769 TAAGATACTAGTAACAGTAGAGAGTTGCG SpeI pBAD30 PBAD 
region 

770 AAGTATGAGCTCGACATAAGCCTGTTCGG SacI pTnMod-STp PDHFR 
region 

771 TAAGATACTAGTTCAGTTGGCTTCATCGCTAC SpeI pTnMod-STp PDHFR 
region 

750 TACGCCGAAATCAACGACCA n/a qPCR primer for 
BCAM0918 (rpoD) 

751 ACTTCGGCTTCCTCTTCGAC n/a qPCR primer for 
BCAM0918 (rpoD) 

1033 AAGTTTCGAGCGTGACCAGTTC n/a qPCR primer for 
BCAM1870 (cepI) 

1034 AACAGCGACTTCAGCAGATACG n/a qPCR primer for 
BCAM1870 (cepI) 

1035 CGGATTCGAATACTGCTGTTACGG n/a qPCR primer for 
BCAM1868 (cepR) 

1036 CTCGATGTAGTTCTGCGCCTG n/a qPCR primer for 
BCAM1868 (cepR) 

aRestriction sites are underlined, and start/stop codons are in boldface 
bMCS, multiple-cloning site 
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2.1.3 C. elegans Fluorescence Microscopy 

C. elegans fluorescence microscopy assays were performed to determine if the 

∆paaABCDE mutant has a similar phenotype as ∆cepI and ∆cepR mutants. Plasmid pJH1, 

containing constitutively expressed eGFP, was introduced into B. cenocepacia strains via 

triparental matings and dull colonies were selected. B. cenocepacia strains were streaked for 

isolated colonies on LB with chloramphenicol. Overnight cultures were made from isolated 

colonies in LB Cm 200µg/ml and incubated at 37°C and 230 rpm. Worms were propagated and 

maintained on nematode growth medium (NGM) agar (2.5 g peptone/liter) seeded with a lawn of 

E. coli OP50 at 16°C. Slow-killing assays were performed as described previously (Pribytkova et 

al. 2014). Briefly, 60-mm petri plates filled with 10 ml of a modified NGM agar (3.5 g 

peptone/liter) were seeded with 50 µl of a stationary-phase culture adjusted to an OD600 of 1.7. 

Plates were incubated overnight at 37°C to allow formation of a bacterial lawn. Twenty to 40 

hypochlorite-synchronized C. elegans DH26 nematodes at larval stage L4 were inoculated onto 

each plate and subsequently incubated at 25°C for the duration of the assay. At 24 and 48 h live 

and dead worms were scored, and nematodes were washed in M9 and transferred to M9 

supplemented with 2% agarose pads. Four-five nematodes were immobilized in levamisole and 10 

mM sodium azide and worms were imaged using a Zeiss LSM 700 confocal microscope at 100x 

magnification. Three biological replicates were performed. 

 

2.1.4 Siderophore Production Assay 

Siderophore assays were performed on CAS agar plates (Schwyn and Neilands 1987) 

plates prepared with rich organic (RO) medium (Yurkov et al. 1999) and spotted with 3 μL of 
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bacterial culture. Plates were incubated at 37°C and halos were photographed after 5 days of 

growth. 

 

2.1.5 Luminescence Assays with Transcriptional Fusions 

Luminescence assays were performed to determine the expression of cepI and cepR in B. 

cenocepacia K56-2 wild type and DpaaABCDE using pCP300 or pPromcepR plasmids (Table 2), 

containing the cepI or cepR promoters, respectively, fused to the luxCDABE reporter system 

(Aubert et al. 2013) and pMS402 as a negative control. Plasmids were introduced into K56-2 via 

triparental mating and dull colonies were selected. Overnight cultures were washed in PBS and 

diluted to a starting OD600 of 0.04 in modified NGM agar (3.5 g peptone/liter) supplemented with 

100 µg/mL trimethoprim. 150 µL aliquots (4 replicates) were loaded in black, clear-bottomed 

wells of a 96-well microplate and incubated at 37°C with shaking. The OD600 and relative 

luminescence were measured using a Biotek Synergy 2 plate reader at 1-hour intervals for 20 

hours. OD600 values were converted to 1-cm-path-length OD600 by prior calibration with a 

GeneQuantTM III 4283, version 4283V1.6. 

 

2.1.6 Cloning and Purification of CepR 

 Because CepR was not produced with an affinity tag, BCAM1868 (cepR) was amplified 

with primers 674/675, ligated with NdeI/BamHI restriction enzymes and inserted into the similarly 

restricted pET-24b+ expression vector. After ligation the plasmid, pTL4 was transformed into the 

non-expression host E. coli DH5α. Clones of pTL4 were sequenced using primers: 155; 156; 685; 

and 609. A clone with no mutations was selected and transformed into the expression host 

BL21(DE3)Gold. For purification of CepR with no affinity tag, the protein was induced in the 
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presence of C8-HSL and cultures were first subfractionated based on the method previously 

described (Thein et al. 2010) before purification on an anion-exchange column. 5 µM of C8-HSL 

was dried with N2 on the bottom of a 1 L flask and 250 mL of LB supplemented with 50 mM 3-

(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic acid (MOPS) to prevent pH-dependent lactonolysis of C8-HSL 

(Yates et al. 2002). Flasks were inoculated with 1.5 ml of overnight culture and incubated at 37°C 

and 230 rpm until an OD600 of ~0.4-0.6. Cultures were cooled to 20°C and induced with 0.5 mM 

isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) for 4 h at 28°C and 230 rpm. After induction, 

cultures were centrifuged at 1,300 rcf for 10 min. Pellets were resuspended in buffer 1 (0.2 M tris-

HCl pH 8, 1 M sucrose, 1 mM EDTA), lysozyme was added to a final concentration of 1 mg/ml 

and samples were incubated at room temperature for 5 mins. Samples were put on ice and 

ultracentrifuged at 203,459 g for 45 min at 4°C. Supernatants were removed and pellets were 

resuspended in 15 ml of TEDG (20 mM tris-HCl pH 7.7, 0.5 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 15 % 

glycerol (vol/vol)) supplemented with 100 mM NaCl (Weingart et al. 2005). Resuspended pellets 

were sonicated 12 pulses, 3 times and then centrifuged at 1,300 rcf for 10 min. Ultracentrifuge at 

299,000 g for 4 h at 4°C and keep the supernatant (cytoplasmic fraction). The cytoplasmic fraction 

was diluted in equal concentrations with TEDG for a final concentration of 50 mM NaCl. The 

cytoplasmic fraction was loaded onto a Source 15 anion-exchange column with ion gradient from 

50 to 300 mM NaCl using a fast protein liquid chromatography (FPLC) with a flow rate of 2 

ml/min for 22 column volumes (200 ml over 100 minutes). Ten microlitres of fractions were 

sampled to check for the presence of CepR by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) on a 12% polyacrylamide gel run at 150 V for 60 min. Fractions 

containing CepR were at a concentration of ~170 mM NaCl. The concentration of CepR was 

determined by Bradford assay and then fractions were dialyzed against TEDG with glycerol 
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increased to 50% and supplemented with 170 mM NaCl. After dialysis CepR fractions were stored 

at -80°C in aliquots to avoid freeze/thaw cycles.  

 

2.1.7 Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assays 

 To test the ability of purified CepR to bind target DNA a 300 bp region containing the cepI 

promoter was amplified using primers 712/713. As a negative control a 343 bp region of 

BCAM1068, which does not appear to contain the cep box, was amplified using primers 857 and 

858. PCR products were purified and run on a gel to confirm size and concentration was measured 

using a NanoDrop Lite spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific). CepR concentration was measured 

with by Bradford assay. Eight percent neutral polyacrylamide gels were prepared as follows: 6.4 

ml H2O; 3.2 ml of 30% acrylamide (29:1); 2.4 ml 5X tris-borate-EDTA (TBE) buffer; and 200 µl 

ammonium persulfate were degassed for 15 minutes and then 10 µl of tetramethylethylenediamine 

was added and the gels were immediately poured before polymerization. Binding reactions were 

performed in 1X binding buffer (40 mM tris-HCL pH 7.5, 40 mM potassium glutamate, 4 mM 

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), 4 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 40% glycerol). 20 µl binding 

reactions were prepared with DNA at 10 nM, C8-HSL at 10 µM, and CepR was used at varying 

concentrations between 1 and 2 µM. Binding reactions were incubated for 30 min at 4°C and 10 

µl of each reaction was run on the 8% gel at 100 V for 3 h. 

 

2.1.8 EMSAs from Cell-Free Lysates of CepR-Expressing E. coli 

 Since purified CepR bound DNA regardless of additional C8-HSL, EMSAs were tried 

using cell-free lysates of a CepR-expressing E. coli, BL21(DE3)Gold/pTL4, as described 

previously with P. aeruginosa (Sappington et al. 2011). An empty vector control, 
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BL21(DE3)Gold/pET-24b+ was also used. Three millilitres of overnight cultures were subcultured 

in LB with appropriate antibiotic supplemented with 50 mM MOPS and 5 µM C8-HSL, as required, 

and incubated at 37°C and 230 rpm until an OD600 of ~0.6. Cultures were induced with 0.5 mM 

IPTG for 4 hours at 28°C, cells were spun down 10 min at 1,300 rcf and the supernatant was 

removed. Pelleted cells were lysed by French press in the presence of 5 µM C8-HSL (if needed). 

Binding reactions were performed using the binding reaction described in section 3.1.7 and were 

incubated at 25°C for 1 h. 
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2.2 Materials and Methods Related to Chapter 5 

 

2.2.1 Strains, Medium Preparation and Growth Conditions 

Bacterial strains, listed in Table 1, were grown at 37°C with agitation at 230 rpm in 

Lysogeny Broth (LB) Lennox medium (without glucose) (Lennox 1955), unless specified 

otherwise. All cultures were started from isolated colonies grown 48 h on LB agar at 37°C, unless 

specified otherwise. Plasmids used are listed in Table 2. For E. coli strains the following antibiotics 

and concentrations were used: ampicillin (100 µg/ml; 200 µg/ml for W14 strain); chloramphenicol 

(30 µg/ml), kanamycin (30 µg/ml; 40 µg/ml for MM290 strain), trimethoprim (50 µg/ml; 100 

µg/ml for W14 strain), and tetracycline (20 µg/ml). For B. cenocepacia strains the following 

antibiotics and concentrations were used: trimethoprim (100 µg/ml), tetracycline (100 µg/ml), and 

gentamycin (50 µg/ml). Stock solutions of C8-HSL (Sigma-Aldrich), were suspended in dimethyl 

sulfoxide (DMSO) and stored at -20°C. For assays with exogenous addition of C8-HSL, cultures 

were grown in LB medium supplemented with 50 mM 3-(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic acid 

(MOPS) to prevent pH-dependent lactonolysis (Yates et al. 2002). Stock solutions of L-arabinose 

(Alfa Aesar, Fisher Scientific) and L-rhamnose (Sigma-Aldrich) were prepared at a concentration 

of 20% (wt/vol) in deionized water and filter sterilized. Stock solutions of phenylalanine and PAA 

(Sigma-Aldrich) were prepared at 100 mM in deionized water, filter sterilized and stored at room 

temperature. Stock solutions of PAA-CoA (Sigma-Aldrich) were prepared at 3.5 mM in DMSO 

and stored at -80°C. 
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2.2.2 Molecular Biology Techniques 

Genetic manipulation of B. cenocepacia K56-2 was performed via triparental matings with 

E. coli MM290/pRK2013 as a helper strain. Plasmids generated were maintained in E. coli 

SY327λpir or DH5a Z-competent cells depending on their origin of replication. PCRs were 

performed with an Eppendorf Mastercycler EP gradient S thermocycler with either HotStar 

HiFidelity Taq polymerase (Qiagen) or Taq DNA polymerase (Qiagen). Conditions were 

optimized for each primer set; primers used are listed in Table 3. Restriction enzymes and T4 DNA 

ligase (New England Biolabs) were used as recommended by the manufacturer. PCR products and 

digested DNA were purified by a QIAquick Gel or PCR purification kits (Qiagen) and plasmids 

were isolated using a QIAprep Miniprep kit (Qiagen). 

 

2.2.3 Construction of Unmarked Deletion Mutants in B. cenocepacia 

Unmarked deletion mutants were created using the system developed by Flannagan et al. 

(Flannagan et al. 2008). Flanking regions of the target gene were synthesized as a custom gene 

fragment with XbaI and SmaI restriction sites (Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc.) (Table 4). The 

fragment with regions flanking BCAL0404 (paaK1) and pGPI-SceI were digested and ligated 

together to create pTL17, and pTL18 was created by insertion of the fragment with regions 

flanking BCAM1711 (paaK2).  

Each plasmid was introduced into wild type K56-2 by triparental mating and were 

integrated into the genome by homologous recombination. Colonies were picked onto LB medium 

supplemented with trimethoprim and onto Burkholderia cepacia selective agar (BCSA) (Henry et 

al. 1997). Conjugates with a dull phenotype on BCSA were selected. The integration of the suicide 

plasmids was confirmed with primers 900/901 for pTL17 and primers 902/903 for pTL18. Then, 
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pDAI-SceI, expressing I-SceI endonuclease, was introduced into K56-2::pTL17 and K56-

2::pTL18 by triparental mating. The double-stranded break caused by the I-SceI endonuclease 

triggered a recombination event that resulted in a reversion of the conjugate to a wild type allele 

or a deletion of the fragment between the two flanking regions. Potential conjugates were 

tetracycline resistant and trimethoprim sensitive. The deletion event was confirmed by PCR using 

primer set 980/981 for paaK1 and 982/983 for paaK2. Positive clones were cured of the pDAI-

SceI plasmid by sequential subculturing in LB medium. Loss of the plasmid was confirmed by the 

loss of tetracycline resistance using the replica plate method and PCR with primer set 920/921 for 

the absence of pDAI-SceI.  
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Table 4. Gene fragment sequences flanking the regions of target genes. 

Target gene Sequencea 

BCAL0404 
(paaK1) 

ACGCAATCTAGACCGCGCGACCGCGCAGGCCATGTACGACGCCGACG
CCTGCAGCCGCGCGTTCGGCATGGAGATCGCCGAAGTACGCGCGGGCT
ACGCCCGCCTGCAGATGCGCGTGCGACCCGAATTCCTGAATGGGCACC
AGACCTGCCACGGCGGGATCATCTTCACGCTCGCCGATTCGACGTTCG
CGTTCGCGTGCAACTCGTACAACCTGAGTGCGGTCGCGGCCGGCTGCT
CGATCGAATTCCTGCGCCCCGTGCACGGCGGCGACGTGCTGACGGCCG
AGGCGATCGAGCAGGCGCGCGCCGGCCGCCACGGCATCTACGACATC
CGCGTCACGAACCAGACAGGCGACACGGTCGCGATGTTTCGCGGCAA
ATCCGCCCAGATCAAGGGCACGGTCATCCCGGAAGACCGCTGACGTCG
ACGGCTCGCCCATAACAAACACTGGAGACATGCGGGTCGCTCGCCACC
TGTACGTCGCCCAACGGCGAATCCGTGCCGGCAAATGAAACAGCCCGA
TCGGCCAACACCGATCGGGCTGTTTCAATTCCAAAGCGTCGTTCGACG
TGACATCGCTGCATCACGCGAACCTAAATCACAGGGCCGCACCCGCGA
TCAGACCGTCGGCATGCGCCACGCACCCGAGACACGCCACGAACCCCG
CGGCTCAAGCACAGACCGCCTCCTCCGTGCAGCCCGCGTCATCCCGAA
TCACGAATTCGGGAACAGCAGCCACATCCGGCCGACCTGCTTCATCCG
GCCAGCCTGATCACCCGCGTCGTCGCCGAGCCCCCAGAAATAGTCGGC
CCGCACGCCACCCTTGATCGCCGAGCCCGTATCCTGCGCGAACACGAG
CCGGTTCATCGGCGTATTCGTCAGCGGACGCGTGGTCTGCAGAAACAC
CGGCCCGGGCATCAG 
 

BCAM1711 
(paaK2) 

TACGAATCTAGAGTGCCGGGGATGGTCGCGATGCGCACCGTCGCGATG
CTCGCGAACGAAGCGGCCGACACGGTGAACCAGGGCGTGTGCTCGCC
GGCCGACCTCGATCTCGCGATGGAGAAGGGCGTGAACTATCCGTGCGG
CCCGCTCGCGTGGGCCGACGCGATCGGCCTCGGCCGCGTGCACCGCGT
GCTGTCGAACCTCGCGGCGAGCTATGGCGAGGACCGCTATCGCGTGTC
GCCGCGCCTCGCCGCGCTGCATGCGGCCGGCCGCACGTTCCGGTCGTA
GCCGCCCGCCCCGGTTACTTCGAACACGATAACGACATCACGCCATTG
GAGGAGCACCCCGATGACTCACCCGACGCATCGCCGTCAGGCCGCCTG
ATGTCGAGGTGTGCCGTTCTACCCGAGGAAACCTGTTCGATGGGTGAA
TTGAAGACCCTGGCCGTCACGGTCGATGCGCGCGGCATCGCGACCGTC
GCGCTGCAGCGCGGCGACGTGCTGAACGCGTTCGACGAGACGATGATC
GCGGAGCTGACCGACGCGTTCACGACGCTCGGCCGGCGCGACGACGT
GCGTGCGATCGTGCTGCGTTCGGACGGTCGCGCATTTTGCGCGGGCGC
CGACCTGCAGTGGATGCAGCGTGCGAGCGCGAACGACGCGGCCGCGA
ACCTGCGCGACGCCGAGCAGTTCGCCGCGATGATGCGCGCGATCCGGC
AGTCCCGGGAGAGAG 
 

aUnderlined regions are XbaI (TCTAGA) and SmaI (CCCGGG) restriction sites. 
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Once cured, the mutants were tested for growth defects by washing overnight cultures 

twice in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), diluting to an optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of 0.04 

in 200 µl of LB medium in a clear 96-well plate in triplicate. Plates were incubated at 37°C in a 

Biotek Synergy II plate reader with continuous shaking for 24 h, and the OD600 was measured 

every hour. Deletions of cepI and cepR were performed in the wild type and PAA pathway mutant 

backgrounds using the pDelCepI and pDelCepR plasmids created by Aubert et al. (Aubert et al. 

2013). Integration of the plasmids was confirmed using primer set 1082/154 for cepI deletions and 

1080/154 for cepR. pDAI-SceI was introduced, and potential conjugates were selected on 

appropriate antibiotics; the deletion event was confirmed by PCR with primer sets 1112/1113 and 

1080/1081 for cepI and cepR, respectively. Positive clones were cured of the pDAI-SceI plasmid 

and screened for the loss of the plasmid as described above. 

 

2.2.4 Plasmid Construction 

To create pKF2, paaK2 (BCAM1711) was amplified from genomic B. cenocepacia K56-

2 DNA using primers 1055/1056 and restricted with XbaI and NdeI before ligation into similarly 

digested pSCrhaB2 (Cardona and Valvano 2005). The plasmid construct was verified using 

primers 1055/848. To create the E. coli reporter system, cepR (BCAM1868) was amplified using 

primers 703/704, and the amplicon and pBAD30 were restricted with EcoRI and XbaI and then 

ligated to form pTL5. To construct a plasmid expressing the luxCDABE operon, the cepI promoter 

region including the first 15 codons of cepI was amplified and an in-frame stop codon was added 

using primers 712 and 713. Plasmid pBBRlux and the amplicon were digested with SpeI and 

BamHI, and ligation then resulted in pTL7. Plasmids pTL12 and pTL13 were created in the same 

way with primers 768/769 for the PBAD promoter and regulatory araC and primers 770/771 for the 
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dhfr promoter region of pTnMod-STp. To create a plasmid that expressed PaaK and was 

compatible with the reporter strain, we had to use the pSC101 ori. pTL9 was created by digesting 

pTnMod-STp with BglII to remove the Tn5 transposase, and then the rhamnose-inducible 

promoter and its regulatory genes were added to create pTL21 using primers 724 and 947. Using 

primers 725 and 726, the paaK ligase from E. coli W was amplified from pAAD (Ferrandez et al. 

1997) and restriction cloned into pTL21 to create pTL22.  

 

2.2.5 Growth of B. cenocepacia Strains on Various Carbon Sources 

One millilitre of culture from a 5-ml overnight culture in LB with appropriate antibiotic 

was washed in PBS twice, and the OD600 was adjusted to 0.08 in 1 ml of M9 with 25 mM of 

Glucose or M9 with 5 mM PAA. A total of 100 µl was aliquoted to each well of a clear 96-well 

plate with an additional 100 µl of appropriate media for a starting OD600 of 0.04 in triplicate. Plates 

were incubated at 37°C with aeration at 230 rpm and the OD600 was read after 48 hours of 

incubation. OD600 values were converted to 1-cm-path-length by prior calibration with a 

GeneQuantTM III 4283, version 4283V1.6. 

 

2.2.6 Quantification of Intracellular and Extracellular Levels of PAA and PAA-CoA by IP-RP-

UHPLC-MS/MS 

B. cenocepacia cultures were diluted 1:100 into 10 ml of LB in a 50-ml Erlenmeyer flask 

and incubated at 37°C with agitation at 230 rpm for 6 hours until late exponential phase. Using the 

differential method (Taymaz-Nikerel et al. 2009; Van Gulik et al. 2012), 1 ml of culture was 

immediately transferred into weighed tubes containing 5 ml of 60% (v/v) methanol in water held 

at -40°C in an acetonitrile-dry-ice bath, vortexed, and returned to -40°C. Two millilitres of culture 
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was drawn into a syringe equipped with a 0.45-µm-pore-size filter, and 1 ml of filtrate was 

immediately transferred into 5 ml of 60% (vol/vol) methanol in water held at -40°C in an 

acetonitrile/dry-ice bath, vortexed and returned to -40°C. Tubes were weighed and 500 µl was 

transferred to a fresh tube and held at -40°C. Five milliliters of 75% (vol/vol) ethanol was boiled 

at 95°C for 4 minutes and then poured into the tube with 500 µl of sample, mixed and placed at 

95°C for 3 minutes. Extracted samples were then put back at -40°C and evaporated in a SpeedVac 

(Savant SC110 with refrigerated condensation trap RT100) until dry. Care was taken to ensure that 

the samples were not overdried. All measurements were carried out using ion-pair reversed-phase 

ultrahigh-performance liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (IP-RP-UHPLC-

MS/MS) as described previously (Seifar et al. 2013), with slight modifications. Briefly, no splitter 

or make up flow was used, and the chromatographic separation was performed on a narrower 

column (1 by 100 mm) with a lower eluant flow (0.075 ml/min).  

For the E. coli W14 CepR reporter assay strains, cultures were diluted 1:100 in 5 ml of LB 

supplemented with 50 mM MOPS and appropriate antibiotics and grown at 30°C and 230 rpm to 

an OD600 ~ 0.3. Cultures were provided 0.5 mM PAA and 0.01% rhamnose to induce the 

expression of paaK to convert PAA to PAA-CoA. Cultures were incubated again until an OD600 

of 0.6 and diluted back to OD600 0.3 before incubation for 1.5 h to simulate the conditions of the 

reporter assay. Samples were immediately prepared using the differential method described above. 

 

2.2.7 Slow-Killing Assays in C. elegans 

Worms were propagated and maintained on nematode growth medium (NGM) agar (2.5 g 

peptone/liter) seeded with a lawn of E. coli OP50 at 16°C. Slow-killing assays were performed as 

described previously (Pribytkova et al. 2014). Briefly, 60-mm petri plates filled with 10 ml of a 
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modified NGM agar (3.5 g peptone/liter) were seeded with 50 µl of a stationary-phase culture 

adjusted to an OD600 of 1.7. Plates were incubated overnight at 37°C to allow formation of a 

bacterial lawn. Twenty to 40 hypochlorite-synchronized C. elegans DH26 nematodes at larval 

stage L4 were inoculated onto each plate and subsequently incubated at 25°C for the duration of 

the assay. Worms were scored as live or dead for a period of 7 days. 

 

2.2.8 Exoprotease Assays 

Cells from an overnight culture were washed with PBS twice and adjusted to an OD600 of 

1.0. Three microliters of culture were spotted on 2% skim milk agar plates or 2% skim milk agar 

supplemented with 2 mM phenylalanine. Plates were incubated at 37°C for 48 h. Plates were 

prepared in duplicate, and three biological replicates were performed. Proteolytic activity was 

measured as a zone of clearing surrounding the colony. Images were taken at 48 h and the area of 

the zone of clearance was analyzed using ImageJ software (Schneider et al. 2012). A scale was 

applied to the images and a threshold analysis was used to determine the zone of clearance. The 

area of this zone was then calculated (minus the area of the colony). 

 

2.2.9 CepI Enzymatic Assay 

Heterologous expression and purification of cepI were performed according to the 

conditions described previously (Scoffone et al. 2016). CepI enzyme activity was determined 

spectrophotometrically by measuring holo-ACP formation with dichlorophenylindophenol 

(DCPIP; = 19100 M-1 cm-1) using a previously described assay (Christensen et al. 2013; Scoffone 

et al. 2016). Reaction mixtures contained 50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 0.005% Nonidet P-40, 0.13 mM 

DCPIP, 70 µM C8-ACP, and 4 µM CepI. After 10 min of pre-incubation of the mixture, the 
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reaction was initiated by addition of 40 µM S-adenosyl-L-methionine. The compounds were 

assayed in triplicate at a concentration of 200 µM. 

 

2.2.10 Luminescence Assays with CepR Reporter Strain 

The reporter assay was performed based on the assay by McInnis and Blackwell (McInnis 

and Blackwell 2011), with slight modifications. Briefly, overnight cultures were prepared from 

glycerol stocks in LB with appropriate antibiotics and incubated overnight at 30°C with agitation 

at 230 rpm. The culture was diluted 1:100 into 5 ml of fresh LB medium supplemented with 50 

mM MOPS and appropriate antibiotics. This subculture was incubated at 30°C with shaking at 230 

rpm until it reached an optical density of 0.6. One hundred microliters of culture was plated into 

wells with 100 µl of appropriate medium with C8-HSL, PAA, and arabinose as needed, resulting 

in a starting OD600 of 0.3. For the reporter strain with pTL22 (rhamnose-inducible paaK), the 

culture was grown and subcultured as described above. This subculture was incubated at 30°C 

with shaking at 230 rpm until it reached an optical density of ~0.3. At this time 0.5 mM PAA and 

0.01% rhamnose were added to induce paaK expression, resulting in the conversion of PAA to 

PAA-CoA. The cultures were incubated at 30°C, 230 rpm until an OD600 of 0.6. One hundred 

microliters of culture were plated into wells with 100 µl of appropriate medium with C8-HSL, 

PAA, and arabinose and rhamnose as needed, resulting in a starting OD600 of 0.3. Arabinose and 

rhamnose were used at final concentrations of 0.2% (vol/vol) and 0.01% (vol/vol), respectively. 

C8-HSL was used at a final concentration of 20 nM, which was the EC50 of C8-HSL for the 

conditions of this assay as determined using a dose response curve (Figure 7). PAA was tested at 

several concentrations (100 µM, 500 µM, 1 mM and 5 mM) and PAA was added at 500 µM in the 

presence of 0.01% rhamnose to produce PAA-CoA. White 96-well microplates with clear bottoms 
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were used and the lids were treated with a TritonX-100-Ethanol solution. Plates were incubated at 

30°C with agitation in a Biotek Synergy 2 plate reader. The OD600 and relative luminescence were 

measured at 30-min intervals for 4 h. Inhibition was measured at the time point with peak signal 

intensity (2 h for PAA and 3 h for PAA-CoA). 
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Figure 7. The effective concentration (EC50) of C8-HSL with the CepR reporter system is 
0.02 µM (20 nM). 
The CepR reporter system was tested with varying concentrations of N-octanoyl homoserine 
lactone (C8-HSL) to determine the concentration required for half maximal signal. The signal was 
measured over 4 hours and the time point where the signal was highest (2 hours) was used. Data 
was graphed and the EC50 was calculated using GraphPad Prism. Error bars are standard deviations 
of two replicates. For the conditions of this reporter system the EC50 of C8-HSL is 20 nM. 
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2.2.11 Reverse Transcription quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) 

Since quorum sensing is associated with cell density, the expression levels of quorum 

sensing genes are often measured during stationary-phase (O’Grady et al. 2012; Chapalain et al. 

2013; Uzelac et al. 2017). To study the expression of cepI and cepR, B. cenocepacia cells were 

harvested from stationary-phase cultures (OD600 of ~7). RNA was purified and DNase treated 

using the RiboPure bacteria kit (Ambion) with the DNase treatment extended to 2 h. RNA quality 

was confirmed by running the sample on a 2% agarose gel. cDNA was synthesized using iScript 

reverse transcriptase kit (Bio-Rad) and quantified using iQ SYBR green Mastermix (Bio-Rad) 

performed on a CFX96 Touch real-time PCR detection system (Bio-Rad). Primer efficiency was 

calculated for each primer set and efficiencies between 95% and 105% were deemed acceptable. 

Data were analyzed using the comparative threshold (CT) method (Livak and Schmittgen 2001; 

Schmittgen and Livak 2008). Genes were normalized to the RNA polymerase sigma factor rpoD 

(BCAM0918; formerly known as sigE) as a reference gene (primers 750 and 751) (O’Grady et al. 

2009; Peeters et al. 2010; Wong et al. 2018).  

 

2.2.12 LC-MS/MS quantification of AHLs 

For AHL extraction, 5 ml of B. cenocepacia strains was harvested at the same time as the 

samples used for RT-qPCR (see the paragraph above). Samples were extracted and analyzed as 

described previously (Chapalain et al. 2017) and 5,6,7,8-tetradeutero-4-hydroxy-2-

heptylquinoline (HHQ-d4) was used as an internal standard at a concentration of 0.2 ppm.  
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CHAPTER 3: EXAMINING THE ROLE OF THE PHENYLACETIC ACID PATHWAY 

IN THE MICROBIAL INTERACTIONS OF CYSTIC FIBROSIS PATHOGENS 

 

 

Reproduced from: Lightly TJ, Phung RR, Sorensen JL, Cardona ST. 2017. Synthetic cystic fibrosis 

sputum medium diminishes Burkholderia cenocepacia antifungal activity against Aspergillus 

fumigatus independently of phenylacetic acid production. Can J Microbiol 63:1–12. 

 

 

Tasia Lightly and Silvia Cardona designed the experiments. Tasia Lightly performed the in silico 

analysis and the examination of supernatants for PAA by HPLC. Ryan Phung performed the fungal 

and bacterial agar plate interaction assays. John Sorensen designed the extraction procedures and 

the methylation method for HPLC samples. 
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3.0 Introduction 

CF is a human genetic disease characterized by mutations in the CFTR gene (Riordan et 

al. 1989; Cheng et al. 1990). CFTR malfunction results in an imbalance of electrolytes and water 

in the airways, leading to accumulation of thick dehydrated mucus in the patient’s lungs (Matsui 

et al. 1998). The CF mucus is rich in nutrients, such as amino acids (Palmer et al. 2007), and 

supports the establishment of a polymicrobial community that leads to lung inflammation, chronic 

infection, and loss of lung function (Hauser et al. 2011). Haemophilus influenzae and S. aureus 

are generally the first to colonize the CF lung, followed by P. aeruginosa and, as the disease 

progresses, members of the Bcc (Mahenthiralingam et al. 2005; LiPuma 2010). Although P. 

aeruginosa is the most common opportunistic pathogen in CF patients, the outcomes of Bcc 

infection are the most severe (Courtney et al. 2004, 2007).  Bacteria are not the only colonizers of 

the CF lung. Filamentous fungi, such as A. fumigatus, are very prevalent (Bakare et al. 2003; 

Paugam et al. 2010; Mortensen et al. 2011). While research and treatment of CF patients have 

traditionally focused on individual pathogens, there is accumulating evidence that the progression 

of CF lung disease is governed by the complex interactions of the CF polymicrobial community 

(Sibley et al. 2006; Sibley and Surette 2011). Of particular interest is the possibility of microbial 

beneficial interactions that may result in poorer outcomes for the patient.  

Microbial production of PAA is emerging as a regulatory mechanism by which 

microorganisms may modulate their pathogenicity and interactions with the host. PAA produced 

by a paaABCDE mutant of B. cenocepacia decreased luxI/luxR-type QS signalling. The 

paaABCDE mutant was defective in QS-related virulence as demonstrated in a C. elegans model 

of infection (Pribytkova et al. 2014). In line with our findings, exogenous addition of PAA 

inhibited QS-regulated virulence traits of P. aeruginosa PAO1, such as pyocyanin and 
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exopolysaccharide production, protease and elastase activity, and swimming motility (Musthafa et 

al. 2012). Intriguingly, Wang et al. found that P. aeruginosa PAO1 produced PAA at high cell 

densities in LB, which in turn attenuated P. aeruginosa’s cytotoxicity (Wang et al. 2013). The 

ability of two prominent CF pathogens to use PAA to modify their QS-regulated virulence presents 

intriguing possibilities for a physiological role of PAA metabolism in microbial interactions as 

microbial production of PAA may result in intra- and interspecies regulation of virulence. This has 

been demonstrated in the rhizosphere where PAA, released as a phytotoxin by the root infecting 

fungus Rhizoctonia solani, can repress the biosynthesis of nematicidal compounds by 

Pseudomonas fluorescens, indirectly protecting the plant-parasitic nematode, Meloidogyne 

incognita, from biocontrol by P. fluorescens (Siddiqui and Shaukat 2005). PAA can also affect the 

host immune system directly. PAA excreted by Bacillus fortis can activate the induced systemic 

response of tomato plants, protecting the plants by priming them to respond to the plant pathogen 

responsible for Fusarium wilt disease (Akram et al. 2016). In zebrafish, PAA released by a mutant 

of A. baumannii acted as a chemoattractant for neutrophils resulting in improved bacterial 

clearance (Bhuiyan et al. 2016). Understanding the links between bacterial metabolism, 

pathogenicity and host immune response may help in the development of treatments. 

In E. coli and P. putida, PAA can be produced aerobically from phenylalanine (Figure 5 

and 6), according to the KEGG pathway database (Kanehisa and Goto 2000; Kanehisa et al. 2016) 

and accumulated experimental evidence (Teufel et al. 2010, 2011). Phenylalanine can be converted 

to PAA through 2-phenylacetamide, which is then transformed to PAA by an amidase. Conversion 

of phenylalanine to PAA can also occur through synthesis of phenylethylamine by an aromatic-L-

amino-acid decarboxylase followed by conversion to phenylacetaldehyde by a primary amine 

oxidase, such as the TynA (MaoA) enzyme of E. coli (Steinebach et al. 1996). Finally, 
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phenylacetaldehyde is converted to PAA by a phenylacetaldehyde dehydrogenase, FeaB (PadA) 

(Ferrandez et al. 1997). In turn, PAA can be further degraded to succinyl-CoA and acetyl-CoA in 

aerobic conditions. In E. coli and P. putida (Figure 5 and 6), PAA is first converted to PAA-CoA 

by a CoA ligase, PaaK (Martinez-Blanco et al. 1990b; Vitovski 1993). Next, the aromatic ring of 

PAA-CoA undergoes epoxidation by PaaABC(D)E, a four or five subunit-monoxygenase complex 

(Teufel et al. 2010, 2012). Then, PaaG isomerizes the epoxide into an oxepin and the bifunctional 

enzyme PaaZ performs the hydrolysis of the oxepin and the subsequent oxidation of the terminal 

aldehyde group (Teufel et al. 2010; Grishin and Cygler 2015). The final steps of the PAA catabolic 

pathway, often referred to as the PAA catabolic lower pathway, are similar to the fatty acid β-

degradation pathway. The product of PaaZ is cleaved by a CoA thiolase PaaJ, rearranged by the 

CoA isomerase PaaG, and hydrated by PaaF to form 3-hydroxyadipyl-CoA. This intermediate is 

then oxidized by PaaH, before finally being converted to acetyl-CoA and succinyl-CoA by PaaJ 

(Nogales et al. 2007; Teufel et al. 2010; Grishin and Cygler 2015). 

The aim of this study was to examine three CF pathogens, B. cenocepacia, P. aeruginosa 

and A. fumigatus, for their ability to produce PAA in aerobic conditions by analyzing the presence 

of putative genes of phenylalanine and PAA catabolic pathways, the presence of PAA in culture 

supernatants, and the role of PAA in their interactions. We demonstrate that B. cenocepacia is able 

to release PAA when grown in LB medium. The antifungal activity of both B. cenocepacia and P. 

aeruginosa against A. fumigatus was decreased in conditions that mimic the nutrients of the CF 

sputum. However, these interactions were not mediated by bacterial PAA production. 
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3.1 Results and Discussion 

3.1.1 Computational Analysis of the Phenylalanine Catabolic Pathway in CF Pathogens 

We examined the phenylalanine and PAA aerobic catabolism of P. aeruginosa PAO1, B. 

cenocepacia J2315 and A. fumigatus Af293 using the KEGG database. Although A. fumigatus has 

not been described as a PAA producer, another fungal species belonging to the Aspergillaceae, 

Penicillium chrysogenum, was able to produce and release PAA (Veiga et al. 2012). According to 

KEGG, each of the selected CF pathogen genomes was missing genes encoding the enzymes 

responsible for various steps of the pathway. The metabolism of phenylalanine through PAA and 

subsequent degradation of PAA to acetyl-CoA and succinyl-CoA of two model organisms, P. 

putida and E. coli, has been thoroughly studied (Ferrandez et al. 1998; Jimenez et al. 2002; Ismail 

et al. 2003; Nogales et al. 2007; Teufel et al. 2010, 2012; Grishin et al. 2011). Therefore, for the 

steps with no gene product assigned, we used the genes from these model organisms to perform 

bidirectional BLASTP searches against the genomes of the selected CF pathogens. 

Bidirectional BLASTP searches of P. putida KT2440 and E. coli K-12 MG1655 against 

each other were performed to confirm the completeness of the pathways in these microorganisms. 

By performing this analysis, we were able to identify PP_3280 of P. putida KT2440 as a homolog 

to the E. coli K-12 MG1655 paaJ (b1397) gene (Figure 6, steps 15 and 18). PP_3280 was not 

indicated as a putative paaJ gene in KEGG, but is annotated as a phenylalanine degradation gene, 

phaD, from another study (Jimenez et al. 2002). We then used the amino acid sequences of the 

genes from these strains in bidirectional BLASTP searches against the genomes of the selected CF 

pathogens. 
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B. cenocepacia J2315. The KEGG organism-specific pathway map of B. cenocepacia J2315 

contains genes encoding enzymes that theoretically enable degradation of phenylalanine and the 

production of PAA. However, according to KEGG, the B. cenocepacia J2315 genome lacks some 

genes encoding enzymes for PAA degradation, such as PaaZ, which hydrolyzes the ring of 2-

oxepin-2(3H)-ylideneacetyl-CoA and subsequently oxidizes the aldehyde group to a carboxyl 

group (Figure 8, steps 13 and 14, respectively) and PaaJ, a 3-oxoadipyl-CoA/3-oxo-5,6-

dehydrosuberyl-CoA thiolase (Figure 8, steps 15 and 18) (Teufel et al. 2010).  

Although missing from KEGG annotations, BCAL0408 is annotated as paaZ in B. 

cenocepacia J2315 (Law et al. 2008). However, our bidirectional BLASTP search identified 

BCAS0364 as the best hit to b1387 (paaZ) from E. coli K-12 MG1655 (Figure 8 and Figure 5, 

steps 13 and 14). This discrepancy may be explained by the fact that PaaZ in E. coli is a 

bifunctional enzyme with an N-terminal aldehyde dehydrogenase domain and a C-terminal 

hydratase domain. In many other bacteria the gene present in the cluster of paa genes comprises 

only an aldehyde dehydrogenase domain and the gene containing the hydratase domain is found 

elsewhere in the genome (Teufel et al. 2011; Grishin and Cygler 2015). Indeed, BCAL0408 and 

BCAS0364 code for an aldehyde dehydrogenase and a hydratase, respectively. Thus, it is likely 

that BCAS0364 and BCAL0408 are both responsible for fulfilling the functions of the E. coli 

PaaZ.  
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Figure 8. Putative phenylalanine (Phe) catabolic pathways of selected CF pathogens.  
Using the KEGG database and bidirectional NCBI BLASTP searches, the phenylalanine catabolic 
pathway was determined for three CF pathogens. Numbered arrows correspond to those shown in 
Supplemental Fig. S1 and represent the steps in the pathway, which are catalyzed by enzymes 
encoded by one or more genes. Green arrows indicate enzymatic steps where the presence of the 
gene(s) has been identified by KEGG with the locus tags in green boxes. Red arrows are for steps 
with gene(s) absent as indicated by KEGG and bidirectional BLASTP search (this study). Blue 
arrows represent steps where the gene(s) were putatively identified by bidirectional BLASTP 
search in this study (locus tags in blue boxes). An asterix marks steps where although a gene is 
present, the step cannot be completed due to missing genes. 
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We also identified BCAM2568 as a homolog of b1397, paaJ of E. coli K-12 MG1655 

(Figure 8 and Figure 5, step 15 and 18), and BCAL0407 as a homolog of PP_3280, the putatively 

identified paaJ gene of P. putida KT2440 by our bi-directional BLASTP search. This corroborates 

our previous annotation where BCAM2568 and BCAL0407 were both identified as candidate paaJ 

genes (Law et al. 2008). 

 

P. aeruginosa PAO1. According to the KEGG organism-specific pathway map, P. aeruginosa 

PAO1 lacks many coding genes for the conversion of phenylalanine to PAA (Figure 8). The KEGG 

organism-specific pathway map also shows that the PAA catabolic pathway lacks a paaK homolog 

for the conversion of PAA to PAA-CoA (Figure 8 and Figure 5, step 10). Also the monoxygenase 

complex, paaABCDE, for the epoxidation of PAA-CoA to 2-(1,2-epoxy-1,2-

dihydrophenyl)acetyl-CoA (Figure 8 and Figure 5, step 11) is not present, nor is paaZ (Figure 8 

and Figure 5, step 13 and 14) or paaJ (Figure 8 and Figure 5, step 18).  

The bidirectional BLASTP search for missing genes in P. aeruginosa PAO1 identified no 

alternative candidates for the conversion of phenylalanine to PAA, indicating that P. aeruginosa 

PAO1 should not be able to produce PAA from phenylalanine. For the catabolism of PAA, no 

paaK homolog (Figure 8 and Figure 5, step 10) was identified although the gene encoding PaaI 

(Figure 8 and Figure 5, step 9), which catalyzes the removal of CoA from PAA, is present 

according to KEGG. PA4889 was identified as a homolog of b1392 (PaaE) from E. coli (Figure 8 

and Figure 5, step 11), but no other genes from the monoxygenase complex were identified. 

PA3302 was identified in P. aeruginosa PAO1 as the best match for PaaZ from E. coli K-12 

MG1655 (b1387) (Figure 8, steps 13 and 14). PA3302 is a hypothetical protein with a hotdog-fold 

hydratase domain, but does not contain the aldehyde dehydrogenase domain, unlike the 
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bifunctional E. coli PaaZ. Our bidirectional BLASTP search did not find any genes with the 

aldehyde dehydrogenase domains similar to that of the PaaZ from P. putida KT2440 and E. coli 

K-12 MG1655. Unlike the genes for the degradation of PAA, which are mostly found clustered 

together in many bacterial genomes (Luengo et al. 2001), the putative genes in P. aeruginosa 

PAO1 do not seem to be in a cluster, therefore it is more difficult to identify a potential aldehyde 

dehydrogenase. Also identified by bidirectional BLASTP searches were PA0228 and PA3589, 

which are homologs of the E. coli K-12 MG1655 and P. putida KT2440 paaJ genes, b1397 and 

PP_3280, respectively. However, our analysis indicates that P. aeruginosa PAO1 does not have a 

complete pathway (Figure 8) and would not be a good candidate for the production and degradation 

of PAA through this aerobic pathway. 

 

A. fumigatus Af293. The KEGG organism-specific pathway map of A. fumigatus Af293 shows 

that phenylalanine can be converted by catalase-peroxidase to 2-phenylacetamide and then 

converted to PAA by an amidase (Figure 8, steps 3 and 6). In A. fumigatus Af293, the aromatic-L-

amino-acid decarboxylase is also present to catalyze the reaction of phenylalanine to 

phenylethylamine, which is then converted to phenylacetaldehyde by a monoamine oxidase 

(Figure 8, steps 2 and 5). Lastly, the phenylacetaldehyde is converted to PAA by an aldehyde 

dehydrogenase (Figure 8, step 8). However, for the degradation of PAA the only gene present, as 

identified by KEGG, is a homolog of the paaH gene responsible for the oxidation of 3-

hydroxyadipyl-CoA to 3-oxyadipyl-CoA (Figure 8 and Figure 5, step 17). 

The bidirectional BLASTP search identified AFUA_8G02310 and AFUA_8G05520 as a 

homolog to the P. putida KT2440 gene and E. coli K-12 MG1655 genes, respectively, for the 

conversion of phenylacetaldehyde to PAA by a phenylacetaldehyde dehydrogenase (Figure 8 and 
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Figure 5, step 7), putatively providing a second method for A. fumigatus Af293 to convert 

phenylacetaldehyde to PAA. No PAA-CoA ligase gene (Figure 8 and Figure 5, step 10), paaK, 

was identified and the gene for the thioesterase (Figure 8 and Figure 5, step 9), paaI, was absent 

as well. Without the PAA-CoA, further degradation of PAA by this pathway is unlikely, as it 

requires CoA-thioester intermediates. Similar to P. aeruginosa PAO1, we identified a homolog of 

PaaE in A. fumigatus Af293, AFUA_5G10060, but no other genes of the monoxygenase complex 

(Figure 8 and Figure 5, step 11) were identified. Homologs to PaaG (AFUA_6G04040) and 

PP_3726 (AFUA_1G01890) were identified by bidirectional BLASTP search (Figure 8 and Figure 

5, steps 12 and 15). PaaF (AFUA_2G10920 and AFUA_3G14520) (Figure 8 and Figure 5, step 

16) and PaaJ (AFUA_2G11350) (Figure 8 and Figure 5, steps 15 and 18) homologs were also 

discovered by a bidirectional BLASTP search. However, no gene homologous to PaaZ was 

identified for A. fumigatus Af293. The absence of a paaZ gene means the ring of 2-(1,2-epoxy-

1,2-dihydrophenyl)acetyl-CoA cannot be cleaved leaving the pathway incomplete. As summarized 

in Figure 8, the pathway for the degradation of PAA in A. fumigatus Af293 is incomplete. 

Nevertheless, the inability to degrade PAA could lead to the production of PAA by A. fumigatus 

Af293, which has the genes necessary to convert phenylalanine to PAA. 

 

3.1.2 The Release of PAA by the Selected CF Pathogens 

Based on our bioinformatics analysis, we determined that B. cenocepacia K56-2 and A. 

fumigatus Af293 may be able to produce PAA. Our bidirectional BLASTP search did not identify 

the genes necessary to produce PAA through this pathway in P. aeruginosa PAO1. However, we 

cannot rule out that other non-homologous enzymes could be involved in the production of PAA, 

because PAA was previously detected in P. aeruginosa PAO1 supernatants (Wang et al. 2013). 
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To experimentally test the production of PAA by these CF pathogens, we tested spent media of B. 

cenocepacia K56-2, a clonal isolate of B. cenocepacia J2315, A. fumigatus UAMH 2978, a clinical 

isolate from a non-CF sputum sample, and P. aeruginosa PAO1 for any detectable PAA released 

by the organisms. Figure 9 A shows the HPLC chromatograms of bacterial extracted supernatants 

from LB media. The extracted LB media control had several peaks present in the chromatogram, 

especially from 16-22 minutes. As a positive control, 0.2 mM of PAA was added to LB media, 

extracted and esterified in the same manner as the rest of the samples. PAA had a large peak at a 

retention time of 18.3 minutes. In the extracted supernatant of P. aeruginosa PAO1, the peaks 

were examined for a similar retention time and UV trace as PAA, however no PAA was identified. 

A peak with a retention time of 18.3 minutes and the same UV trace as PAA was released in B. 

cenocepacia K56-2 when grown in LB. 

The HPLC chromatograms of extracted A. fumigatus UAMH 2978 supernatants grown in 

PDB are shown in Figure 9 B. The extracted PDB media control had several small peaks between 

2-6 minutes and a little peak at 10 minutes and then at 18 minutes. In the positive control, 0.2 mM 

of PAA was added to PDB media and then extracted. The peak of PAA was visible at 12.5 minutes. 

The A. fumigatus sample had a peak at 22 minutes and a peak at 24 minutes, but no peak was 

present with the same retention time and UV trace as PAA. 
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Figure 9. HPLC analysis of culture extracts grown in common lab media.  
A) Esterified ethyl acetate extracts from LB media were compared. The top trace (PAA) is the 
extract of 0.2 mM PAA in LB with the UV trace of PAA (inset) and the bottom trace (LB) is the 
extract of the media control. B. cenocepacia K56-2 (Bce) had a peak at 18.3 minutes with a UV 
trace (inset) that resembles that of PAA. P. aeruginosa PAO1 (Pae) was also tested and no PAA 
was detected. B) Ethyl acetate extracts from potato dextrose broth (PDB) were examined. The top 
trace (PAA) was the extract of 0.2 mM PAA in PDB and the bottom trace was the extract of the 
media (PDB). The extract of A. fumigatus UAMH2978 (Afu) had no peaks with a retention time 
similar to PAA. Chromatograms are from one replicate but are representative of at least two 
biological replicates. 
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To investigate the CF pathogens for the production of PAA in media designed to reproduce 

nutritional conditions of the CF sputum, the supernatants of cultures grown in SCFM (Palmer et 

al. 2007) were extracted and analyzed (Figure 10). The extracted SCFM media control had very 

few peaks and they were found between 2-4 minutes. There were no peaks near the expected 

retention time of PAA, which was at 12.2 minutes. The extracted supernatants of A. fumigatus and 

B. cenocepacia have some very small peaks around the expected retention time of PAA, but they 

were all examined and did not have a similar UV trace to PAA. P. aeruginosa had some slight 

peaks when zoomed in (data not shown), but none of the peaks matched the retention time or UV 

trace of PAA. Under the conditions tested we did not find evidence of PAA released by the wild 

type strains in SCFM. We also tested B. cenocepacia K56-2DpaaABCDE, a mutant that is 

incapable of degrading PAA, which results in the accumulation and release of PAA in common 

lab media (Pribytkova et al. 2014). B. cenocepacia DpaaABCDE produced a large peak with a 

retention time of 12.0 minutes and a UV trace that matched PAA. 
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Figure 10. HPLC analysis of culture extracts grown in SCFM.  
The HPLC traces at 210.3 nm were examined for the presence of PAA. The top trace (PAA) is the 
ethyl acetate extract of 0.2 mM PAA in SCFM and the bottom trace is the ethyl acetate extract 
from the media alone. The peak of PAA had a retention time of 12.2 minutes and the inset is the 
UV spectra recorded for this signal. B. cenocepacia K56-2 DpaaABCDE (BceDpaa) is the only 
trace where a similar peak was found, with a retention time of 12.0 minutes and an identical UV 
spectra. All experiments were performed at least two times. 
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B. cenocepacia released PAA in LB, but no PAA was produced in the CF nutritional 

conditions of SCFM. The lack of PAA production by A. fumigatus despite the presence of a 

pathway that putatively should convert phenylalanine to PAA, may indicate that phenylalanine 

degradation is performed by the homogentisate pathway (Fernández-Cañón and Peñalva 1995). 

Conversely, PAA may be produced from phenylalanine, but used as an intermediate of secondary 

metabolism as in other fungal strains (Veiga et al. 2012). Regarding the absence of PAA in P. 

aeruginosa spent medium, our experimental results were consistent with our in silico analysis, but 

are in disagreement with those of Wang et al. where they found production of PAA from P. 

aeruginosa PAO1 at high cell densities (Wang et al. 2013). Several efforts for reproducing the 

results of Wang et al. were attempted by collecting supernatants from P. aeruginosa PAO1 at 

different cell densities with no success in identifying PAA (data not shown). This discrepancy may 

be explained by different laboratory stocks of P. aeruginosa PAO1. P. aeruginosa PAO1 is 

commonly used as a reference strain, but genotypical and phenotypical differences have emerged 

amongst the sublines maintained worldwide (Klockgether et al. 2010). Also possible, is that 

limitations of our detection method or slight variations of the experimental conditions may have 

caused the discrepancy with the previous study. We consider these alternative explanations less 

likely as we made an effort to reproduce the same growing conditions as in Wang et al. (2013) and 

our method was able to detect 0.025 mM of PAA added to LB before extraction (Figure 11). Wang 

et al. (2013) purified ~20 µM of PAA and predicted levels in bacterial supernatants are 

approximately 74-184 µM, therefore our method is sufficient to detect the levels of PAA present. 

Future work may elucidate the reasons of this disagreement. 
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Figure 11. Lowest concentration of PAA tested, 25 µM, detectable after extraction.  
Various concentrations of PAA, from 0.2 to 0.025 mM, in 100 ml of LB were extracted and run 
on HPLC to test the detection limit of our method. We found that the method is sensitive enough 
to detect the lowest tested amount, 0.025 mM LB or 25 µM. LB extract with 0.025 mM PAA was 
dried and resuspended at 2 mg/ml in neutral methanol (left panel) or in acidified methanol (right 
panel). Samples were heated at 50°C for 15 minutes. Esterification of PAA results in a peak shift 
from 13.7 minutes (left panel) to 18.2 minutes (right panel) and improves the resolution of the 
peak. 
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3.1.3 Examining Fungal-bacterial Interactions of CF Pathogens and the Role of the PAA Pathway 

in these Interactions 

Analysis of soil samples revealed the co-occurrence of multiple fungi taxa with 

Burkholderia, and further investigation revealed that Burkholderia is able to attach to fungi and 

translocate using their hyphae (Stopnisek et al. 2016). It is known that Bcc, P. aeruginosa and A. 

fumigatus co-exist in the CF lung, but how they may interact with each other is unknown. The 

microbial interactions between B. cenocepacia and P. aeruginosa are complex. While B. 

cenocepacia and P. aeruginosa have been isolated together from the CF sputum (Jacques et al. 

1998), P. aeruginosa usually kills B. cenocepacia in laboratory conditions (Tomlin et al. 2001) by 

synthesizing cyanide (Bernier et al. 2016). In direct contact with A. fumigatus, P. aeruginosa 

releases small diffusible extracellular molecules (Mowat et al. 2010), such as phenazines (Briard 

et al. 2015), that inhibit A. fumigatus. Although members of the Bcc can also inhibit A. fumigatus 

(Kerr 1994), it is not known which species are inhibitory, what molecules are responsible for this 

inhibition or the influence of the environmental conditions on this relationship. In this study, we 

decided to focus on these bacterial-fungal interactions and the involvement of phenylalanine and 

PAA metabolism of B. cenocepacia in CF nutritional conditions. Whereas PAA production 

inhibited protease activity, increased siderophore production, downregulated production of 

nematicidal protein AidA, and decreased swarming in B. cenocepacia (Pribytkova et al. 2014), the 

effect on QS-regulated antifungal activity is not known.  

Bacteria were spotted on an agar plate with fungal spores streaked next to them. The 

interface between the fungi and bacteria was then examined for any potential morphological 

changes and growth inhibition. After 48 hours of growth in common lab media (PDA) there were 

no observable morphological or growth changes between the bacteria grown as monocultures 
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(Figure 12, top panels) or in the presence of the fungus (Figure 12, lower panels). This observation 

is suggestive of lack of antibacterial activity by A. fumigatus. When B. cenocepacia and A. 

fumigatus were cultured on the same plate, a slight zone of inhibition was observed. This zone of 

inhibition was more evident when P. aeruginosa PAO1 was spotted with A. fumigatus. These 

results are in accordance with previous demonstrations of antifungal activity of P. aeruginosa and 

members of the Bcc against A. fumigatus (Kerr 1994).  We chose E. coli OP50 as a negative control 

due to findings that another strain of E. coli, NCTC 10418, does not inhibit A. fumigatus (Kerr 

1994). As expected, E. coli was unable to inhibit the growth of A. fumigatus.  
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Figure 12. Fungal interaction assay on potato dextrose agar.  
Bce: B. cenocepacia K56-2; Eco: E. coli OP50; Pae: P. aeruginosa PAO1; Afu: A. fumigatus 
UAMH 2978. The top row is the colony morphology of monocultures after 48 h. The bottom row 
is the colony morphology of each bacterial strain when grown next to A. fumigatus UAMH 2978 
for 48 h. B. cenocepacia K56-2 slightly inhibited the growth of A. fumigatus UAMH 2978. E. coli 
OP50 was unable to inhibit A. fumigatus and P. aeruginosa PAO1 had a clear zone of inhibition. 
Images were obtained using a stereomicroscope (2x) and the experiment was repeated three times. 
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After examining the interactions of these strains in common lab media, we used a CF 

sputum-mimicking medium, SCFM, to repeat the agar plate interaction method. As observed in 

PDA, there were no morphological or growth changes between the bacterial cultures grown alone 

(Figure 13, top panels) compared to those grown in the presence of the fungus (Figure 13, lower 

panels). The zone of inhibition previously seen between B. cenocepacia and A. fumigatus was 

absent in SCFM and A. fumigatus grew onto the edge of the B. cenocepacia spot. The interaction 

between B. cenocepacia DpaaABCDE, which produced a large amount of PAA in SCFM (Figure 

10), and A. fumigatus did not appear any different than that between wild type B. cenocepacia, 

which did not produce a detectable amount of PAA in SCFM, and A. fumigatus. The antifungal 

activity of P. aeruginosa was also less noticeable than on PDA, although there was a slight zone 

of inhibition preventing A. fumigatus from contacting the P. aeruginosa spot.  

It should be noted that A. fumigatus seemed to have thinner growth on SCFM than on PDA. 

Despite less growth of A. fumigatus on SCFM, the antifungal activity, evidenced as a halo of 

inhibition at the interface between the microbes, was lessened compared to PDA. This suggests 

that the negative interaction between these bacteria and the fungus is lessened in CF sputum 

nutritional conditions, likely due a decrease of the antifungal activities by the bacteria. 

The production of pyrrolnitrin, an antifungal compound, is regulated by the CepIR QS system in 

members of the Bcc (Schmidt et al. 2009). Due to the inhibition of the CepIR QS system by PAA 

in B. cenocepacia (Pribytkova et al. 2014), we expected to see a difference in the interactions 

between wild type and mutant B. cenocepacia K56-2 and A. fumigatus. However, our results 

suggest that the diminished antifungal activity of B. cenocepacia in SCFM is independent of the 

PAA metabolic pathway in our experimental conditions, indicating that another non-QS-regulated 

antifungal compound may be responsible for the interaction. 
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Figure 13. Fungal interaction assay on SCFM.  

Bce: B. cenocepacia K56-2; BceDpaa: B. cenocepacia K56-2 DpaaABCDE; Eco: E. coli OP50; 
Pae: P. aeruginosa PAO1; Afu: A. fumigatus UAMH 2978. The top row is the colony morphology 
of monocultures after 48 h. The bottom row is the colony morphology of each bacterial strain when 
grown next to A. fumigatus UAMH 2978 for 48 h. Both B. cenocepacia K56-2 wild type and 
mutant DpaaABCDE had similar interactions with A. fumigatus UAMH 2978 as they were unable 
to inhibit the growth of A. fumigatus UAMH 2978 on SCFM. E. coli OP50 was unable to inhibit 
A. fumigatus UAMH 2978. P. aeruginosa PAO1 inhibited A. fumigatus UAMH 2978 slightly. 
Experiments were performed in triplicate and images were obtained using a stereomicroscope (2x). 
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3.2 Conclusion 

We identified the presence of genes in B. cenocepacia J2315 and A. fumigatus Af293 

necessary for the production of PAA through phenylalanine, but the pathway was not complete in 

P. aeruginosa PAO1. B. cenocepacia J2315 also has the genes for the degradation of PAA. 

Confirming our in silico findings, we demonstrated the release of PAA by B. cenocepacia K56-2 

in LB and confirmed the absence of production of PAA by P. aeruginosa PAO1 under these 

conditions. Contrary to what the in silico analysis suggested, A. fumigatus UAMH 2978 did not 

release PAA in LB or PDA. We were unable to detect PAA release from any of the wild type 

strains tested in the CF nutritional conditions of SCFM. The antagonistic interactions between P. 

aeruginosa PAO1/A. fumigatus UAMH 2978 and B. cenocepacia K56-2/A. fumigatus UAMH 

2978 were lessened in CF conditions when compared to common laboratory media. Using a B. 

cenocepacia K56-2DpaaABCDE mutant, deficient in the PAA catabolic pathway, we were able to 

demonstrate that PAA catabolic pathway dependent metabolites do not play a role in the antifungal 

activity of B. cenocepacia against A. fumigatus under the conditions tested. 
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CHAPTER 4: INVESTIGATING THE EFFECT OF PAA PATHWAY METABOLITES 

ON THE CEPIR QUORUM SENSING SYSTEM 
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Permission to reproduce text - License Number: 4722201399653 

Permission to reproduce figure - License Number: 4713150208925 

 

 

For the sections reproduced from Pribytkova et al. 2014, I performed the experimental 

work, analyzed the data, and contributed to writing the paper. While published in Pribytkova et al. 

2014, the sections used in this thesis were not described in Pribytkova’s thesis (Pribytkova 2014). 

For these experiments, I introduced the reporter plasmids into the Burkholderia cenocepacia 

strains, performed the luminescence reporter assay, and performed the siderophore activity assay.  

Fluorescence microscopy experiments were designed by me and performed by Stacey Line 

under my supervision. 
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4.0 Introduction  

The deletion of paaABCDE in B. cenocepacia K56-2 resulted in a mutant that accumulates 

PAA and is attenuated for virulence in slow-killing assays (Pribytkova et al. 2014). With the 

discovery that mutants of the paaABCDE accumulated PAA (Pribytkova et al. 2014) and the 

knowledge exogenously added PAA inhibits known LuxIR-type QS-regulated virulence traits of 

P. aeruginosa (Musthafa et al. 2012), Pribytkova et al. (Pribytkova 2014) investigated the effect 

of PAA on known QS-regulated traits in K56-2 and found that the protease activity of the 

∆paaABCDE mutant was inhibited. This link between LuxIR-regulated traits and PAA 

accumulation was supported by the observation that AHL signals were decreased in the 

∆paaABCDE mutant supernatants and that addition of exogenous AHLs resulted in the partial 

restoration of pathogenicity in slow-killing assays and protease activity (Pribytkova 2014). Since 

the pathogenicity of B. cenocepacia in C. elegans mainly relies on the CepIR QS system, we then 

proposed that the presence of PAA resulted in the attenuated CepIR-regulated virulence of the 

∆paaABCDE mutant through an unknown mechanism. Based on this work, I hypothesized that a 

metabolite of the PAA pathway was affecting the QS-regulated virulence in the ∆paaABCDE 

mutant either directly or indirectly and that this mechanism plays a role in CF pathogen 

interactions. My work in Chapter 1 demonstrated that of the CF pathogens investigated, only wild 

type B. cenocepacia K56-2 accumulated PAA under certain conditions. Therefore, I decided to 

focus solely on the role of the PAA pathway in K56-2 for the remainder of this work.   

The aims of this study were to further characterize the attenuation of virulence in the 

∆paaABCDE mutant and to determine if there is a direct effect of interrupting steps of the PAA 

pathway on CepI and CepR. To accomplish this, I examined virulence traits in C. elegans, 

expression of siderophores, and measured cepI and cepR promoter activity. My results supported 
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the previous findings suggesting that CepIR QS was affected. However, attempts to study the 

direct effect on CepR through electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) were hindered by the 

properties of the CepR protein and more work was necessary to elucidate the mechanism, as 

explored in Chapter 5.  

 

4.1 Results 

4.1.1 B. cenocepacia QS Mutants Colonize the Intestines of C. elegans 

 The deletion of ∆paaABCDE in K56-2 resulted in decreased pathogenicity in C. elegans 

relative to the wild type (Pribytkova et al. 2014), but measuring intestinal colonization levels of 

the ∆paaA and ∆paaE mutants in comparison to wild type confirmed that it was not due to an 

inability to colonize the intestine of C. elegans (Law et al. 2008). Because the CepIR QS system 

is required for virulence of K56-2 in C. elegans a CepIR-regulated virulence trait, exoprotease 

activity, was investigated and confirmed to be inhibited. In conjunction with the results from the 

AHL reporter system which registered decreased levels of AHLs in the ∆paaABCDE mutant, this 

suggested that the attenuated virulence was linked to the CepIR QS system.  

As B. cenocepacia H111∆cepI mutants are prevented from colonizing the intestines of 

nematodes due to an inability to bypass the pharynx of nematodes (Kothe et al. 2003) we assumed 

that B. cenocepacia K56-2∆cepI would be equally unable to colonize the nematodes intestines. 

However, this assumption did not align with previous results that found that intestinal colonization 

of the ∆paaABCDE mutant was the same as wild-type levels (Law et al. 2008). To investigate if 

the mechanism of attenuation of the ∆paaABCDE mutant was different from that of ∆cepI or 

∆cepR mutants, I characterized their infection phenotypes in C. elegans. A plasmid constitutively 

expressing eGFP, pJH1, was inserted into the B. cenocepacia strains. No growth defect was 
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detected in strains harbouring the plasmid and to ensure that any observed differences in 

microscopy weren’t due to decreased expression of eGFP, fluorescence was analyzed relative to 

the growth of the strains at 24 h. All strains had similar levels of fluorescence, with the 

∆paaABCDE and ∆paaK1∆paaK2 mutants having the highest levels (Figure 14).  
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Figure 14. Fluorescence relative to growth of PAA pathway and QS mutants at 24 h is similar 
across all strains.  
Strains were grown at 37°C for 24 h with agitation and the expression of eGFP was measured as 
the ratio of relative fluorescence (RFU) and bacterial growth (OD600). 
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To visualize the ability of B. cenocepacia mutants to colonize the gut, nematode infection 

assays were performed and halted at 48 h for microscopic visualization. cep QS mutants in K56-2 

were able to bypass the pharynx and colonize the intestine, similar to that of a wild type infection 

and that of ∆paaABCDE (Figure 15). In summary, these results were unable to rule out the 

hypothesis that in a ∆paaABCDE mutant the CepIR QS system is attenuated. 
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Figure 15. B. cenocepacia QS mutants are able to colonize the intestines of C. elegans. 
Microscopic visualization of nematodes infected with B. cenocepacia strains conjugated with 
pJH1. A) K56-2 B) ∆paaABCDE C) ∆cepI D) ∆cepR. Images were taken at 100x objective at 48 
h post infection on a Zeiss LSM 700 confocal microscope. Differential interference (DIC) and 
fluorescence channels are depicted. Three biological replicates were performed. Photos are one 
representative replicate. 

C D
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4.1.2 Siderophore Overexpression in the ∆paaABCDE Mutant is Similar to that of ∆cepI and 

∆cepR Mutants 

 Since characterization of infection phenotypes by fluorescence microscopy was unable to 

determine if the attenuation of the ∆paaABCDE mutant is independent of the CepIR QS system, I 

decided to thoroughly investigate the attenuation of CepIR-regulated virulence traits, by 

examining the effect of the ∆paaABCDE mutation on the expression of siderophores. Siderophore 

synthesis is observable by the production of an orange halo on CAS agar plates. Ornibactin, the 

prominent siderophore in B. cenocepacia, is negatively regulated by CepIR QS (Lewenza et al. 

1999; Lewenza and Sokol 2001) and this is consistent with the fact that there is no halo observable 

in wild type K56-2 (Figure 16), whereas siderophores are overexpressed in QS mutants, ∆cepI and 

∆cepR (Figure 16). This is similar to the overexpression of siderophores in ∆paaABCDE (Figure 

16) adding to the evidence that the attenuation of the ∆paaABCDE mutant is through an effect on 

the CepIR QS system. 
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Figure 16. Siderophores are overexpressed in ∆paaABCDE similar to that of CepIR QS 
mutants. 
Siderophore activity of B. cenocepacia WT and mutants, on RO medium (Yurkov et al., 1999) 
CAS agar plates (Schwyn et al., 1987), was observed after 5 days of growth. 
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4.1.3 Promoter Activity of cepI and cepR is Decreased in the ∆paaABCDE Mutant 

  While the increased siderophore expression in the ∆paaABCDE mutant is similar to that of 

the ∆cepI and ∆cepR mutants, I wanted direct evidence of the effect of the ∆paaABCDE mutation 

on the CepIR QS system. Therefore, I examined the cepI and cepR promoter activity. I obtained 

plasmids encoding cepI-luxCDABE and cepR-luxCDABE transcriptional reporters (Aubert et al. 

2013) and introduced them into wild type K56-2 and ∆paaABCDE strains. I detected reporter 

activity over 20 h from strains grown in modified NGM agar (3.5 g peptone/liter) with 

trimethoprim (100 µg/ml) (Figure 17 A and B). It is important to note that the choice of using 

modified NGM was made because it was used for the slow-killing assays where ∆paaABCDE 

attenuation is observed and because the production of PAA has been confirmed in this media 

(Pribytkova et al. 2014). Promoter activity in the cepI-lux transcriptional fusion was always lower 

in the ∆paaABCDE mutant than in wild type (Figure 17 A). The effect was less pronounced for 

the cepR-lux transcriptional fusion where the decreased promoter activity was only observed after 

7 h (late exponential and stationary-phase) (Figure 17 B). Together, these results suggest that cepI 

and cepR expression are reduced in the ∆paaABCDE mutant in modified NGM media compared 

to wild type and supports the decreased AHL signal in the supernatant of the ∆paaABCDE seen 

previously (Pribytkova et al. 2014). These results provided preliminary evidence that the 

attenuated virulence of the ∆paaABCDE mutant could be through transcriptional modulation of 

the CepIR QS system and prompted me to investigate the molecular mechanism using biochemical 

methods. 
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Figure 17. cepIR promoter activity is decreased in the ∆paaABCDE mutant. 
B. cenocepacia K56-2 wild type (WT) and ∆paaABCDE containing cepI::luxCDABE (A) or 
cepR::luxCDABE promoter fusions (B) were grown in modified NGM (3.5 g peptone/liter) with 
trimethoprim (100 µg/ml) and promoter-lux transcription was measured hourly over 20 h as the 
ratio of relative luminescence (RLU) and bacterial growth (OD600). 
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4.1.4 Examining the Direct Effect of PAA Metabolites on CepR  

 In order to investigate if the reduction in cepI and cepR promoter activity of the 

∆paaABCDE mutant is due to a direct effect on the CepIR QS system, I began by examining the 

effect of PAA and PAA-CoA on the CepR protein function in vitro using electrophoretic mobility 

shift assays (EMSAs). The aim of this inquiry was to determine if PAA metabolites compete for 

the ligand binding domain of CepR inhibiting the ability of CepR to bind cepI promoter DNA. 

Generally, EMSAs are performed using a purified protein in the presence of target DNA. 

Therefore, I first purified CepR using the cloning strategy described by Weingart et al. as they 

used purified CepR to confirm that CepR:C8-HSL binds cepI promoter DNA (Weingart et al. 

2005). 

I cloned the entire CepR gene (BCAM1868) from K56-2 and expressed it in E. coli without 

an affinity tag. CepR is a transcriptional regulator that contains both a N-terminal ligand binding 

domain and a C-terminal DNA binding domain (Choi and Greenberg 1991; Lewenza et al. 1999; 

Fuqua et al. 2001) making the use of an affinity tag challenging. To avoid interfering with the 

DNA-binding, an N-terminal affinity tag would be preferred, however Weingart et al. produced a 

tagless version of CepR using ion exchange chromatography (Weingart et al. 2005). Traditionally, 

LuxR-type proteins were believed to fold around their cognate AHL in an irreversible manner that 

maintained the stability of the protein (Zhu and Winans 2001; Schuster et al. 2004). Weingart et 

al. demonstrated that CepR could only be produced in the presence of  C8-HSL, suggesting that it 

is required for proper folding (Weingart et al. 2005). Based on their findings, I assumed 

preliminary attempts found that adding an N-terminal tag prevented the proper folding of CepR, 

therefore CepR was purified without an affinity tag. As demonstrated by Weingart et al. (Weingart 
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et al. 2005), CepR was only found in the soluble fraction when grown and overexpressed in the 

presence of C8-HSL (Figure 18).  
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Figure 18. SDS-PAGE reveals that CepR is present in the soluble fraction when expressed in 
the presence of C8-HSL.  
Induction of CepR expression strain (BL21 Gold (DE3)/pTL4) with 0.5 mM IPTG in the presence 
of 5 µM C8-HSL resulted in a protein that migrated at ~26 kDa and is found in the soluble fraction. 
CepR is a 26.6 kDa protein. Ld, ladder; AHL, C8-HSL; I, insoluble fraction; S, soluble fraction. 
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I then overexpressed CepR and subfractionated the cultures by ultracentrifugation, based 

on the method described previously (Thein et al. 2010). Next, I purified CepR by anion-exchange 

chromatography. The chromatograph showed one large peak, from around 170 - 190 ml where the 

concentration of NaCl was approximately 170 mM, that was predicted to be CepR (Figure 19).  
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Figure 19. Fast protein liquid chromatography (FPLC) chromatogram shows a peak of 
putative purified CepR from 170 to 190 ml.  
Chromatogram from the FPLC anion exchange column reveals that a peak from 170 to 190 ml 
(representing fractions C1-C12) likely contains purified CepR. However, this must be confirmed 
by SDS-PAGE. mAU, milli-absorbance units; ml, milliliter. 
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 Fractions were selected and analyzed by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) (Figure 20). Fractions C1 to C12 contained CepR with fractions C5 

to C10 containing the most concentrated CepR. Fraction C10 was the purest (~95% CepR) and the 

concentration was measured by Bradford Assay. This CepR was later used in electrophoretic 

mobility shift assays (EMSAs). 
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Figure 20. SDS-PAGE revealed that CepR is present in fractions C1-C12.  
Fractions C1-C12 from the FPLC were collected and verified with SDS-PAGE to determine the 
presence of CepR. While CepR is found in the fractions C1-C1, fractions C5 to C10 are the purest 
while still containing high concentrations of CepR. Ld, ladder. 
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Next, I tested the ability of the purified CepR to bind cepI promoter DNA in the presence 

or absence of C8-HSL in the binding reaction. Interestingly, CepR was able to bind cepI promoter 

DNA even in the absence of added C8-HSL suggesting that the C8-HSL is still present in the 

purified protein or that CepR can bind cepI promoter DNA in the absence of C8-HSL (Figure 21).  
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Figure 21. EMSA with purified CepR shows that even in the absence of exogenous C8-HSL 
CepR can bind cepI promoter DNA.  
Binding reactions were incubated at 4°C for 1 h. PcepI DNA (~300 bp) is bound by CepR in the 
presence or absence of 10 µM C8-HSL in the binding reaction. CepR was added at a concentration 
of 1 µM (+) or 2 µM (++) bp, base pair. 
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The ligand binding of LuxR-type proteins has been described as irreversible, as the protein 

requires the ligand to fold around (Zhu and Winans 1999; Schuster et al. 2004). This finding 

suggests that competitive inhibition may not be possible once the complex has formed. However, 

Sappington et al. demonstrated that this model is not true for all LuxR-type proteins (Sappington 

et al. 2011). Using EMSAs performed with cell-free extracts of a LasR-overexpression strain, 

Sappington et al. demonstrated that LasR grown in the absence of AHL was able to respond to 

AHL added during the binding reactions restoring the ability to bind target DNA (Sappington et 

al. 2011). To summarize, CepR is only found in the soluble fraction when overexpressed with C8-

HSL and purified CepR doesn’t require additional C8-HSL to bind target DNA. Taken together 

these results suggest that CepR may irreversibly bind its cognate AHL though more research will 

be required to thoroughly test this possibility. Therefore, I decided to use the cell-free extract 

EMSA method described by Sappington et al. (2011) to test the effect of PAA metabolites on the 

activity of CepR. This method would be useful for adding the PAA metabolites at different stages 

of growth to account for the possibility that the inhibitor competes for the ligand binding domain 

before the complex has formed. Lysates of cells grown with or without C8-HSL were used as a 

source of CepR in EMSAs. There was no detectable binding of CepR to target DNA except in the 

lysate of cultures grown with C8-HSL from the beginning (Figure 22). When C8-HSL was added 

after CepR expression there was no binding of CepR to target DNA (Figure 22). However, 

Sappington et al. found that there was 10X less active LasR in the cultures grown without AHL 

then those grown with AHLs (Sappington et al. 2011). To account for the fact that there was likely 

less CepR in the lysates due to instability of the protein in the absence of C8-HSL, the experiment 

was repeated with larger cultures to increase the amount of CepR. However, CepR synthesized in 

the absence of signal was still unable to bind target DNA (Figure 23). 
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Figure 22. Cell-free lysates of a CepR-expressing E. coli strain were only able to shift target 
DNA when C8-HSL was added when the culture was started.  
Binding reactions were incubated at 4°C for 1 h with 1 µl of cell-free lysates. cepI promoter DNA 
or BCAM 1068 control DNA (PcepI or Ctrl) was added at a concentration of 10 nM. 
BL21(DE3)Gold/pET-24b+ was used as the empty vector control strain and 
BL21(DE3)Gold/pTL4 was the CepR-expressing strain. C8-HSL was added from the beginning of 
cell growth (+) or after sonication (-/+).  
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Figure 23. Scaled up cell-free lysates of a CepR-expressing E. coli strain were only able to 
shift target DNA when C8-HSL was added when the culture was started.  
Binding reactions were incubated at 4°C for 1 h with 1 µl of scaled-up cell-free lysates. cepI 
promoter DNA or BCAM 1068 control DNA (PcepI or Ctrl) was added at a concentration of 10 
nM. BL21(DE3)Gold/pET-24b+ was used as the empty vector control strain and 
BL21(DE3)Gold/pTL4 was the CepR-expressing strain. C8-HSL was added from the beginning of 
cell growth (+) or after sonication (-/+).  
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4.2 Discussion 

 Research in the Cardona lab identified that a K56-2∆paaABCDE mutant was attenuated 

for virulence in C. elegans (Pribytkova et al. 2014), a model in which K56-2 is dependent on the 

CepIR QS system (Uehlinger et al. 2009). Other CepIR-regulated traits, such as protease activity, 

motility, biofilm formation, and AidA expression were also inhibited in this mutant (Pribytkova et 

al. 2014). Using a reporter system, the ∆paaABCDE mutant was also shown to have decreased 

AHL signaling, contributing to the likelihood that this attenuation of virulence is due to inhibition 

of CepIR QS. However, infection in C. elegans by mutants of the ∆paaABCDE operon were shown 

to have no deficiency in intestinal colonization, whereas cep QS mutants of B. cenocepacia H111 

are unable to bypass the pharynx preventing intestinal colonization (Kothe et al. 2003). To 

investigate the mechanism of inhibition of the ∆paaABCDE mutant compared to that of ∆cepI and 

∆cepR in C. elegans, I examined their phenotypes using fluorescence microscopy. Interestingly, 

in K56-2 cep mutants are able to pass the pharynx and colonize the intestine of nematodes similar 

to that of wild type K56-2 (Figure 15). While this could be attributed to the presence of a second 

QS system in K56-2, CciIR, that is absent in H111 but the CciIR is not required for virulence in 

C. elegans (Uehlinger et al. 2009). As there were no discernable differences between the 

phenotypes of the mutants and wild type K56-2, it was not possible to determine the mechanism 

of attenuation.  

  Since the ∆paaABCDE mutant and the cep mutants have visually indistinguishable 

phenotypes, the involvement of the CepIR QS system can neither be confirmed or denied. 

Therefore, I further investigated the effect of the paaABCDE mutation on the CepIR QS system 

by examining the production of siderophores, which are negatively regulated by the CepIR QS 

system in K56-2 (Lewenza et al. 1999; Lewenza and Sokol 2001). As expected for a putative 
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CepIR deficient mutant, the ∆paaABCDE mutant had increased production of siderophores (Figure 

16), similar to that of both the ∆cepI and ∆cepR mutants. This was supported by the decreased 

promoter activity of cepI and cepR genes as measured with a luminescence reporter strain (Figure 

17). With mounting evidence of the involvement of the PAA pathway in the dysregulation of the 

CepIR QS system, the mechanism of this interaction merited the investigation of a possible direct 

effect on PAA or PAA-CoA on CepR, possibly through binding CepR and displacing AHL. 

Accordingly, I investigated the ability of PAA pathway metabolites to directly inhibit CepR 

using DNA binding assays. However, certain LuxR-type transcriptional regulators are not stable 

in the absence of their cognate AHLs. Such was the case for CepR, which required C8-HSL for 

stable expression and purification. While I was able to purify CepR, electrophoretic mobility shift 

assays (EMSAs) revealed that the purified CepR was able to bind cepI promoter DNA regardless 

of the presence of the addition of C8-HSL to the binding reactions. Taken together these results 

suggested that CepR requires C8-HSL for proper folding and that purified CepR is already tightly 

bound to C8-HSL. When studying LasR from P. aeruginosa, Sappington et al. (2011) used cell-

free lysates of a LasR-overexpression strain for EMSAs which provided the flexibility of adding 

effector molecules at different times during growth and extraction. This technique was adopted to 

investigate the possibility that PAA metabolites compete with C8-HSL for the ligand binding 

domain. Unfortunately, CepR was not active in the cell-free lysates. A limitation of this work is 

that PAA and PAA-CoA were not added to the binding reaction with purified CepR to investigate 

if the putative inhibitor molecules can displace bound C8-HSL.  

In this work, I determined that cepI and cepR promoter activity is decreased. Confirming 

that the CepIR QS system is being inhibited but I was unable to characterize of the infection 

phenotypes with C. elegans as the QS mutants had similar phenotypes to that of wild type. 
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Attempts to determine a direct effect of PAA metabolites on CepR were hindered by the 

characteristics of CepR and therefore alternative methods will be used. 
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CHAPTER 5: DETERMINING THE ROLE OF PAA AND PAA-COA IN THE 

INHIBITION OF QUORUM SENSING-REGULATED VIRULENCE IN B. 

CENOCEPACIA 

 

 

Reproduced from: Lightly TJ, Frejuk KL, Groleau M-C, Chiarelli LR, Ras C, Buroni S, Déziel E, 

Sorensen JL, Cardona ST. 2019. Phenylacetyl-CoA, not phenylacetic acid, attenuates CepIR-

regulated virulence in Burkholderia cenocepacia. Appl Environ Microbiol 85:e01594–19. 

 

 

All experiments were designed by Tasia Lightly and the majority were performed by Tasia. 

However, Kara Frejuk performed the complementation, created the ∆cepI and ∆cepR mutants, and 

performed phenotypic assays with these mutants under my supervision. LC-MS/MS samples were 

prepared by Tasia Lightly and analyzed by Cor Ras (PAA and PAA-CoA) or Marie-Christine 

Groleau and Eric Déziel (C8-HSL). Laurent R. Chiarelli from Dr. Silvia Buroni’s lab performed 

CepI enzyme activity assays and Figure 24 was created by Dr. John Sorensen. 
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5.0 Introduction 

Intercellular communication in bacteria, or quorum sensing (QS), relies on the production 

and detection of signalling molecules to regulate gene expression in a cell-density dependent 

manner (Fuqua et al. 1994; Bassler 1999). In many Gram-negative bacteria, LuxI homologs 

synthesize AHLs as signalling molecules. These small diffusible molecules accumulate 

extracellularly as the population increases until the concentration is sufficient for AHLs to return 

into the cell where they bind LuxR-type transcriptional regulators. Complexing of the AHL to the 

LuxR homolog results in a conformational change that alters the ability of the transcriptional 

regulator to bind DNA and regulate gene expression (Hanzelka and Greenberg 1995). Many of the 

genes regulated by QS control expression of virulence traits, which are important for bacteria to 

establish infection (Winzer and Williams 2001).  

A bacterium with a LuxIR-type QS system is B. cenocepacia, a member of the Bcc 

(Mahenthiralingam et al. 2005). The strain B. cenocepacia K56-2, isolated from the sputum of a 

CF patient, has two complete LuxIR-type QS systems, CepIR and CciIR, and one orphan 

transcriptional regulator, CepR2 (Darling et al. 1998; Mahenthiralingam et al. 2005). The regulons 

of CepR and CciR have been examined and a large number of the genes that are regulated are 

linked to virulence (O’Grady et al. 2009). While CepR and CciR have separate regulons, certain 

genes are regulated by both in a reciprocal manner (O’Grady et al. 2009). CepR positively 

regulates gene expression, whereas CciR is responsible for negative gene regulation (O’Grady et 

al. 2009). While these two systems regulate certain genes in a reciprocal manner, rather than 

hierarchically in the manner of those of P. aeruginosa, the transcription of both cepI and cciIR is 

dependent on CepR, and in turn CciR negatively regulates the expression of cepI (Malott et al. 

2005; O’Grady et al. 2009). CepR and CciR both positively regulate their canonical autoinducer 
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synthase and negatively regulate their own transcription (Lewenza and Sokol 2001; Malott et al. 

2005). CepI mainly produces N-octanoyl homoserine lactone (C8-HSL) with slight production of 

N-hexanoyl homoserine lactone (C6-HSL), whereas CciI synthesizes C6-HSL with slight 

secondary production of C8-HSL (Lewenza et al. 1999; Malott et al. 2005). CepR2 lacks a cognate 

AHL synthase and has been shown to regulate known QS-regulated genes independent of a 

signalling molecule (Malott et al. 2009). 

Several lines of evidence point to metabolic adaptation as an important component of 

virulence regulation (Brown et al. 2008; Eisenreich et al. 2010; Fuchs et al. 2012; de Lorenzo 

2014). In this context, high levels of PAA have been linked to evasion of the immune response by 

Acinetobacter (Bhuiyan et al. 2016), inhibition of pathogenicity of the fungus Rhizoctonia solani 

(Bartz et al. 2012), and downregulation of virulence gene expression in B. cenocepacia 

(Pribytkova et al. 2014). The PAA degradation pathway is a central route by which diverse 

aromatic compounds, such as phenylalanine, converge and are directed to the tricarboxylic acid 

(TCA) cycle (Teufel et al. 2010). In E. coli K-12, PAA is converted to PAA-CoA by the action of 

a phenylacetyl-CoA ligase, PaaK (Teufel et al. 2010). The conversion to PAA-CoA by PaaK can 

be reverted to PAA by the action of PaaI, a thioesterase, to prevent accumulation should 

downstream steps be disrupted (Teufel et al. 2012). Next, PAA-CoA is epoxidized by the 

multicomponent monooxygenase, PaaABCDE and then further degraded into succinyl-CoA and 

acetyl-CoA (Teufel et al. 2010).  

We previously found that CepIR-regulated virulence traits and cepI and cepR promoter 

activity were downregulated in a B. cenocepacia mutant of the paaABCDE operon that released  

PAA (Pribytkova et al. 2014). We also demonstrated that PAA could be produced to detectable 

levels in wild type B. cenocepacia K56-2 under certain conditions, suggesting a potential 
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physiological role of the regulation of virulence by this molecule (Lightly et al. 2017). However, 

the PaaABCDE mutant is still able to degrade PAA to PAA-CoA. Therefore, the metabolite 

responsible and the mechanism of the regulation of virulence by accumulated PAA-metabolites 

are not known. In this work, we further characterized mutants of the PAA degradation pathway to 

show that the loss of PaaK function increases virulence, suggesting that PAA-CoA is responsible 

for the attenuation phenotype. While we found no evidence of a direct effect of PAA-CoA on CepI 

activity or the formation of CepR:C8-HSL complexes, our results are consistent with a parallel 

mechanism that uses PAA-CoA, or a derivative, as a regulatory ligand, and competes with the 

CepIR complex to regulate virulence.  

 

5.1 Results 

5.1.1 Creation and Phenotypic Characterization of a paaK double mutant 

Previously, we demonstrated a link between the attenuation of B. cenocepacia K56-2 

DpaaABCDE and the release of PAA (Pribytkova et al. 2014). However, the interruption of the 

pathway at this step could also result in an accumulation of PAA-CoA because PAA is converted 

to PAA-CoA by a PaaK ligase (Figure 24). To determine the role of each of these molecules in the 

attenuation of virulence, we characterized a paaK mutant that should produce only PAA and 

compared it to the paaABCDE mutant. Similar to the reference strain B. cenocepacia J2315 (Law 

et al. 2008), K56-2 harbors two similar but not identical phenylacetyl-CoA ligases, PaaK1 and 

PaaK2 (Imolorhe and Cardona 2011). We created markerless deletion mutants of paaK1 

(BCAL0404) and paaK2 (BCAM1711). Knockout mutants of the other paaK gene were then made 

in each background, resulting in two independently made double knockouts, which we have named 

the DpaaK1DpaaK2 and DpaaK2DpaaK1 strains.  
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Figure 24. The proposed PAA degradation pathway in B. cenocepacia. 
Based on the pathway described in E. coli and Pseudomonas by Teufel et al. (2010), phenylalanine 
(Phe) is degraded to PAA and the first step of the pathway is the conversion of PAA to 
phenylacetyl-CoA (PAA-CoA) by the phenylacetyl-CoA ligase, PaaK (shown in purple). The 
phenylacetyl-CoA thioesterase, PaaI, can reversibly convert PAA-CoA back to PAA to prevent 
toxic accumulation of the epoxide if the downstream pathway is blocked. PAA-CoA is epoxidized 
by the ring 1,2 phenylacetyl-CoA epoxidase, PaaABCDE (shown in orange), forming ring-1,2-
epoxyphenylacetyl-CoA or epoxide (EP-CoA). The epoxide is further degraded to components of 
the TCA cycle, acetyl-CoA and succinyl-CoA. 
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To confirm the interruption of the PAA pathway, K56-2 and mutants were grown on 

lysogeny broth (LB) media and M9 minimal medium with glucose or PAA as a sole carbon source. 

No growth defect was observed in LB or glucose medium (Figure 25 A and B). Both paaK single 

knockout mutants were also able to grow on PAA as a sole carbon source to wild type levels, 

indicating that PAA can be used as a substrate for both ligases (Figure 25 B). While mutants were 

able to grow normally on glucose as a sole carbon source, the paaK double knockout mutants 

(DpaaK1DpaaK2 and DpaaK2DpaaK1) were unable to grow on PAA (Figure 25 B). Growth was 

complemented with a plasmid containing a rhamnose-inducible paaK2 (BCAM1711) (Figure 25 

C), confirming that the interruption of the pathway in these mutants was caused by the deletion of 

paaK. Therefore, mutants with full interruption of the pathway (𝛥paaABCDE, 𝛥paaK1𝛥paaK2, 

and 𝛥paaK2𝛥paaK1 strains) were unable to grow on PAA as a sole carbon source. Single deletion 

mutants of the paaK ligases (𝛥paaK1 and 𝛥paaK2 strains) grew to wild type levels on PAA, 

indicating that the pathway is not interrupted in these strains.  
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Figure 25. The PAA pathway is fully interrupted in PaaK double knockout mutants.  
A) B. cenocepacia K56-2 PAA pathway mutants were grown in LB medium for 24 hours with 
agitation. B) Endpoint growth of B. cenocepacia K56-2 PAA pathway mutants. Strains were 
cultured on M9 medium with 25 mM glucose or with 5 mM PAA as the sole carbon sources for 
48 h with agitation, and the OD600 was measured. (a, no significant difference; b, P ≤0.05 as 
determined by Student’s t test (two-tailed) compared to growth on PAA of K56-2. C) Endpoint 
growth of B. cenocepacia K56-2 PAA pathway mutants containing the empty vector (pSCrhaB2) 
or the paaK2 expression vector (pKF2). Strains were cultured on M9 medium with 25 mM glucose 
or with 5 mM PAA as the sole carbon sources for 48 h with agitation, and the OD600 was measured. 
Rhamnose was added at a concentration of 0.01% (vol/vol) to induce expression of paaK2. Error 
bars represent standard deviations for three biological replicates. 
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The PaaABCDE mutant has been shown to accumulate extracellular PAA due to the 

interruption of the pathway (Pribytkova et al. 2014), but the concentrations of intracellular PAA 

and PAA-CoA were unknown. Intracellular and extracellular concentrations of both PAA and 

PAA-CoA were measured with ion pair reversed phase ultra high-performance liquid 

chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (IP-RP-UHPLC-MS/MS) using the differential 

method (Taymaz-Nikerel et al. 2009; Van Gulik et al. 2012; Seifar et al. 2013). In general, high 

levels of PAA were found extracellularly rather than intracellularly. The average extracellular 

concentrations of PAA in the wild type, DpaaABCDE, DpaaK1DpaaK2, and DpaaK2DpaaK1 

supernatants were 37.3, 357.0, 107.3, and 93.9 µM, respectively (Figure 26 A), whereas the 

average values for intracellular PAA in the same strains were 6.0, 2.0, 1.7 and 8.0 µM (Figure 26 

B). When we examined the concentrations of PAA-CoA, we found that the average extracellular 

levels of PAA-CoA were below or near the limit of detection for all strains, as expected for a CoA 

molecule that cannot transverse cell membranes. However, PAA-CoA accumulated intracellularly 

to levels slightly above the limit of detection (Figure 26 C). The intracellular levels of PAA-CoA 

(Figure 26 D) were higher in DpaaABCDE (0.94 µM) than in the PaaK mutants (0.54 µM and 0.38 

µM). However, the low-micromolar amounts detected and the high variability between biological 

replicates made it challenging to establish clear differences between the PAA-CoA content of the 

wild type and the PAA degradation mutants.  
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Figure 26. Characterization of the metabolite production of B. cenocepacia PAA pathway 
mutants.  
A-D) Cultures were grown to late exponential phase, and equal volumes of whole-cell cultures and 
filtered supernatants were frozen, extracted with 75% (vol/vol) ethanol, and analyzed with ion-
pair reversed-phase ultrahigh-performance liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (IP-
RP-UHPLC-MS/MS). Extracellular and intracellular levels of PAA and PAA-CoA are shown. 
Cultures were grown to late exponential phase, and equal volumes of whole-cell cultures and 
filtered supernatants were frozen, extracted with 75% (vol/vol) ethanol, and analyzed with ion-
pair reversed-phase ultrahigh-performance liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (IP-
RP-UHPLC-MS/MS). Extracellular and intracellular levels of PAA and PAA-CoA are shown. A 
horizontal line represents the mean and an asterix denotes a P value of ≤ 0.05 as  
growth on PAA of K56-2. A horizontal line represents the mean and an asterix denotes a P value 
of ≤ 0.05 as determined by Student’s t test (two-tailed) when compared to K56-2 (A) or 
∆paaABCDE (D). The limits of detection for PAA (1µM) and PAA-CoA (0.3 µM) are indicated 
by red lines. Two biological replicates (Repl) with three technical replicates each were performed. 
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To determine how interruption of each of the two consecutive steps of PAA degradation 

could affect QS-regulated virulence traits, the killing ability of PAA pathway mutants was 

compared to that of the wild type in slow-killing assays, which quantify the survival of gut-infected 

nematodes fed on the respective mutants (Figure 27 A and B). As previously seen, the 

∆paaABCDE mutant-exposed nematodes had a higher survival rate than those fed on K56-2 (P < 

0.001). Surprisingly, the nematodes exposed to the DpaaK1DpaaK2 mutant showed only 31% 

(±19%) survival on day 2 (Figure 27 A). This was an increase in pathogenicity compared to that 

of K56-2, which had 66% (±10%) survival on day 2 (P < 0.0001). This virulent phenotype was 

also observed in nematodes fed with the DpaaK2DpaaK1 mutant (Figure 26 A) but not in those 

fed with the single paaK deletion mutants (Figure 27 B).  

To further investigate the opposite virulence phenotypes of the DpaaABCDE and 

DpaaK1DpaaK2 mutants, we measured the exoprotease activity of both strains, a well-studied 

virulence trait of B. cenocepacia that is regulated by CepIR (Lewenza et al. 1999; Sokol et al. 

2003). To ensure that PAA-related metabolites could be produced, we added the precursor 

phenylalanine to the 2% skim milk agar used for the exoprotease assay, as previously performed 

(Pribytkova et al. 2014). In the absence of phenylalanine, the proteolytic activity of the 

∆paaABCDE mutant was similar to that of K56-2. However, when phenylalanine was added to the 

medium, the proteolytic activity of the ∆paaABCDE mutant was abolished (Figure 27 C). On the 

other hand, the proteolytic activities of ∆paaK1∆paaK2 and ∆paaK2∆paaK1 strains were higher 

than the activity of K56-2, regardless of the addition phenylalanine (Figure 27 C). This is in 

agreement with the results from the slow-killing assays where only the ∆paaABCDE was 

attenuated for virulence while the ∆paaK1∆paaK2 and ∆paaK2∆paaK1 mutants were more 
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pathogenic than the wild type. Together, we observed no correlation between extracellular levels 

of PAA and pathogenicity (Figure 28). 
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Figure 27. The PaaK double knockout mutants are more virulent than the wild type in C. 
elegans and have higher proteolytic activity.  
 
A) Slow-killing assays with C. elegans over a period of 7 days show that the ∆paaK1∆paaK2 and 
∆paaK2∆paaK1 mutants kill C. elegans in a similar time frame as the wild type, whereas the 
nematodes exposed to the ∆paaABCDE mutant have increased survival (n = ~70 to 100 nematodes 
per strain). The increased killing ability of the ∆paaK1∆paaK2 and the ∆paaK2∆paaK1 mutants 
were determined as significant according to a log rank test (P < 0.001). Three biological replicates 
were performed. B) Slow-killing assays with C. elegans over a period of 7 days show that the 
∆paaK1 and ∆paaK2 single deletion mutants have wild-type levels of virulence. C) Proteolytic 
activity was measured as the area of the zone of clearance (excluding colonies) on agar containing 
2% skim milk with or without the addition of 2 mM phenylalanine. The error bars represent the 
standard deviations of three independent experiments. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01 (comparing results 
to those with the wild type). 
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Figure 28. The concentration of extracellular PAA does not correlate with the virulence (C. 
elegans, proteolytic activity).  
Correlation between extracellular concentration of PAA (µM) and the A) median survival of C. 
elegans (P = 0.148) in slow-killing assays or B) proteolytic activity on 2% skim milk agar 
supplemented with 2 mM phenylalanine (P = 0.114). 
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5.1.2 PAA-CoA has no Effect on CepR and CepI Function in vitro 

Because PAA-CoA synthesis is interrupted in the paaK mutants but not in the paaABCDE 

mutant, we hypothesized that PAA-CoA was responsible for attenuating virulence. As the 

∆paaABCDE mutant is attenuated for virulence traits that are under the control of the CepIR 

quorum sensing system (Uehlinger et al. 2009), we focused our attention on a possible direct effect 

of PAA-CoA on the CepIR system. In addition, the ∆paaABCDE mutant had decreased cepI and 

cepR promoter activity and AHL signalling (Pribytkova et al. 2014). Specifically, we asked 

whether PAA-CoA could: (i) inhibit the formation of CepR:AHL complexes, (ii) inhibit the 

enzymatic activity of CepI, and/or (iii) indirectly affect an upstream regulator.  

To address the first question, we built a reporter system similar to that commonly used to 

identify quorum sensing inhibitors (Defoirdt et al. 2013). E. coli W14 was selected as our reporter 

strain as it lacks the PAA pathway genes (Ferrandez et al. 1997, 1998), ensuring that the 

exogenously added PAA-related compounds would not be degraded. Using arabinose-inducible 

expression of cepR (BCAM1868) we created a reporter strain that responds to CepR:AHL 

complexes by activating the cepI promoter, which controls the expression of luminescence genes 

luxCDABE (Figure 29 A). Expression of luminescence is decreased in the presence of an inhibitor 

of the formation of CepR:AHL complexes. However, PAA-CoA cannot be added exogenously to 

cultures because it is too large to cross the membrane. Therefore, we created a plasmid that 

contains the E. coli W paaK ligase gene (ECW_RS07845) under the control of a rhamnose-

inducible promoter. In the presence of rhamnose, PaaK converts exogenously added PAA to PAA-

CoA, as confirmed by IP-RP-UHPLC-MS/MS (Figure 29 B). To ensure that any effects we saw 

were not due to an inhibition of the arabinose-inducible promoter or luminescence itself, we 
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created two control strains that contain either the arabinose-inducible PBAD promoter or a 

constitutive promoter, dhfr, controlling the luxCDABE genes.  

Using this reporter system (W14/pTL7/pTL5/pTL22 is referred to from here on as the 

CepR reporter strain) (Figure 29 A), we observed that although there was inhibition of 

luminescence in the presence of PAA-CoA, the level of inhibition was similar to the levels of the 

control strains (Figure 29 C). Similarly, PAA itself also had no effect on the system (Figure 29 D). 

In summary, these results show that PAA-CoA and PAA do not directly affect CepI activity or 

CepR:C8-HSL formation. 
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Figure 29. Neither PAA nor PAA-CoA affects the formation of CepR:C8-HSL complexes.  
A) The CepR reporter strain and control strains used. Regulatory genes araC (for PBAD) and rhaSR 
(for Prha BAD) were excluded from the figure for simplicity. B) In the presence of 0.01% rhamnose 
(Rha), 0.5 mM of PAA was converted to PAA-CoA by the PaaK ligase in the CepR reporter strain. 
For the reporter system, 0.2% arabinose was used to induce the expression of cepR, and the 
calculated EC50 of C8-HSL (20 nm) was used to activate the system. C) To test the effect of PAA-
CoA, 0.5 mM PAA and 0.01% rhamnose were added, and the percent activity (activity in the 
presence of rhamnose compared to in the absence of rhamnose) was determined at 3 hours. PAA-
CoA had no effect on the CepR reporter strain compared to that of the effect on control strains. D) 
PAA itself was tested at various concentrations from 0.1 to 1 mM (0.1 mM shown here), and 
percent activity was calculated for the presence of PAA compared to activity in the absence of 
PAA at 2 h. No effect was observed compared to levels in the control strains. The error bars 
represent the standard deviations of three independent experiments. 
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To analyze if PAA or PAA-CoA inhibits the enzymatic activity of CepI, we used 

recombinant CepI in the presence of dichlorophenolindophenol (DCPIP) to 

spectrophotometrically measure the activity of CepI (Scoffone et al. 2016). CepI catalyzes the 

formation of C8-HSL from octanoyl-acyl carrier protein (C8-ACP) and S-adenosyl-L-methionine 

(SAM). During this reaction DCPIP is reduced, resulting in a colour change that can be used to 

measure activity of CepI. Enzyme activity showed no change in the presence of 200 µM of PAA-

CoA or PAA (Table 5), suggesting that neither molecule directly inhibits the activity of CepI.  
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Table 5. CepI activity is not inhibited by the presence of PAA or PAA-CoA.  

Conditions Enzyme activity ± SD (U/mg)a 

C8-ACP + SAM 3.46 ± 0.12 

C8-ACP + SAM + 200 µM PAA 3.29 ± 0.21 

C8-ACP + SAM + 200 µM PAA-CoA 3.04 ± 0.29 

aUnits (U) were defined as the amount of the enzyme that catalyzes the conversion of one 
micromole of DCPIP per minute at 37°C. 
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As our data did not show a direct effect of PAA-CoA on the CepIR QS system but cepI 

and cepR promoter activity was decreased in the PaaABCDE mutant (Pribytkova et al. 2014), we 

hypothesized that PAA-CoA may indirectly affect an upstream regulator of the CepIR QS system. 

If this was the case, we predicted that the differences in pathogenicity between the DpaaABCDE 

and the DpaaK1DpaaK2 mutant strains would be explained by differential expression of cepI and 

cepR. Using stationary-phase cultures, we measured the transcript levels of cepI and cepR and the 

levels of C8-HSL in the PAA pathway mutants and compared it to wild type. Surprisingly, the 

DpaaABCDE, DpaaK1DpaaK2 and ∆paaK2∆paaK1 mutants had wild type levels of cepI and cepR 

transcription (Figure 30 A) despite the striking differences in their virulence phenotypes and 

contradicting our previous results where reporter systems measured decreased cepI and cepR 

promoter activity and decreased AHL signalling (Pribytkova et al. 2014). This suggested that the 

attenuation of the DpaaABCDE mutant is independent of the transcription of the CepIR QS system. 

To confirm the wild type transcription levels of our mutants, we measured the levels of AHL 

molecules in each strain. Similar to the transcription levels, the levels of C8-HSL, taken from 

stationary-phase samples, did not correlate with the decreased virulence of our PAA pathway 

mutants (Figure 30 B). However, both the ∆cepI and ∆cepR mutants had no measurable C8-HSL, 

which is consistent with their lack of virulence (Figure 30 B). 
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Figure 30. Transcription of cepI and cepR and C8-HSL production are not decreased in any 
of the PAA pathway mutants.  
A) RT-qPCR shows that cepI and cepR gene expression is not decreased compared to that in the 
wild-type in the PAA pathway mutants. B) C8-HSL levels were not decreased in any of the 
mutants, but C8-HSL levels were higher in the ∆paaABCDE mutant. Virulence of strains in both 
C. elegans assays and exoprotease activity assays is denoted above the graphs per the results from 
the experiment shown in Figure 27. AU, arbitrary units. 
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5.1.3 The CepR-independent Virulence of PaaK Knockout Mutants is Mediated by the 

Presence/Absence of PAA-CoA 

Transcription of cepI and cepR is not decreased in PAA pathway mutants and C8-HSL is 

present in the mutants, yet the virulence factors attenuated in the ∆paaABCDE mutant 

(pathogenicity in C. elegans and exoprotease activity) are known to be under the control of the 

CepIR system. To further understand how the PAA pathway may regulate QS-related virulence 

without affecting cepIR transcription, we created markerless deletions of cepI and cepR in the PAA 

pathway deletion mutant backgrounds. We reasoned that if PAA-related regulation of virulence 

was completely independent of CepI and CepR activity, then deletion of cepI and cepR in a 

DpaaABCDE strain background should show an additive attenuation effect. Similarly, deletion of 

cepI and cepR in a DpaaK1DpaaK2 mutant background should show the same degree of 

attenuation as the cepI and cepR deletions in a wild type background. Once we had created 

knockout mutants of cepI and cepR for each PAA pathway mutant in parallel with cepI and cepR 

deletions in wild type K56-2, we analyzed their growth and found no defect when strains were 

grown in LB medium over 24 hours (Figure 31).  
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Figure 31. Mutations of cepI and cepR in the PAA pathway mutant backgrounds result in no 
visible growth defects in LB medium.  
Mutants were grown in LB medium from a starting OD600 of 0.04 over 24 hours with agitation and 
showed no significant growth defects compared to wild type. Error bars are standard deviation of 
three biological replicates. 
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Next, we used virulence assays to determine if the CepIR QS system was needed for the 

regulation of their QS. The virulence levels of the cepI and cepR knockout mutants in wild type 

and PAA mutant backgrounds was compared in slow-killing assays (Figure 32 A-C). Both cep QS 

mutants in the ∆paaABCDE background were more attenuated for virulence than the ∆paaABCDE 

strain (Figure 32 A). However, they failed to show an additive effect (Figure 32 A). Moreover, 

while the DpaaK1DpaaK2DcepI mutant was as attenuated as DcepI, DpaaK1DpaaK2DcepR was 

not, showing that the pathogenic phenotype was independent of CepR (Figure 32 B). This was 

mirrored in the DpaaK2DpaaK1DcepR mutant (Figure 32 C). This is surprising considering the 

cepR deletion in the wild type and the paaABCDE mutant has a severe attenuation (Figure 32 A).  

Corroborating the results of the C. elegans assay, DpaaK1DpaaK2DcepR and 

DpaaK2DpaaK1DcepR mutants had wild-type levels of proteolytic activity whereas the 

DpaaK1DpaaK2DcepI and DpaaK2DpaaK1DcepI mutants had none (Figure 32 D). The only 

difference between the ∆paaK1∆paaK2∆cepR mutant and the cepR mutant is the presence of PAA. 

If PAA were responsible for the elimination of the cepR attenuation, the ∆paaABCDE∆cepR 

mutant should be pathogenic but our results show it is not.  
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Figure 32. The virulence of ∆paaK1∆paaK2∆cepR and ∆paaK2∆paaK1∆cepR is independent 
of the CepIR QS system.  
A) cepI and cepR deletions in wild type and ∆paaABCDE mutant backgrounds led to attenuation 
of virulence in C. elegans. The ∆paaABCDE mutant is attenuated compared to wild type but is 
less attenuated than cepI and cepR mutants. B) The cepI and cepR mutations in a ∆paaK1∆paaK2 
mutant have opposing levels of virulence. ∆paaK1∆paaK ∆cepR mutant is as virulent as wild type 
whereas the ∆paaK1∆paaK2∆cepI mutant is attenuated for virulence in C. elegans. C) The cepI 
and cepR mutations in a ∆paaK2∆paaK1 mutant have opposing levels of virulence. 
∆paaK2∆paaK1∆cepR mutant is as virulent as wild type whereas the ∆paaK2∆paaK1∆cepI 
mutant is attenuated for virulence in C. elegans. Data shown in panels A-C are representative of 
three biological replicates (n = ~70 - 110 nematodes per strain). D) The ∆paaK1∆paaK2∆cepR 
and ∆paaK2∆paaK1∆cepR mutants have wild-type levels of proteolytic activity with or without 
phenylalanine whereas the ∆cepR mutant has decreased proteolytic activity. Proteolytic activity 
was measured as the area of the zone of clearance (excluding colonies) on agar containing 2% 
skim milk with or without the addition of 2 mM of phenylalanine.  
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To further understand the virulence of the DpaaK1DpaaK2DcepR mutant, we examined the 

expression levels of cepI and cepR and the levels of C8-HSL in the mutants. While transcription 

of cepR is abolished in ∆cepI, it is restored to wild type levels when the deletion of cepI occurs in 

a ∆paaK1∆paaK2, ∆paaK2∆paaK1, or ∆paaABCDE background (Figure 33 A). Therefore PAA, 

which is present in both PAA pathway mutants, restores cepR transcription but not pathogenicity 

because there is no CepI and no C8-HSL (Figure 33 A and C). When cepI transcript levels were 

analyzed in ∆cepR in wild type and PAA degradation mutant backgrounds, the transcription of 

cepI was downregulated in the CepR mutant, as expected. Similarly, cepI transcription was 

reduced in the attenuated DpaaABCDEDcepR mutant and in the pathogenic DpaaK1DpaaK2DcepR 

and ∆paaK2∆paaK1∆cepR mutants (Figure 33 B). The lack of C8-HSL in both the 

∆paaK1∆paaK2∆cepI and ∆paaK1∆paaK2∆cepR mutants (Figure 33 C) suggests that the 

pathogenicity of the ∆paaK1∆paaK2∆cepR mutant is independent of cepI. This was mirrored in 

the ∆paaK2∆paaK1∆cepR mutant (Figure 33 C). 
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Figure 33. The virulence of the ∆paaK1∆paaK2∆cepR and ∆paaK2∆paaK1∆cepR mutants is 
independent of the CepIR QS system. 
A) cepR transcription is restored to wild-type levels in the ∆paaABCDE ∆cepI and ∆paaK1 
∆paaK2∆ cepI mutants, indicating that PAA restores cepR transcription. B) cepI is downregulated 
in all of the ∆cepR mutants. C) C8-HSL levels were measured and none of the QS mutants had 
detectable levels of C8-HSL. The error bars represent the standard deviations of three independent 
experiments.  
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Deletions of the cepI and cepR genes in the PAA pathway mutant backgrounds allowed us 

to determine that the PAA pathway has an effect on CepIR-regulated virulence that is evident 

when CepI or CepR is absent. In this context, our results suggest that there is an alternative 

signalling pathway to activate virulence in the ∆paaK1∆paaK2∆cepR mutant. The opposite effects 

of the PaaK and PaaABCDE mutations with regard to pathogenicity and the striking differences 

that paaK and paaABCDE gene deletions have in the cepR mutant background suggest that PAA-

CoA, or a derivative, is the central molecule implicated in this alternative signalling pathway.  
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5.2 Discussion 

In B. cenocepacia, the attenuation of CepIR QS-regulated virulence traits in PAA pathway 

mutants was thought to be due to the accumulation of PAA (Pribytkova et al. 2014). In line with 

this finding, PAA has also been shown to regulate the virulence of other Gram-negative bacteria, 

A. baumannii (Bhuiyan et al. 2016) and P. aeruginosa (Musthafa et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2013), 

two Gram-negative bacteria that also use LuxIR-type QS systems to regulate their virulence (Latifi 

et al. 1995; Niu et al. 2008). Previously, we demonstrated that the release of PAA in a B. 

cenocepacia mutant of the PAA pathway resulted in the inhibition of CepIR-regulated QS, a 

LuxIR-type system (Pribytkova et al. 2014). However, the DpaaABCDE mutant has the genes 

necessary to convert PAA to PAA-CoA (Figure 24). Therefore, PAA or PAA-CoA could be the 

molecule responsible for the inhibition of CepIR-regulated QS. 

To determine the molecule responsible, we attempted to create a mutant unable to 

accumulate PAA-CoA. The PaaK knockout mutant accumulated less PAA-CoA than the 

∆paaABCDE mutant, and was more virulent than the wild type, suggesting that the attenuated 

virulence could be due to the accumulation of PAA-CoA or a derivative. Another difference 

between these two mutants is that the PaaK knockout mutant released less PAA than the 

PaaABCDE mutant. Since PAA-CoA is the true inducer of the PAA pathway, the increased 

accumulation of PAA in the PaaABCDE mutant is likely due to induction of the upstream 

degradation pathway when PAA-CoA relieves the regulator, PaaR (Yudistira et al. 2011). 

Although our results show that the PaaABCDE mutant produces more PAA than both 

PaaK1PaaK2 and PaaK2PaaK1 mutants, the accumulation of PAA is extracellular. There were no 

significant differences in the intracellular concentrations of PAA mutants compared with the level 

in the wild type and the amounts were detected at levels very close to, or lower than, the smallest 
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standard used for the calibration curve (8 µM). Therefore, any effect of PAA on virulence should 

be attributed to extracellular levels of PAA. However, this does not seem to be the case as 

exogenous addition of PAA to B. cenocepacia wild type did not change its pathogenic phenotype 

(Pribytkova et al. 2014).  

We hypothesized CepIR-regulated QS inhibition was achieved by one of three 

mechanisms: (i) direct inhibition of the enzymatic activity of CepI or its products, (ii) inhibition 

of the formation of CepR:C8-HSL complex, or (iii) an indirect effect on an upstream regulator. 

Using an E. coli reporter system that cannot metabolize PAA, we examined the ability of PAA-

CoA to act as a direct inhibitor of the CepIR QS system. We were able to observe strong but 

unspecific inhibition of luminescence by PAA and PAA-CoA, highlighting the importance of 

control strains when reporter systems are used to identify QS inhibitors: QS-regulated phenotypes 

often depend on other factors, and reporter strains using bioluminescence can be affected by the 

overall metabolic activity of the cell (Defoirdt et al. 2013). In our system, the control strains had 

either the arabinose-inducible PBAD promoter or the dhfr constitutive promoter controlling the 

expression of luxCDABE luminescence genes. First, in the presence of higher concentrations of 

PAA (above 1 mM), the expression of luminescence by the constitutive promoter was inhibited, 

suggesting a general effect on luminescence. Second, the concentration of rhamnose used to 

express paaK, 0.01% (wt/vol), inhibited the arabinose-inducible promoter. With these control 

strains, we were able to minimize the general effects on the reporter system and determine that 

neither PAA or PAA-CoA has a direct effect on the formation of CepR:C8-HSL complexes or on 

CepI activity.  

Interestingly, we found that the attenuation of virulence in ∆paaABCDE mutant did not 

correspond to decreased cepI and cepR transcription or C8-HSL production. The lack of 
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downregulation of either cepI or cepR in the ∆paaABCDE mutant was quite surprising because 

this contradicted the results from our plasmid-based reporter systems that showed decreased cepI 

and cepR promoter activity and decreased AHL signalling (Pribytkova et al. 2014). To investigate 

this discrepancy, we introduced the plasmids with PcepI::luxCDABE or PcepR::luxCDABE to the 

∆paaK1∆paaK2 and ∆paaK2∆paaK1 mutants and found decreased cepI and cepR promoter 

activity almost identical to that of the ∆paaABCDE mutant with the same plasmid-based reporter 

system (data not shown). This suggests that the PAA present in both these mutants might have had 

a general effect on the reporter system itself. It is possible that PAA may affect the copy number 

of the plasmid or affect the metabolism of the cells in such a way that affects plasmid-based 

reporter strains, as previously shown in E. coli (Sobotková et al. 2002).  

We initially focused our attention on B. cenocepacia CepIR because this QS system solely 

controls pathogenicity in C. elegans where the virulence attenuation of PAA degradation mutants 

was first characterized (Law et al. 2008). However, current evidence suggests that a two-

component system, RqpSR, is at the top of the hierarchy controlling both AHL- and BDSF-

dependent QS systems (Cui et al. 2018, 2019). The BDSF-dependent system uses cis-2-dodecenoic 

acid signalling molecule (BDSF) that regulates overlapping genes with the AHL QS system 

(Schmid et al. 2012). We considered that the virulence of the ∆paaABCDE mutant may be 

attenuated through an indirect effect. However, RqpSR and BDSF both regulate the expression of 

cepI, which is not differentially regulated in the ∆paaABCDE mutant, nor was there decreased 

production of AHLs (Deng et al. 2013; Cui et al. 2018). To determine if the attenuated virulence 

of the ∆paaABCDE strain could be independent of CepI and CepR activity we created cepI and 

cepR mutants in the PAA pathway mutant backgrounds. If PAA-related regulation of virulence 

was independent of CepI and CepR activity, then we would see an additive effect on attenuation 
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whereas in a paaK knockout mutant background, we expected to see a virulence phenotype similar 

to that of the same deletion in a wild type strain. In the ∆paaABCDE QS mutants we saw no 

evidence of an additive effect as the QS mutations were dominant, leading to the same attenuated 

pathogenicity as the ∆cepI or ∆cepR mutants. Because the cepI and cepR mutations in the 

∆paaABCDE strain did not have an additive effect, this suggests that the mechanism of attenuation 

involves the CepIR QS system without affecting the expression of the cepI and cepR genes. 

Recently, an analogue of BDSF was shown to inhibit the production of AHL signals in B. 

cenocepacia H111 (Cui et al. 2019). In the future, it would be interesting to test the ability of the 

compound to inhibit QS-regulated virulence in a genetic background where PAA-CoA synthesis 

is interrupted.  

In the paaK knockout background the QS mutations had opposing effects. While a cepI 

deletion resulted in the expected attenuated virulence, a cepR deletion had wild type levels of 

virulence. Surprisingly, the PAA pathway mutants with a cepI deletion had increased transcription 

of cepR. Therefore, it seems that extracellular PAA, observed in both PAA pathway mutants, can 

restore the transcription of cepR to wild type levels. While increased transcription of cepR by PAA 

may suggest that this is the reason why the paaK mutants are more pathogenic than the wild type, 

it does not explain why PAA does not produce the same effect in the paaABCDE mutant, nor does 

explain why the cepR mutation in a paaK background reverts to wild type levels of virulence. A 

possible reason for these striking, opposite phenotypes is that in the paaK mutants a regulatory 

component is activated in the absence of CepR. We speculate that this activation is sensitive to the 

levels of PAA-CoA. However, a limitation of our work is that we were unable to detect statistically 

significant differences between the levels of PAA-CoA in wild type and PaaK mutants as the 

amounts of PAA-CoA were very close to the limit of detection of our method.  
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 Finally, the results presented here highlight how changes in a catabolic pathway can 

modulate virulence in bacteria. Variations in the concentration of PAA-CoA led to CepR-

dependent attenuated virulence, despite the presence of CepR. Conversely, the same virulence 

factors could increase, despite the absence of CepR. We propose that increased virulence due to 

PAA metabolites may be relevant under environmental conditions where quorum sensing signals 

do not accumulate but a virulent response is necessary. 
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CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

CF is a fatal genetic disease caused by a mutation in an ion channel that results in a 

dysregulation of ions and allows the build-up of nutrient rich mucus in the lungs and other vital 

organs (Kerem et al. 1989; Riordan et al. 1989; Rommens et al. 1989; Cheng et al. 1990; Ratjen 

2009). The lung environment is of considerable research interest because the majority of CF patient 

deaths result from pulmonary infections (Halliburton et al. 1996; Liou et al. 2001; Cystic Fibrosis 

Foundation 2007, 2010). The accumulation of nutrient-rich sticky mucus in the lungs is the perfect 

setting for bacteria to colonize and act as pathogens (Ohman and Chakrabarty 1982; Palmer et al. 

2007). While the treatment of CF patients used to focus on the major pathogen colonizing the 

lungs, it is now widely accepted that CF lung infections are polymicrobial and need to be treated 

as such. Bacterial communication, often termed “quorum sensing” (QS) is a relatively new concept 

in science, but as our understanding grows of the ability of bacteria to use chemical signal 

molecules to communicate, so does the realization that bacteria behave very differently in group 

settings than when they are alone. The interplay between microorganisms in the lung can have 

serious implications for disease prognosis, choice of treatments, and response to therapy.  

Interruption of a metabolic pathway, the PAA pathway, was found to regulate the QS-

regulated virulence traits of a CF pathogen, B. cenocepacia (Law et al. 2008; Pribytkova et al. 

2014). Exogenous PAA was also shown to inhibit the QS-regulated virulence traits of another CF 

pathogen, P. aeruginosa (Musthafa et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2013). When PAA pathway mutants 

of B. cenocepacia were examined, it was discovered that PAA accumulates extracellularly 

(Pribytkova et al. 2014). While PAA had been well studied as a growth hormone in plants, these 

findings hinted towards a novel role for PAA as an inhibitor of quorum sensing. The focus of this 
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research was to elucidate the role of a metabolic pathway, the PAA pathway, in the QS-regulated 

virulence of CF pathogens. 

The first objectives of this research were to identify CF pathogens that were putative 

producers of PAA and to examine the role of the PAA pathway in the interactions of CF pathogens. 

Using in silico techniques, I examined the ability of the top 10 CF pathogens to produce PAA. Of 

the CF pathogens investigated, only three were selected as putative producers of PAA. B. 

cenocepacia, P. aeruginosa and A. fumigatus were selected and tested for the extracellular 

accumulation of PAA. Neither P. aeruginosa nor A. fumigatus were found to produce PAA under 

the conditions examined in this study. While wild type B. cenocepacia K56-2 was able to 

accumulate PAA when grown on LB it was not detectable in SCFM. Which means that this 

accumulation of PAA may not be relevant in CF conditions, or the conditions for its release have 

not been met under the conditions tested. An interesting avenue of research would be to examine 

the accumulation of PAA and PAA-CoA in B. cenocepacia cultures grown in microoxic 

conditions. This may increase the accumulation of early pathway PAA metabolites as reversion of 

EP-CoA to PAA-CoA was observed when oxygen was limited (Teufel et al. 2012). This would 

also more closely simulate the conditions of the CF lung as B. cenocepacia is believed to be found 

in microoxic niches during infection. However, the role of the PAA pathway in virulence may not 

be limited to interspecies communication during CF infections. B. cenocepacia is a soil-dwelling 

microbe that participates in both beneficial and pathogenic relationships with plants. PAA is an 

auxin that B. cenocepacia may produce to influence the interfere with or help maintain the 

concentration of this compound in plants.     

Upon investigation of the interactions between the 3 strains when grown on SCFM there 

was a noticeable decrease in the antagonistic interactions between P. aeruginosa/A. fumigatus and 
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between B. cenocepacia/A. fumigatus compared to when they were grown on PDB. However, the 

mechanism behind this interaction did not rely on the PAA pathway, so it was not investigated 

further at this time. Lately the interactions between A. fumigatus and P. aeruginosa have been of 

considerable interest because of their prevalence in the CF lung (Shoseyov et al. 2006; Amin et al. 

2010; Brandt et al. 2018) and the fact that patients with co-infection have worse outcomes 

(Shoseyov et al. 2006; Amin et al. 2010). Recently, P. aeruginosa supernatants were found to 

inhibit the development of nascent A. fumigatus biofilms by 85.5% but the inhibition of A. 

fumigatus was decreased in QS mutants (Mowat et al. 2010). Late stage clinical isolates of P. 

aeruginosa are often deficient in QS (Hoffman et al. 2009) suggesting that the inhibition identified 

in the study by Mowat et al. (2010) may not translate to the CF lung environment. Based on my 

results, the interactions between the strains differed depending on the medium used which 

underscores the importance of trying to approximate the conditions of the CF lung to better 

understand the interactions found there. 

Once I had determined that PAA could be produced by B. cenocepacia, but that it didn’t 

seem to play a role in interactions with A. fumigatus, the next objective was to determine if the 

metabolite responsible was PAA or PAA-CoA and to determine the mechanism of inhibition of 

the QS-regulated virulence trait. Because PAA accumulates extracellularly and inhibits virulence 

when it is added exogenously (Pribytkova et al. 2014), it was tempting to hypothesize that PAA 

acts as a signalling molecule. However, it is important to note that in the K56-2∆paaABCDE 

mutant it is possible for both PAA and PAA-CoA to accumulate because of the reversible action 

of PaaI. Therefore, either metabolite could be responsible for the attenuation of virulence. To 

thoroughly investigate which molecule was involved and how it was affecting the CepIR QS 

system, I approached it from several angles. Using a luminescence reporter system, I confirmed 
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that cepI and cepR promoter activity was downregulated in the ∆paaABCDE mutant and later in 

the ∆paaK1∆paaK2 and ∆paaK2∆paaK1 mutants (data not shown). However, my RT-qPCR 

provided conflicting results as cepI and cepR were not downregulated in any of the PAA pathway 

mutants. This finding is interesting because it highlights that while plasmid-based reporter systems 

are a great tool for screening, they should always be verified by other methods and proper controls 

should be used. Luminescence activity has a heavy metabolic burden (Defoirdt et al. 2013) and 

PAA has been shown to cause plasmid loss in E. coli (Sobotková et al. 2002). While the cause of 

this discrepancy in the results is unknown, the RT-qPCR is a direct measure of the transcript levels 

of these genes and this confirms that cepI and cepR are not affected, at least at a transcriptional 

level. This was supported by LC-MS/MS of C8-HSL concentrations that saw no decrease in C8-

HSL levels in the PAA pathway mutants compared to wild type, unlike ∆cepI and ∆cepR mutants 

that had no C8-HSL production. This contradicted the results from our previous paper where we 

used a plasmid-based Agrobacterium tumefaciens luminescence reporter strain to measure AHL 

levels in wild type and the ∆paaABCDE mutant (Pribytkova et al. 2014). With LC-MS/MS we 

saw a wide range of C8-HSL levels in the ∆paaABCDE mutant, all of which were at or above the 

levels of wild type whereas the A. tumefaciens reporter system had detected lower concentrations 

of AHLs in the ∆paaABCDE mutant. Now this could be explained by the fact that the reporter 

system measures all AHLs, not just C8-HSL, however I had measured C6-HSL levels in the strains, 

but no C6-HSL was detectable. Far more likely is the fact that we are once again seeing the effect 

of PAA on a luminescent reporter system. One advantage of the AHL reporter system was that we 

had examined AHL levels over time. It would be interesting to follow up on this research by 

examining the effect of these mutations not only on the level of AHLs present, but also on the 

timing of the production of these AHLs. Since the production of AHLs is related to cell density, 
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any changes in the expression of AHLs could result in early or delayed virulence responses, both 

of which would likely impact the ability of the bacteria to cause disease. Also, a limitation of this 

work is that the CepIR was the only QS system investigated. For future work, it would be beneficial 

to investigate the effect on the CciIR and BDSF QS systems using RT-qPCR and LC-MS/MS of 

the QS molecules. 

While I tried to investigate a direct effect of the PAA metabolites on the binding of CepR, 

this work was hindered by the characteristics of the CepR protein. Since the binding of CepR 

appeared to require the presence of its cognate AHL during folding, I tried an alternate version of 

EMSAs with cell-free lysates of a strain overexpressing CepR rather than CepR purified in the 

presence of C8-HSL. This strategy was used when studying LasR, another LuxR-type protein from 

P. aeruginosa, however CepR was not active in the lysates. The next steps of this work would be 

to test if the PAA metabolites are able to displace the C8-HSL that is likely bound to the ligand 

binding domain of CepR and to further investigate if CepR reversibly binds C8-HSL. While this is 

an interesting avenue, it was not fully explored during this study. Instead, I developed a plasmid-

based reporter system in E. coli that would allow me to test the effect of PAA metabolites on CepR 

activity and used RT-qPCR to examine the effect on cepR transcription. While the reporter system 

revealed no effect of either metabolite on CepR, once again the effects of PAA on the plasmid-

based reporter system were visible. Thankfully, the use of proper control strains prevented the 

misinterpretation of this data. 

Using an enzymatic assay, no direct effect was observed on CepI either. Therefore, I 

created two independent deletion mutants of the step of the pathway where PAA is converted to 

PAA-CoA (∆paaK1∆paaK2 and ∆paaK2∆paaK1) so that I could characterize a mutant that was 

unable to produce PAA-CoA compared to the ∆paaABCDE mutant that produces both. Slow-
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killing and exoprotease assays confirmed that only the ∆paaABCDE mutant was attenuated for 

virulence, establishing the previously unconsidered role of PAA-CoA in the attenuation of 

virulence of B. cenocepacia. In order to investigate the role of PAA-CoA in the attenuated 

virulence, I measured the concentration of PAA-CoA in PAA pathway mutants. Unfortunately, a 

limitation of this research was that we were unable to detect statistically significant differences 

between the levels of PAA-CoA in the wild type and PaaK mutants due to the low levels of PAA-

CoA that were extremely close to the limit of detection of our method. Although I was unable to 

confidently state that the levels of PAA-CoA in the PaaK mutants are negligible, there was a 

statistically significant accumulation of PAA-CoA in the ∆paaABCDE mutants compared the 

PaaK mutants. While we were unable to fully rule out PAA as the inhibitor, the fact that the 

PaaABCDE mutant is the only attenuated mutant suggests that at the very least PAA-CoA is 

necessary for the attenuation of virulence as the PAA-accumulating PaaK mutants were more 

virulent than wild type.  

These results suggest that the attenuation of virulence in B. cenocepacia that is regulated 

through the PAA pathway may be through an alternate mechanism than that of PAA pathway-

regulated virulence in P. aeruginosa and A. baumannii (Musthafa et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2013; 

Cerqueira et al. 2014; Bhuiyan et al. 2016). While exogenously added PAA attenuates the QS-

regulated virulence traits of P. aeruginosa PAO1 (Musthafa et al. 2012) and its cytotoxicity (Wang 

et al. 2013), genomic analysis of P. aeruginosa suggests that the PaaK ligase is not present to 

convert PAA to PAA-CoA. In A. baumannii interruption of the PAA pathway at the paaABCDE 

operon also inhibits virulence however, culture supernatants were used suggesting that the 

molecule responsible is found extracellularly and only PAA accumulated extracellularly in the 

mutant (Cerqueira et al. 2014; Bhuiyan et al. 2016). PAA released by the A. baumannii PAA 
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pathway mutant also acted as a chemoattractant for zebrafish neutrophils. In B. cenocepacia PAA 

accumulation was not sufficient to result in the attenuation of virulence, but this molecule may 

have other roles depending on the condition. In the future, creating a mutant of the PaaI thioesterase 

in the ∆paaABCDE mutant may help elucidate the role of PAA-CoA in this mutant. Although I 

was interested in creating this mutant, the accumulation of PAA-CoA may result in a lethal 

phenotype if CoA pools are depleted. Because genetic tools in B. cenocepacia are lacking, I was 

recently involved in the development of a new technique to exploit the CRISPR system in order 

to create CRISPRi mutants in B. cenocepacia (Hogan et al. 2019). This system could be used to 

create a conditional growth mutant of PaaI that would help elucidate the individual roles of PAA 

and PAA-CoA. 

Because all of the evidence so far suggested that the CepIR QS system was not inhibited 

in the PAA pathway mutants, I decided to create cepI and cepR QS mutants in the PAA pathway 

mutant backgrounds. The fact that the ∆paaABCDE QS mutants did not have an additive effect in 

the virulence assays suggest that the attenuation of virulence does depend on the CepIR QS system. 

While the cepI mutation in the PaaK mutants had the expected attenuation of virulence, the 

PaaK∆cepR mutants had wild type levels of virulence when a ∆cepR mutation in the wild type 

background is attenuated for virulence. This striking discovery opens the door to several 

possibilities. I propose that a regulatory component, such as a transcriptional regulator, is activated 

in the PAA-accumulating PaaK mutants. In this study we saw that the presence of PAA restored 

the cepR transcription levels in cepI mutants. Perhaps PAA also activates another regulatory 

component in the absence of CepR. Based on the findings, I propose that PAA-CoA exerts its 

effect by forming a complex with a non-canonical transcriptional regulator XR that competes with 

CepR:C8-HSL for binding in virulence gene regulatory elements (Figure 34). In this context, XR 
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would increase virulence while XR:PAA-CoA would not. In wild type (Figure 34, left panel) cepI 

and cepR are transcribed and CepR complexes with C8-HSL and regulates virulence. In conditions 

where the PAA pathway is functional PAA-CoA does not accumulate to levels that would inhibit 

virulence. In the PaaABCDE mutant background, where PAA-CoA is abundant, the XR:PAA-

CoA complexes displace CepR:C8-HSL complexes. This competition results in attenuated 

virulence in C. elegans (Figure 34, right panel) and would be diminished by the addition of C8-

HSL as we determined previously (Pribytkova et al. 2014). In the PaaABCDE QS mutants 

XR:PAA-CoA has no CepR:AHL complexes to displace so the virulence is the same as a QS 

mutant in a wild type background. CepR mutants have decreased cepI transcription so no CepR:C8-

HSL complexes are formed resulting in attenuated virulence (Figure 34, bottom panel). This model 

would also explain the CepR-independent virulence of ∆paaK1∆paaK2∆cepR. In the absence of 

both cepR and PAA-CoA, XR is able to activate certain virulence genes (Figure 34, bottom panel). 

We were unable to detect differences between the levels of PAA-CoA in wild type and PaaK 

mutants as the amounts of PAA-CoA were very close to the limit of detection of our method. 

However, it is reasonable to assume that wild type can produce PAA-CoA while a PaaK mutant 

cannot. Therefore, I propose that, in the absence of PAA-CoA, XR positively regulates the 

virulence genes. This alternative regulatory system does not require C8-HSL to activate XR as C8-

HSL was absent in all of the PAA pathway QS mutants. 
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Figure 34. Model of the role of the PAA pathway in the regulation of CepIR quorum sensing-
controlled virulence.  
This model suggests that PAA-CoA acts as a co-repressor, with an as yet unidentified 
transcriptional regulator (XR). In wild type CepIR QS dominates the regulation of virulence due 
to the lower concentration of PAA-CoA (top left panel). Whereas in ∆paaABCDE the levels of 
PAA-CoA are high and the XR:PAA-CoA complex can compete with CepR:C8-HSL complexes 
to repress virulence, resulting in an attenuated virulence compared to wild type (top right panel). 
CepR mutants in wild type do not have CepR:C8-HSL complexes to regulate virulence and are 
therefore attenuated for virulence (bottom panel). However, in a PaaK background CepR mutants 
are virulent. The absence of PAA-CoA in these mutants in combination with the lack of CepR 
create the perfect conditions for XR to positively regulate virulence genes.  
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While this model is supported by the evidence so far, more research will be required to 

determine how the alternative regulatory system is modulating virulence. The next step of this 

research would be to identify the proposed regulatory component by performing random 

transposon mutagenesis on the PaaKCepR deletion mutant and selecting for protease negative 

mutants. Though the discovery of restored virulence in a ∆cepR mutant was surprising, this is 

merely the latest of several studies contributing to the growing body of evidence that suggests our 

understanding of QS is limited. In P. aeruginosa the relationship between the LasIR and RhlIR 

QS systems has traditionally been viewed as hierarchical, because the RhlIR is inactive in the 

absence of the LasIR QS system (Latifi et al. 1996). Whereas recent evidence has shown that the 

RhlIR QS system can act independently in certain CF clinical isolates (Feltner et al. 2016). Since 

non-functional LasR mutants are frequent in clinical isolates from chronic CF infections (Smith et 

al. 2006; D’Argenio et al. 2007; Hoffman et al. 2009), it is not surprising that P. aeruginosa strains 

have developed alternate strategies for maintaining virulence. Of interest will be discovering under 

what conditions the alternate regulatory system is activated in B. cenocepacia.  

In summary, this work highlights some of the limitations of the current methods for 

studying the role of QS in pathogenesis. Commonly QS is described with phrases such as 

“complicated hierarchy” and “regulatory networks”, and yet when we study their involvement in 

pathogenesis we tend to try and study one isolated QS system. While this will help characterize 

the roles of a particular QS system, it likely also contributes to the overestimation of the 

responsibilities of that QS system and an underestimation of the true complexities of the 

involvement of all the QS systems. However, studying the relationships between these QS systems 

is no small task. The results of my research show how changes in a catabolic pathway can modulate 

virulence despite not being a traditional QS system. Variations in the concentration of PAA-CoA 
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led to CepR-dependent attenuated virulence whereas the same virulence factors could increase, 

despite the absence of CepR. This increased virulence due to PAA metabolites may have relevance 

in environmental conditions where virulence occurs in the absence of QS signals. Future work will 

focus on the identification of the alternate regulatory system active in the PaaKCepR mutant as a 

way to elucidate the physiological role of this alternate regulatory mechanism on the QS system 

of B. cenocepacia.  
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